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Abstract
Most industrially relevant flows in turbomachinery components are of a turbulent or at
least transitional nature. Hence, the success of the numerical simulation of such flows
depends significantly on the correct representation of turbulent effects. In the frame-
work of continuum mechanics, these are described by the Navier-Stokes equations. A
direct solution of these equations (Direct Numerical Simulation, DNS) is, however, not
feasible at industrially relevant Reynolds numbers due to the enormous computatio-
nal requirements. For this reason, the Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes equations are
used to describe the flow and turbulent effects are considered by appropriate statistical
models.
The present thesis addresses the analysis of differential Reynolds stress models
(DRSM). The models are implemented in the DLR solver TRACE and qualified for
the application to turbomachinery flows. After a rigorous literature review, with the
SSG/LRR-ω and the JH-ωh model, two models of different complexity and robustness
were chosen. Since the latter is a crucial factor for the successful application of these
models, the numerical properties of the DRSMs with special focus on the pressure-
strain correlation term are investigated by means of a model problem. In this respect,
both a dynamical systems analysis and a numerical phase space analysis are conducted
exemplarily. For the robust numerical solution of the model equations, the linearisati-
on of the sophisticated source terms is derived in the context of the implicit solution
procedure. Since the transport equations of the turbulence variables are not solved in
a coupled manner, a correction to the convective fluxes is developed, which ensures a
conservative, second order accurate formulation. Numerous requirements for the app-
lication in turbomachinery flows, such as the solution in a rotating frame of reference,
rotationally periodic boundary conditions or mixing planes are considered.
The implementation of the models is verified and validated by computing a substan-
tial number of building block flows relevant to turbomachinery applications. In the
framework of this activity the respective models’ strengths and weaknesses compa-
red to linear eddy viscosity models and explicit algebraic Reynolds stress models as
well as each other are highlighted. The applicability of the DRSMs to industrially re-
levant configurations and their limits are demonstrated and discussed by a detailed
evaluation of flows through a compressor cascade, a Ranque-Hilsch vortex tube and
a 1.5 stage cold air turbine. The present critical evaluation is supposed to expose the
different models’ strengths and weaknesses and to recommend a suitable choice for
respective applications.

Zusammenfassung
Die meisten Stro¨mungen in industrierelevanten Turbomaschinenkomponenten sind
turbulenter oder zumindest transitioneller Natur. Der Erfolg einer numerischen Si-
mulation dieser Stro¨mungen ha¨ngt daher in großem Maße von der korrekten Dar-
stellung turbulenter Effekte ab. Diese werden im Rahmen der Kontinuumsmechanik
durch die Navier-Stokes-Gleichungen beschrieben. Eine direkte Lo¨sung der Gleichun-
gen (Direct Numerical Simulation, DNS) ist allerdings aufgrund der Anforderungen an
die Rechenleistung bei industrierelevanten Reynoldszahlen nicht durchfu¨hrbar. Aus
diesem Grund werden die Reynolds-gemittelten Navier-Stokes-Gleichungen zur Be-
schreibung der Stro¨mung herangezogen und turbulente Effekte durch geeignete sta-
tistische Modelle beru¨cksichtigt.
Die vorliegende Arbeit bescha¨ftigt sich mit der Untersuchung von differentiellen Rey-
noldsspannungsmodellen (DRSM). Die Modelle wurden in den DLR Stro¨mungslo¨ser
TRACE implementiert und fu¨r die Anwendung in Turbomaschinenstro¨mungen qua-
lifiziert. Fu¨r die Untersuchung wurden nach ausfu¨hrlicher Literaturstudie mit dem
SSG/LRR-ω- und dem JH-ωh-Modell zwei Modelle sehr unterschiedlicher Komplexita¨t
und Robustheit ausgewa¨hlt. Da letzteres ein entscheidender Faktor fu¨r den erfolgrei-
chen Einsatz dieser Modelle ist, werden die numerischen Eigenschaften der DRSMs
mit besonderem Fokus auf den Druck-Scher-Korrelationsterm anhand eines Modell-
problems auf ihre Stabilita¨tseigenschaften untersucht. Dabei wird das Verhalten der
Modelle als dynamisches System analytisch und numerisch im Phasenraum unter-
sucht. Zur robusten numerischen Lo¨sung der Modellgleichungen wird im Rahmen
des impliziten Lo¨sungsverfahrens die Linearisierung der Quellterme hergeleitet. Da
die Transportgleichungen der Turbulenzvariablen nicht gekoppelt gelo¨st werden, wird
eine Korrektur der konvektiven Flu¨sse entwickelt, die eine konservative Formulierung
mit Genauigkeit zweiter Ordnung gewa¨hrleistet. Fu¨r die Anwendung in Turbomaschi-
nenstro¨mungen werden eine Vielzahl von Anforderungen wie zum Beispiel rotierende
Bezugssysteme, in Umfangsrichtung periodische Randbedingungen oder Mischungs-
ebenen beru¨cksichtigt.
Die Implementierung der Modelle wird an verschiedensten grundlegenden Stro¨mun-
gen mit Bezug zu Turbomaschinenstro¨mungen verifiziert und validiert. Dabei werden
die Sta¨rken und Schwa¨chen der verwendeten Modelle im Vergleich zu Wirbelza¨hig-
keitsmodellen und expliziten algebraischen Reynoldsspannungsmodellen sowie un-
tereinander herausgearbeitet. Die Anwendbarkeit der DRSMs auf industrierelevante
Konfigurationen und deren Grenzen werden anhand der detaillierten Untersuchung
von Stro¨mungen durch ein Verdichtergitter, ein Ranque-Hilsch-Wirbelrohr sowie eine
anderthalbstufige Kaltluftturbine demonstriert und diskutiert. Die vorliegende kriti-
sche Analyse soll die Sta¨rken und Schwa¨chen der verschiedenen Modelle darlegen und
Empfehlungen fu¨r eine geeignete Modellauswahl fu¨r die entsprechenden Anwendun-
gen geben.
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1 Introduction and motivation
1.1 Computational Fluid Dynamics - CFD
Turbomachinery is heavily employed in various industrial sectors. Types of turbo-
machines used in the energy sector are wind turbines, water turbines in hydroelectric
plants, steam turbines in coal or nuclear power plants or gas turbines in gas power
plants. Most importantly, gas turbines also play a major role in aircraft propulsion
systems both in turbofan and turboprop engines. For the aviation industry, the Advi-
sory Council for Aviation Research and Innovation in Europe (ACARE) has developed
ambitious goals to reduce the environmental impact of the whole air transport system
(European Commission et al., 2011). The improvement of engines plays a crucial role
in achieving these goals. In order to devise designs both quieter and more efficient, it
is essential to understand the fluid dynamic processes within these machines.
Traditionally, most of the development was supported by rig testing. Obviously, this
method is rather expensive and the number of different designs that can be evaluated
is limited. Furthermore, turbomachinery components provide limited access to the
flow for measurement equipment. Probes introduced into the machines disturb flow
field and laser measurements require visual access. Above all, measurements in the
rotating parts of the machine are a significant challenge. Engineers, therefore, have to
build all their designs based on a very limited knowledge of the actual flow field.
On the other hand, the governing equations of continuum fluid flow, the Navier-Stokes
equations, were derived over a century ago. So far, neither a general analytical solution
has been found, nor exists a proof that a smooth solution always exists. The latter is one
of the Millennium Problems in mathematics. Yet, with the advent of the digital com-
puter, methods have been devised and employed which can numerically find solutions
that satisfy the equations. This is done on a discrete grid where the state variables such
as density, velocity and pressure are computed at every point in space. Such a grid has
to be generated for every geometry. The overall process is called Computational Fluid
Dynamics (CFD).
The availability of such a method enables several new approaches. First, the flow field
can be investigated in great detail anywhere where it is of interest because the solution
is computed for the complete domain. This can result in a better understanding of the
flow physics. Second, it becomes possible to investigate great numbers of different ge-
ometries at relatively low cost. In this process, the geometry is parameterised and grid
generation, simulation, extraction and evaluation of results are automated. Optimising
algorithms can then find the optimal geometry with respect to defined target functions
such as efficiency or noise level. Because of that, CFD has found its way into the design
process of modern fluid dynamic devices.
Highly accurate CFD simulations are part of DLR’s aviation research strategy and are
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represented in the research portfolio around the virtual product. The goal is to be
able to numerically represent a complete aircraft system with all relevant physical pro-
cesses. If such a highly accurate tool were available, the vision would be to completely
design a product using CFD without the need for rig tests. To achieve this goal, numer-
ical methods as well as physical models have to be developed and validated. DLR’s
flow solver TRACE represents one part of this strategy. It has been developed with
special focus on turbomachinery flows and has been employed in the industrial de-
sign process for over a decade.
1.2 Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes approach - RANS
A flow problem can be characterised by its Reynolds number Re describing the ratio
of inertial to viscous forces. As long as the Reynolds number is low, the flow remains
laminar and a numerical simulation is possible with reasonable effort. However, if
the Reynolds number becomes sufficiently large, the flow enters the turbulent regime,
which is described by Bradshaw (1971) as follows:
“Turbulence is a three dimensional time dependent motion in which vortex
stretching causes velocity fluctuations to spread to all wavelengths between
a minimum determined by viscous forces and a maximum determined by
the boundary conditions. It is the usual state of fluid motion except at low
Reynolds numbers.”
Such turbulent flows can, in principle, be described completely by the Navier-Stokes
equations. However, the range of length and time scales that are found in a turbu-
lent flow scales with its Reynolds number. All these scales have to be accounted for
by sufficient grid and time resolution in the computational domain. Hence, the cost
for the direct solution of the Navier-Stokes equations (Direct Numerical Simulation,
DNS) would also scale with the Reynolds number. Based on current development of
computational power and cost, industry readiness of DNS is not expected before 2080
(Spalart, 2010).
There are two options to reduce the computational cost. One is to filter the equations
and resolve only the largest structures, which leads to the concept of Large Eddy Sim-
ulation (LES). Then, only the effect of the smallest structures below the grid resolution
remains to be modelled. Still, as the simulations require a high temporal and spa-
tial resolution, especially for wall-bounded flows at practical Reynolds numbers, the
computational effort remains high and industry readiness is not expected before 2045
(Spalart, 2010). However, from a point of view of a designer of machines, the intricate
and detailed structures in turbulent flow are of less interest than the average or mean
flow. Therefore, the idea is to solve equations directly for the averaged flow solution
concerning the turbulent flow motion. To achieve this, a statistical approach is chosen
and the flow quantities are split into an average and a fluctuating part. This approach
is called Reynolds averaging for incompressible flows or Favre averaging for com-
pressible flows and leads to the Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) equations.
Due to the non-linearity of the convection term, the correlations of fluctuating velocity
components appear in momentum and energy equations. These are called Reynolds
stresses ρu′′i u′′j .
The problem of this statistical approach is that it cannot provide a solution for the
Reynolds stresses. It is possible to devise governing equations for Reynolds stresses
DLR-FB-2016-41
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Figure 1.1: Hierarchy of RANS turbulence models. Reproduced after Gatski & Jongen
(2000).
but in these, higher order correlations of fluctuating quantities occur. This is called
closure problem and dictates that the statistical approach will always require some
sort of physical model for unknown correlations. The community has tried to address
this problem for over a century now. What basically distinguishes different approaches
is the level at which the equations are closed with models.
1.3 Differential Reynolds stress modelling - DRSM
It is instructive to categorise turbulence models based on the level at which closure is
obtained as shown in Figure 1.1. There are several ways to close the RANS equations.
Historically, mixing length models form the simplest approach to model the Reynolds
stresses. They are based on the idea that, on average, the convective processes gov-
erned by turbulent eddies can be viewed as a diffusive process. An algebraic relation
is used to define a turbulent viscosity requiring a priori knowledge about the flow, i.e.
the dominant mixing length scale. As a generalisation of this, many turbulence models
in use nowadays are based on the Boussinesq assumption which relates the Reynolds
stress tensor directly to the rate of strain tensor Sij of the flow (Wilcox, 2006). This re-
lation is linear or isotropic, which is why linear eddy viscosity models (LEVM), placed
at the bottom of the figure, are often called isotropic turbulence models. It has to be
mentioned, however, that only the relation between strain rate and Reynolds stress is
linear. Hence, the Reynolds stress tensor inherits all anisotropy from the strain rate ten-
sor. This closes the RANS equations but shifts the modelling task to the determination
of the apparent viscosity or eddy viscosity µT . It can be achieved by different means
ranging from algebraic models to two equation models solving transport equations for
the turbulent kinetic energy and a turbulent length or time scale. The critical issue in
this approach is that the effect of turbulence is reduced to an increased effective viscos-
ity of the fluid although turbulence is a property of the flow and not a property of the
fluid.
Connected with this conceptual problem there are a series of phenomena which can-
not be properly described by turbulence models based on the Boussinesq assumption
(Hanjalic´ & Jakirlic´, 2002). First, there are stagnating flows, for which an unphysically
DLR-FB-2016-41
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large amount of turbulent kinetic energy is produced. In flows with streamline cur-
vature or system rotation and in turbulence driven secondary flows LEVMs fail due
to the incorrect prediction of turbulence anisotropy. Furthermore, three dimensional
boundary layers, or flows with more than one relevant shear stress, can only be prop-
erly described by models which resolve all components of the Reynolds stress tensor.
Recently, the validity of the Boussinesq approximation in a turbomachinery flow was
investigated by means of DNS (Michelassi et al., 2014). The authors showed that the
linear stress-strain coupling is violated in large parts of the flow field, especially in the
boundary layer.
For the above reasons, an extension was suggested in the form of non-linear eddy
viscosity models (NLEVM). Such models employ the Boussinesq approximation as a
linear base but add an extra anisotropy aij generalising the constitutive relation. The
extra anisotropy is determined by algebraic relations as a function of gradients of mean
flow variables and their invariants. A different derivation starts from the governing
equations for the Reynolds stress tensor. The assumption that the transport of indi-
vidual Reynolds stress tensor components is proportional to the transport of turbulent
kinetic energy leads to algebraic Reynolds stress models. These are computationally
inconvenient owing to implicit relations for the Reynolds stresses. Projection methods
and invariant theory can be used to obtain explicit algebraic relations. This class is
called explicit algebraic Reynolds stress model (EARSM) and is formally equivalent
to a NLEVM. These models promise to be a compromise between the numerical ro-
bustness of LEVMs and the ability to predict flows involving turbulence anisotropy
inherited from DRSMs. However, it has been argued that they are often used in flows
which do not fulfil the basic assumptions made in their derivation (Spalart, 2015).
The models described above close the RANS equations by an algebraic model for the
Reynolds stresses. In contrast, differential Reynolds stress models (DRSM) or second
moment closures (SMC) model each component of the Reynolds stress tensor ρu′′i u′′j
directly by means of transport equations whose exact formulation is derived from the
Navier-Stokes equations. As will be shown later on, these transport equations contain
a number of higher correlations. Here, the modelling task is shifted to these higher cor-
relations. The hope is that these are easier to grasp physically but there is considerable
doubt about that (Spalart, 2015). Nevertheless, the exact production term of Reynolds
stresses in this type of model is a clear advantage over eddy viscosity models. Fur-
thermore, redistribution of energy between individual components, individual history
and transport effects can be considered. So even the most basic DRSMs can, at least
qualitatively, capture effects such as streamline curvature or system rotation and are,
in theory, superior to LEVMs and EARSMs.
1.4 Outline of the thesis
In Chapter 2 the relevant literature review is given, aiming at providing the state of the
art of simulation of turbulent flows in turbomachinery components. The strengths and
weaknesses of the commonly applied approaches are highlighted, illustrating conse-
quently the motivation for development and application of differential Reynolds stress
models (DRSM) to turbomachinery flows. Chapter 3 presents the theoretical back-
ground in detail and introduces the two specific DRSMs studied in this thesis. One of
the major challenges in establishing DRSMs in an industrial environment is their nu-
merical robustness relative to simpler models, mostly based on the eddy-viscosity con-
DLR-FB-2016-41
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cept. For this reason, the numerical properties of the adopted sophisticated Reynolds
stress models, with particular emphasis on the corresponding pressure-strain terms
concerning their solution stability is evaluated by means of a model problem proce-
dure. With respect to the latter both a dynamical systems analysis and a numerical
phase space analysis are conducted exemplarily. The implementation of the two con-
sidered DRSMs into an existing Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) solver rep-
resents the prime objective of the present work. Apart from the stable and robust
numerical formulation of the models, an industrial CFD code for multi-stage turbo-
machinery applications on hybrid grids requires the treatment of rotating frames of
reference, interfaces between rotating and non-rotating parts as well as between struc-
tured and unstructured grids. Therefore, the model implementation has to be corre-
spondingly adjusted to this high fidelity numerical method and solution algorithm.
The code features which differ from previously implemented methods are described
in Chapter 4.
The turbulence model implementation is interactively verified and validated by com-
puting a substantial number of building block flows relevant to turbomachinery appli-
cations (Chapter 5); in the framework of this activity the respective models’ strengths
and weaknesses are highlighted. To demonstrate their feasibility in computing indus-
trially relevant configurations, the models are subsequently applied to a compressor
cascade, a Ranque-Hilsch vortex tube and a cold air turbine flow (Chapter 6). The
thesis ends with the concluding Chapter 7 summarising the modelling activities and
achieved results and giving recommendations for future work.
Re´sume´: the present thesis introduces two differential Reynolds stress models of dif-
ferent complexity; the verification of their implementation and consequent validation
is performed by means of representative flow configurations relevant to turbomachin-
ery applications. The models have been devised following different strategies. Hence,
they differ largely in their complexity and stability. The present critical evaluation
is supposed to expose their strengths and weaknesses and to recommend a suitable
choice for respective applications.
DLR-FB-2016-41

2 State of the art
2.1 Statistical turbulence modelling
Even though the extreme computational effort of DNS makes the application in in-
dustrial environments unattractive, a large scientific effort has gone into these simu-
lations. DNS has proven to be useful for “numerical experiments” to investigate tur-
bulent flows in representative configurations (e.g. turbulent plane channel flow (Kim
et al., 1987) or turbulent flat plate boundary layer (Spalart, 1988)) in great detail. They
also supply detailed validation data for turbulence models and aid their development.
Nevertheless, DNS of turbomachinery components have been reported recently. One
such example is the work of Sandberg et al. (2015) and Michelassi et al. (2014). They
describe the development of a highly efficient DNS solver, capable of computing the
flow through turbine cascades. This solver does not involve any turbulence modelling
and is hence even capable of predicting laminar to turbulent transition. It employs
compact finite difference schemes for the spatial discretisation in axial and pitchwise
directions while a Fourier method is used in the spanwise direction. They showed the
flow through a turbine cascade at a Reynolds numbers up to 105.
In view of industrial applications and/or flows at higher Reynolds numbers significant
effort has gone into the development of LES methods. LES is especially helpful in free
shear flows in the absence of solid walls because significant grid requirements arise if
wall bounded flows are computed. A massively separated flows is a combination of a
wall bounded flow and a free shear flow. RANS models typically fail in this situation
since they have been developed for attached or mildly separated flows (Spalart, 2009).
Therefore, an approach that has been followed with enthusiasm is the combination
of RANS and LES to a hybrid RANS-LES method because this promises the earliest
integration of scale-resolving simulations in industrially relevant computational tools.
It employs RANS in attached boundary layers and LES in separated flows. Various
approaches exist such as detached eddy simulation (DES) (Spalart & Shur, 1997) and
its refinements, scale adaptive simulations (SAS) (Menter & Egorov, 2005) or partially
averaged Navier-Stokes (PANS) methods (Girimaji, 2006). In an extensive review of
LES and hybrid RANS-LES application to turbomachinery flows, Tucker states that
these methods show great potential for capturing the highly unsteady flow effects. Yet
their application still requires a significant degree of expertise and many results are
obtained with under-resolved simulations (Tucker, 2011).
Turbomachinery flows present quite a few challenges for RANS turbulence models.
Due to the geometrical configuration of blades and end walls, a broad range of sec-
ondary flows is induced (Langston, 2001). These include interacting vortices such as
horse shoe, passage and tip leakage vortex as well as corner separation from the blade
surface. The flow is highly three dimensional and anisotropic. For rotor blade rows,
the flow is influenced by centrifugal and Coriolis forces due to the rotating frame of
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reference. Finally, unsteady phenomena have to be considered owing to the relative
motion of the adjacent blade rows.
For industrial turbomachinery applications, RANS turbulence models developed in
the 80’s and 90’s of the last century still form the basis in day-to-day business. These
are mostly two equation LEVMs based on the turbulent kinetic energy k and its spe-
cific dissipation rate ω such as the Wilcox k-ω model (Wilcox, 1988) or the Menter SST
k-ω model (Menter, 1994). As pointed out in the introduction, LEVMs have inherent
modelling weaknesses which affect the predictive accuracy for flows in turbomachin-
ery components. They have to be overcome by introduction of ad hoc modifications or
“turbomachinery specific extensions” (Franke et al., 2010), most commonly applied to
the scale-determining equation.
A more general approach to deal with these deficiencies is this application of refined
modelling techniques. NLEVMs or EARSMs present an attractive compromise be-
tween predictive accuracy and numerical robustness (Franke, 2010). EARSMs such
as the one suggested by Hellsten (2005) are currently being evaluated as a viable alter-
native to highly tuned LEVMs. It is expected that a more general modelling approach
yields a broader range of applicability, which motivates the investigation of applying
DRSMs for turbomachinery flows.
2.2 Differential Reynolds stress modelling
More than fifty years after Reynolds laid the ground for RANS turbulence models
(Reynolds, 1895), Chou derived the governing equations for the individual Reynolds
stress components (Chou, 1945). Rotta then analysed the pressure-strain redistribu-
tion term in great detail and suggested a simple return-to-isotropy model for the slow
term which still forms the basis for most closures today (Rotta, 1951). Also, he took
up considerations by Kolmogorov about local isotropy of turbulence at high Reynolds
numbers which lead to isotropic dissipation models for the Reynolds stresses.
An early solution to the transport equations for the Reynolds stresses and the dis-
sipation rate of turbulent kinetic energy was presented by Daly and Harlow. They
computed the set of equations simplified for the case of flow between two parallel
flat plates (Daly & Harlow, 1970). One of the first full differential Reynolds stress
closures was presented by Hanjalic´ & Launder (1972). Their strategy was a term-by-
term modelling of the Reynolds stress and dissipation equations. The pressure-strain
correlation was an early version of one of the most cited pressure-strain models, pub-
lished three years later by Launder et al. (1975) (LRR). The blocking effect of a solid
wall had to be considered explicitly in the model by modifications of the redistribution
term. The model, which is linear in the velocity gradient and Reynolds stress tensors,
formed the basis of many more sophisticated closures developed later on. Investiga-
tions of decaying anisotropic turbulence, however, showed that the return-to-isotropy
process cannot be described accurately by a linear model. Hence, Speziale et al. (1991)
(SSG) suggested a quadratic pressure-strain model which has prevailed in some form
in many modern closures.
Even in the late 1990s and early 2000s, thirty years after the first full DRSMs were sug-
gested, they were still not sufficiently used to assess their advantages over LEVMs with
respect to turbomachinery applications (Bradshaw, 1996). Especially low-Reynolds
closures had not yet been widely adopted (Leschziner et al., 2000). However, there are
more recent developments which show encouraging results for the application of those
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models to industrially relevant configurations.
One area of research towards the application in complex geometries is the removal
of wall geometry related parameters. Craft & Launder (1996) formulated a model in-
dependent of the wall geometry by replacing the wall-normal vector, which is usu-
ally found in wall modifications, by the gradient of a turbulence anisotropy param-
eter. A modified version of this model was applied to compressible flows involving
shock-wave/boundary-layer interaction. The complex flow around a blunt-fin/flat-
plate junction could be simulated successfully and showed superior results compared
to the Menter SST k-ω model as well as the DRSM of Hanjalic´ and Jakirlic´ (Batten et al.,
1999). The approach of Craft and Launder was also adopted by Gerolymos and his co-
workers who published a series of papers about DRSMs applied to turbomachinery-
related flows. They extended their model (Gerolymos & Vallet, 1997) in a similar fash-
ion, to obtain a “wall-normal free” model (Gerolymos et al., 2002; Gerolymos & Vallet,
2002). Based on this model, they were able to obtain a superior predictive accuracy
compared to eddy viscosity models (Gerolymos & Vallet, 2007; Gerolymos et al., 2010).
Hanjalic´ and Jakirlic´ developed their model by detailed assessment of the model’s be-
haviour when it is supplied with DNS data. It is based on the low-Reynolds closure
developed by Hanjalic´ & Launder (1976). Their efforts began with the improvement
of the dissipation model (Hanjalic´ & Jakirlic´, 1993). Furthermore, they employ linear
formulations of pressure-strain redistribution models, but, similar to Gerolymos, they
obtain model coefficients that are now functions of turbulence anisotropy invariants
(Hanjalic´ & Jakirlic´, 1998). More recently, the authors tested the formulation of several
closure models for the pressure-strain term (Jakirlic´ & Hanjalic´, 2013). They found that
its general tensorial formulation is justified since the coefficient values obtained for
different components of the tensor collapsed reasonably. Away from solid walls, the
coefficients showed nearly uniform values, agreeing closely with the SSG model. But
even in simple boundary layer flows, such as a plane turbulent channel flow (Kim et al.,
1987), the model coefficients cannot be properly described by constant values close to
solid walls. The presence of solid walls is modelled by terms including the wall-normal
vector and the turbulent Reynolds number. The performance of the model is investi-
gated in separating flows such as a backward facing step flow. They conclude that
low-Reynolds-number and wall effects need to be considered, if wall phenomena such
as friction or heat transfer are of interest.
Jakirlic´ has since continued to develop and refine the model. An important step was
the introduction of the homogeneous dissipation rate h, derived from the two-point
velocity correlation equation, as the scale-determining variable (Jakirlic´ & Hanjalic´,
2002). This approach satisfies the dissipation wall limits without any wall topography
parameters. To remove wall topography dependence in the pressure-strain terms, the
author followed a strategy similar to that of Gerolymos and computed the wall-normal
vector as a gradient of a turbulence anisotropy parameter (Jakirlic´ et al., 2007). The ap-
plication of the model to a 3D wing showed superior results compared to a simpler
DRSM closure and a LEVM. Since the mesh requirements cannot be always properly
met, especially when industrial configurations are computed, work was spent on the
robustness of low-Reynolds boundary conditions. In the current version of the model,
the boundary condition for the scale-determining equation is formulated based on the
Taylor microscale λ (Jakirlic´ & Jovanovic´, 2010). It was shown that this approach toler-
ates y+-values of up to 3 without loss in predictive accuracy (Jakirlic´ et al., 2013). More
recently, the model was developed towards the application as the RANS part in a scale-
resolving simulation based on the SAS approach and called an “instability-sensitive”
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RSM (Maduta, 2013). In this context, the scale-determining equation was changed from
h to ωh. In view of application to turbomachinery flows, it can be said that the model
was intensively tested in rotating and swirling flows (Jakirlic´ et al., 2002). At very low
Reynolds numbers, the model, similar to many other DRSM closures, erroneously pre-
dict premature relaminarisation at high rotation rates which could be cured by intro-
duction of an additional source term in the dissipation equation. It is expected that this
will not be necessary at Reynolds numbers usually encountered in turbomachinery.
Other authors choose a different approach and focus primarily on the prediction of
mean flow quantities. Wilcox (2006) developed a high Reynolds, compressible DRSM
based on the most recent version of his k-ω LEVM. It was calibrated for boundary-
layer flows and a range of homogeneous turbulence flows. No wall-reflection terms
are employed in the pressure-strain model because, according to the author, they are
not required to obtain the boundary layer profile if the ω-equation is used in contrast
to -equation in original LRR-model. The model was intensively tested and compared
to other DRSMs by Sciberras & Coleman (2007). In plane turbulent channel flow, it
was found that the model has serious deficits in normal-stresses prediction, but, due
to cancellation of errors, the mean velocity profile and skin friction coefficient are pre-
dicted successfully. However, the authors state that correct normal stress prediction is
essential especially for flows with separation.
Eisfeld (2006) developed his model for the application in industrially relevant external
aerodynamic flows. He followed the approach of Menter and combined the SSG model
for free shear flows with the Stress-ω model for wall bounded flows using the blend-
ing function developed by Menter for his SST k-ω model. Hence, close to solid walls,
the model inherits the deficiencies of the Stress-ω model concerning the prediction of
normal-stresses (Morsbach et al., 2012). Mean flow features of complex 3D flows, how-
ever, are captured more accurately than with standard LEVM approaches as shown for
the ONERA M6 wing (Ce´cora et al., 2012). Furthermore, Eisfeld (2010a) studied the
influence of the scale-determining equation on the prediction of the shock-position for
the RAE 2822 aerofoil. It was found that it can have a larger influence than the choice
of pressure-strain model. Nguyen et al. (2011) developed near-wall extensions for the
model to overcome the deficiencies in normal-stress prediction.
Reports on the application of DRSMs to industrially relevant turbomachinery configu-
rations are rather limited. One of the first to apply a near-wall DRSM to such configura-
tions were Gerolymos et al. (2002). They studied subsonic stator row, a transonic com-
pressor rotor and a 1.5 stage turbine. The DRSM performed significantly better than
a reference LEVM when the flows featured separation or shock-wave/boundary-layer
interaction. In a later paper, Gerolymos & Vallet (2007) demonstrated the simulation
of a 3.5 stage compressor using DRSMs.
Rautaheimo et al. (2003) published computational results of a centrifugal compressor
obtained with a DRSM. The two LEVMs performed better in predicting total values
such as efficiency and total pressure ratio. This was attributed to shortcomings in the
near-wall modelling of the employed DRSM which resulted in an overprediction of
skin friction. Secondary flow effects, however, were qualitatively better reproduced by
the DRSM.
The complex 3D structure of the flow through a linear compressor cascade with tip
clearance was investigated using the DRSM of Hanjalic´ & Jakirlic´ (1998) by Borello
et al. (2007). As expected, simulations using the DRSM resulted in improved predictive
accuracy of the mean velocity profiles at most measured stations. The most significant
improvements could be seen in the representation of the interacting vortices where the
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flow is 3D and the turbulence is anisotropic. Thus, according to the authors, DRSMs
are the most adequate form of RANS turbulence modelling.
The model in its later forms has also been applied to transonic aerodynamic flows
(Jakirlic´ et al., 2007). It was found that it gave superior predictions of the shock struc-
ture in a 3D wing computation over Eisfeld’s SSG/LRR-ω DRSM. On the other hand,
the authors were able to obtain satisfactory results for a generic transport aircraft con-
figuration with the latter. This was not possible using Jakirlic´’s model due to stability
problems. It becomes clear at this point that there has to be a compromise between
complexity, accuracy and stability of the models. Probst implemented the model into a
general purpose CFD solver which is employed in industrial environments (Probst &
Radespiel, 2008). He applied it to simulate complex flows such as nacelle stall (Probst,
2013). Although the model was not built to predict laminar to turbulent transition,
he reported sensitivity to free-stream turbulence intensity for a zero-pressure-gradient
flat plate. At very low turbulence intensities, the predicted skin friction coefficient
was that of a laminar flow. In an eddy-viscosity model context, this laminarisation
tendency could be traced back to low Reynolds number modifications in the model
(Rumsey et al., 2006). Probst suggested a transition treatment which introduces source
terms based on linear stability theory to the Reynolds stress equations.
In his stimulating paper on “Philosophies and fallacies in turbulence modeling”, Spa-
lart (2015) raises several concerns about the development of DRSMs. First, there is the
motivation. The general line of argument is that modelling on the second moment level
is the “natural” level of closure. Higher correlations of fluctuating quantities, such as
the dissipation or pressure-strain tensors should be easier to model and modelling er-
rors should be less severe due to less direct influence on the mean flow. However, no
clear evidence exists that the higher correlations recede in importance or magnitude.
Models for them involve empiricism as much as models on the eddy viscosity level
do. The remaining motivation for DRSM is, hence, the natural incorporation of ro-
tation and curvature - although exactly only in the production term - and secondary
flows of the second kind such as corner vortices. Second, he questions the way tur-
bulence models are calibrated to purely generic flows that are special cases never en-
countered in realistic flows. Models should be calibrated to flows representative of the
area of application of the model. Finally, there is no “best current offer” of a DRSM by
the community. This is indicative of the current lack of theoretical understanding of
DRSMs. It motivates a broad validation of these models implemented in different and
independent codes using a large number of test cases. Such an effort, however, with
emphasis on LEVMs, is currently under way by the Turbulence Model Benchmarking
Working Group (TMBWG) (Rumsey et al., 2010).
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3 Turbulence modelling
In this chapter, the theoretical background is given for the understanding of differen-
tial Reynolds stress turbulence models. The models are based on the Favre-averaged
Navier-Stokes equations (termed RANS even though they are not Reynolds averaged)
in which the need for a model for the Reynolds stress tensor emerges. For this tensor,
transport equations can be derived, which require the modelling of higher correlations
of velocity fluctuations. This represents the closure problem encountered in statistical
turbulence modelling. The physical meaning of and relevant modelling approaches for
these higher correlations are presented. Finally, the models used for the computations
in this thesis are presented.
3.1 Statistical turbulence modelling
The Navier-Stokes equations form the basis for the description of laminar as well as
turbulent flows. They can be derived from mass, momentum and energy conservation
principles under the assumption of continuum mechanics. In differential conservation
form, the continuity, momentum and energy equations read (cf. Wilcox, 2006):
∂ρ
∂t
+
∂
∂xi
(ρui) = 0 (3.1)
∂
∂t
(ρui) +
∂
∂xj
(ρujui) = − ∂p
∂xi
+
∂σij
∂xj
(3.2)
∂
∂t
[
ρ
(
e+
uiui
2
)]
+
∂
∂xj
[
ujρ
(
h+
uiui
2
)]
=
∂
∂xj
[−qj + uiσij] (3.3)
Wherever the same index occurs twice in a product, summation over all three spa-
tial directions is implied following Einstein’s convention (Einstein, 1916). The viscous
stresses
σij = 2µ
(
sij − 1
3
skkδij
)
, sij =
1
2
(
∂ui
∂xj
+
∂uj
∂xi
)
(3.4)
are based on the Stokes hypothesis which ensures a vanishing trace of the stress tensor.
Equation (3.3) describes the conservation of total energy in the fluid. It contains the
molecular heat flux vector
qj = −λ ∂T
∂xj
(3.5)
which is modelled by a diffusion law with a constant Prandtl number relating molec-
ular viscosity to conductivity via
Pr =
cpµ
λ
= 0.72 (3.6)
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with the specific heat at constant pressure cp. The specific internal energy is given by e
and the corresponding enthalpy is given by h. The thermodynamic state of the system
described by the ideal caloric and thermal state equations
p = (γ − 1)ρe, e = cvT (3.7)
closes the set of equations, where γ denotes the adiabatic index and cv the specific heat
at constant volume.
In principle, all flows of Newtonian fluids can be described with the above set of equa-
tions. The Reynolds number
Re =
ρ0U0L0
µ0
(3.8)
based on a reference density ρ0, velocity U0, length L0 and viscosity µ0 describes the
ratio of inertial and viscous forces. For small Reynolds numbers the flow is dominated
by viscous forces and called laminar. In this case, the above equations can be used to
compute the time resolved flow field with a reasonable effort. If, however, the Reyn-
olds number is sufficiently large, the flow enters the turbulent regime.
As described in Section 1.2, knowledge about the mean flow is often sufficient from an
aerodynamic design point of view. To obtain a set of equations describing the mean
flow, all instantaneous flow quantities are split into a mean and a fluctuating part
φ = φ+ φ′. (3.9)
The averaging operation can be a time, space or ensemble average. This approach is
called Reynolds averaging and was developed for the incompressible Navier-Stokes
equations (Reynolds, 1895). For the compressible equations, however, it is advisable to
define a density weighted average
φ˜ =
1
ρ
ρφ (3.10)
called the Favre average (Wilcox, 2006) for all quantities but density and pressure. In
this notation, the instantaneous quantities are split up as
φ = φ˜+ φ′′. (3.11)
The relations
ρ = ρ+ ρ′ (3.12)
ui = u˜i + u
′′
i (3.13)
e = e˜+ e′′ (3.14)
h = h˜+ h′′ (3.15)
p = p+ p′ (3.16)
are inserted into equations (3.1)-(3.3). Averaging leads to the Favre-averaged Navier-
Stokes equations:
∂ρ
∂t
+
∂
∂xi
(ρu˜i) = 0 (3.17)
∂
∂t
(ρu˜i) +
∂
∂xj
(ρu˜ju˜i) = − ∂p
∂xi
+
∂
∂xj
[
σij − ρu′′i u′′j
]
(3.18)
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∂
∂t
[
ρ
(
e˜+
u˜iu˜i
2
+
u˜′′i u
′′
i
2
)]
+
∂
∂xj
[
u˜jρ
(
h˜+
u˜iu˜i
2
+
u˜′′i u
′′
i
2
)]
=
∂
∂xj
[
−qj − ρu˜′′jh′′ + σiju′′i −
1
2
ρu˜′′ju
′′
i u
′′
i
]
+
∂
∂xj
[
u˜i
(
σij − ρu′′i u′′j
)]
(3.19)
To shorten the notation we introduce the following conventions:
• Mean velocities and strain rate components are denoted by a capital letter u˜i → Ui
and s˜ij → Sij .
• The trace free strain rate is denoted by s∗ij = sij − 13skkδij .
• The turbulent kinetic energy is denoted by k = 1
2
u˜′′i u
′′
i .
∂ρ
∂t
+
∂
∂xi
(ρUi) = 0 (3.20)
∂
∂t
(ρUi) +
∂
∂xj
(ρUjUi) = − ∂p
∂xi
+
∂
∂xj
[
σij − ρu′′i u′′j
]
(3.21)
∂
∂t
[
ρ
(
e˜+
UiUi
2
+ k
)]
+
∂
∂xj
[
Ujρ
(
h˜+
UiUi
2
+ k
)]
=
∂
∂xj
[
−qj − ρu′′jh′′ + σiju′′i − ρu′′j 12u′′i u′′i + Ui
(
σij − ρu′′i u′′j
)] (3.22)
We have now arrived at a set of equations for the mean flow quantities. However,
new unknown correlations of fluctuating quantities have emerged. This is called the
turbulence closure problem. Equations for higher correlations always lead to new un-
knowns due to the non-linearity of the problem. A turbulence model has to be devised
to close the equations at a certain point. The Reynolds stress tensor ρu′′i u′′j describes the
mean transport of momentum due to turbulence. Several other correlations occur in
the Favre-averaged energy equation (3.22). The turbulent transport of heat is denoted
by
qTj = ρu
′′
jh
′′. (3.23)
The terms
σiju′′i − ρu′′j 12u′′i u′′i (3.24)
represent the molecular diffusion and turbulent transport of turbulent kinetic energy
(Wilcox, 2006). All these terms describe enhanced transport of energy due to turbulent
motions.
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3.2 Differential Reynolds stress modelling
3.2.1 Reynolds stress transport equations
The system of transport equations for the Reynolds stress tensor can be derived directly
from the RANS equations and includes a number of higher order correlations that need
to be closed in this context. The form derived by Wilcox (2006) can be rewritten into
the following formulation using relations for Reynolds and Favre averaged quantities
(Barre et al., 2002)
Dρu′′i u
′′
j
Dt
= ρPij +
1
2
ρRij − ρij + ρΠij + ρMij + ∂
∂xk
[
Dµij,k +D
T
ij,k
]
(3.25)
with
ρPij = −
(
ρu′′i u
′′
k
∂Uj
∂xk
+ ρu′′ju
′′
k
∂Ui
∂xk
)
(3.26)
1
2
ρRij = −
(
ρu′′i u′′qΩqj + ρu
′′
ju
′′
qΩqi
)
, Ωij = Ωpijp (3.27)
ρij = σkj
∂u′′i
∂xk
+ σki
∂u′′j
∂xk
(3.28)
ρΠij = p′
(
∂u′′i
∂xj
+
∂u′′j
∂xi
)
(3.29)
ρMij = u′′i
(
∂σkj
∂xk
− ∂p
∂xj
)
+ u′′j
(
∂σki
∂xk
− ∂p
∂xi
)
(3.30)
Dµij,k = σkju
′′
i + σkiu
′′
j (3.31)
DTij,k = −ρu′′i u′′ju′′k − p′u′′i δjk − p′u′′j δik. (3.32)
For symmetry reasons only six independent components of the Reynolds stress tensor
have to be determined. The terms on the right hand side are the production Pij , redis-
tribution due to system rotation Rij , dissipation ij , pressure-strain redistribution Πij ,
contribution of turbulent mass flux due to density fluctuations Mij , molecular diffu-
sion Dµij,k and turbulent diffusion D
T
ij,k.
One of the big advantages of DRSMs is the fact that the production term ρPij (3.26)
is exact in the Reynolds-averaged framework, i.e. no modelling is needed. Through
the exact production term, the model can respond properly to the normal straining in
stagnating flows and to extra strain rates present in case of streamline curvature (Han-
jalic´ & Jakirlic´, 2002). DRSMs solve one of the problems associated with the Boussinesq
assumption. While the former correctly use the linear relationship between production
of turbulent kinetic energy and strain rate, the latter yield proportionality to the square
of the strain norm. This poses a problem in regions of great strain, such as stagnation
points, where it leads to an overproduction of turbulent kinetic energy if the flow is
computed with an LEVM.
System rotation with the rotation vector Ωi enters the equations in two ways. Half of
the contribution originates from the transformation of the basis vectors and is found
explicitly in the equations as 1/2ρRij in (3.27). The other half is incorporated by us-
ing the absolute velocity in all velocity derivatives and is hence found implicitly in the
production term (Durbin & Pettersson Reif, 2000) but also in all other modelled terms
containing velocity derivatives. As the trace of this term vanishes, rotation purely
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accounts for redistribution of energy between the individual Reynolds stress compo-
nents.
In line with Morkovin’s hypothesis, the effect of density fluctuations ρMij (3.30) is con-
sidered to be negligible up to Mach numbers of about 5 (Wilcox, 2006). Hence, this
term will not be investigated in more detail for the application in view. The remaining
terms include other higher order correlations. They are characterised in the follow-
ing sections and modelling strategies are presented. Most models are based on the
incompressible Navier-Stokes equations and simply transferred from the RANS to the
Favre-averaged context.
3.2.2 Reynolds stress anisotropy and its visualisation
As most of the following models are formulated in terms of the Reynolds stress anisot-
ropy tensor and its invariants, it will be introduced here and its physical interpretation
will be discussed. It serves as a measure to describe turbulence anisotropy and is de-
fined as
aij =
u˜′′i u
′′
j
k
− 2
3
δij. (3.33)
This quantity describes the deviation of the Reynolds stress tensor from the isotropic
state u˜′′i u′′j = 2/3kδij and can be interpreted as its non-dimensional deviatoric part.
However, it depends on the chosen coordinate system. Therefore, invariants of the
anisotropy tensor, which are independent of the coordinate system, are an appropriate
measure to model turbulence in a frame-invariant way. By design, the first invariant,
the trace of aij , is zero. The second and third invariants can be defined as
A2 = aijaji (3.34)
A3 = aijajkaki. (3.35)
Directional information, however, is lost as rotation of the anisotropy tensor will lead
to the same invariants.
Physical constraints on the Reynolds stress tensor are positive diagonal elements and
that its trace must equal the turbulent kinetic energy:
0 ≤ u˜′′αu′′α ≤ 2k. (3.36)
Furthermore, the Schwarz inequality
u˜′′αu
′′
β
2 ≤ u˜′′αu′′α · u˜′′βu′′β (3.37)
must be fulfilled. No summation is implied over Greek indices. From these restrictions,
an area of physically realisable states in the (A3, A2) plane can be derived leading to the
invariant map introduced by Lumley (1979). All physically realisable turbulence must
lie within the triangular area shown in Figure 3.1.
The borders of the invariant map are limiting states of turbulence. Both invariants
are zero in case of isotropic turbulence which is the natural state turbulence returns to
in the absence of strain. Opposed to that, there is the two-component limit towards
which turbulence tends close to a solid wall because fluctuations normal to the wall
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Figure 3.1: Invariant map of realisable turbulence states (Lumley, 1979). For orienta-
tion, DNS results of channel flow (Moser et al., 1999) are plotted with nearly isotropic
turbulence in the centre of the channel and two-component limit at the wall.
Figure 3.2: Barycentric map describing turbulence anisotropy tensor (Banerjee et al.,
2007). For orientation DNS of channel flow (Moser et al., 1999) is plotted with nearly
isotropic turbulence in the centre of the channel and two-component limit at the wall.
It is filled with contours of two-component parameter A for comparison with the an-
isotropy invariant map (left) and with RGB colouring to allow for a contour plot field
visualisation of turbulence anisotropy states (Emory & Iaccarino, 2014) (right).
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are damped. Hence, a practical measure to describe wall effects is the two-component
factor
A = 1− 9
8
(A2 − A3) (3.38)
which is 1 for isotropic turbulence and 0 in the two-component limit. The contours
in Figure 3.1 show A. The remaining two borders are different types of axisymmetric
turbulence. Extreme states are reached at the corners of the triangle. On the left at
(−2/9, 2/3) there is isotropic two-component turbulence while on the right at (16/9,
8/3) there is one-component turbulence. Possible forms of the anisotropy tensor are
given at the respective edges and corners, which can be transformed to an arbitrary
base by rotation. To attach some physical context to the rather abstract invariant map,
the DNS results of turbulent plane channel flow at Reτ = 590 (Moser et al., 1999) are
plotted as black squares. In the centre of the channel turbulence is almost isotropic
whereas it approaches the two-component towards the solid wall. A more detailed
description of the invariant map can be found in (Lumley, 1979; Simonsen & Krogstad,
2005).
Instead of Lumley’s invariant map, a barycentric map can be constructed using the
eigenvalues of aij (Banerjee et al., 2007). In principal coordinates, the spectral theorem
states that the anisotropy tensor can be constructed as a linear combination
aˆij = C1C aˆ
1C
ij + C2C aˆ
2C
ij + C3C aˆ
3C
ij (3.39)
of its limiting states one-component (1C), isotropic two-component (2C) and isotropic
(3C) turbulence with the weights
C1C = λ1 − λ2 (3.40)
C2C = 2(λ2 − λ3) (3.41)
C3C = 3λ3 + 1 (3.42)
given by the ordered eigenvalues of the anisotropy tensor
λ1 > λ2 and λ3 = −(λ1 + λ2). (3.43)
The map is constructed by introducing the barycentric coordinates which can be cho-
sen as
xB = C1C +
1
2
C3C and yB =
√
3
2
C3C . (3.44)
It can be shown that there is bijection between the anisotropy invariant map and the
barycentric map. An advantage of the latter is that it is linear in eigenvalues and lim-
iting states are weighted equally. Figure 3.2 (left) shows the barycentric map with the
same channel flow DNS data and the two-component parameter A for comparison
with the invariant map in Figure 3.1.
The concept introduced above has been taken a step further with the idea to use the
weights as RGB colour channels to assign a unique colour to each state in the barycen-
tric map (Emory & Iaccarino, 2014). The direct mapping of weight to channel is shown
in Figure 3.2 (right) with the one-component weight C1C assigned to red, the isotropic
two-component weight C2C assigned to green and the isotropic weight C3D assigned
to blue. This method allows showing colour-coded field data making it possible to
identify areas of the flow field with certain turbulence anisotropy properties. Another
quantity that could be used in this fashion is the two-component parameter. In con-
trast to the method described above, the latter only has a unique value for isotropic
turbulence while it can assume the same value for different anisotropy states.
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3.2.3 Pressure-strain correlation
The pressure-strain correlation Πij (3.29) has probably received the most attention by
turbulence modellers. It is usually divided into several parts motivated by an expres-
sion that can be obtained for incompressible flows by integrating the Poisson equation
for the fluctuating pressure and applying Green’s theorem.
Πij = Πij,1 + Πij,2 + Π
w
ij,1 + Π
w
ij,2 (3.45)
The slow part Πij,1 depends only on fluctuating velocity gradients and will drive tur-
bulence towards isotropy whereas the rapid part Πij,2 is proportional to the mean ve-
locity gradient and can be seen as an isotropisation-of-production (IP) process. The
latter reacts more rapidly to sudden changes in the mean velocity field. For this reason,
separate models are usually developed for each part of the pressure-strain correlation.
Πwij,1 and Πwij,2 are due to blockage by and pressure reflection at solid walls. (Hanjalic´ &
Jakirlic´, 2002)
As the slow part of the pressure-strain correlation describes the return to isotropy of
turbulence, it is convenient to formulate the model using the Reynolds stress anisot-
ropy tensor aij (3.33). According to the Caley-Hamilton theorem, the most general
isotropic tensorial formulation of Πij,1 depending on the anisotropy tensor aij only is
the quadratic expression (Lumley, 1979)
Πij,1 = −
[
C1aij + C
′
1
(
aikajk − 1
3
δijA2
)]
. (3.46)
For C ′1 = 0, it reduces to the classical linear model suggested by Rotta (1951). Most dif-
ferential Reynolds stress closures rely on (3.46). They are distinguished by the values
of the coefficients C1 and C ′1. More modern models employ functions of anisotropy in-
variants instead of constants (Jakirlic´, 2004). The most cited models are the linear LRR
model with C1 = 1.5, C ′1 = 0 (Launder et al., 1975) and the quadratic SSG model with
C1 = 1.7, C ′1 = −1.05 (Speziale et al., 1991).
The most general formulation of the rapid part Πij,2 is
Πij,2 =
∂Ul
∂xm
(
bmilj + b
mj
li
)
(3.47)
where bmilj is a function of up to fourth order in aij (Jakirlic´, 2004). In this work, we
restrain ourselves to the quasi-linear form
Πij,2 =
[(
C3 − C ′3
√
A2
)
kS∗ij
+ C4k
(
aipSpj + ajpSpi − 2
3
apqSpqδij
)
+ C5k (aipWpj + ajpWpi)− 1
2
C ′2aijPqq
] (3.48)
which can be used to describe all employed models where
Wij =
1
2
(
∂Ui
∂xj
− ∂Uj
∂xi
)
(3.49)
is the vorticity tensor. The LRR IP model (Launder et al., 1975)
Πij,2 = −C2
(
Pij − 1
3
Pqqδij
)
(3.50)
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can be written in the above form with C3 = 43C2 and C4 = −C5 = C2 and all other
constants set to 0. All constants have finite values in the SSG model (Speziale et al.,
1991). Again, more advanced models use functions of anisotropy invariants for the
coefficients.
The presence of a solid wall significantly influences the Reynolds stress anisotropy. The
wall-normal velocity fluctuation component is damped more than the parallel com-
ponents. This effect has to be incorporated in models for the redistribution terms to
guarantee a proper description of Reynolds stresses close to the wall. It is achieved us-
ing the above mentioned explicit wall terms or by proper modification of coefficients
approaching the wall.
3.2.4 Dissipation correlation
For high Reynolds numbers, the dissipation ij (3.28) is considered to be isotropic be-
cause it is associated with the smallest scales. Therefore, the simplest model reads
ij =
2
3
δij (3.51)
and reduces the problem to the determination of the isotropic dissipation rate  (Rotta,
1951). At low Reynolds numbers, dissipation anisotropy is usually equated with Reyn-
olds stress anisotropy (Hanjalic´ & Launder, 1976)
ij = 
[
2
3
δij + fsaij
]
. (3.52)
This is not strictly physically justified but has provided satisfying results if the function
fs is chosen adequately (Jakirlic´, 2004).
For the isotropic dissipation rate, most DRSMs employ either a transport equation for
 or the specific dissipation rate ω. This is analogous to LEVMs. However, the produc-
tion term of turbulence kinetic energy in the respective equation can be formulated in
an exact manner. Apart from that, the dissipation rate equation remains highly em-
pirical and is one of the big weaknesses of DRSMs, as, in fact, of basically any RANS
model.
3.2.5 Diffusion of Reynolds stresses
The diffusion of Reynolds stresses can be split into molecular and turbulent diffusion.
Molecular diffusion
Dµij,k = σ
′
kju
′
i + σ
′
kiu
′
j (3.53)
is modelled with a gradient diffusion approach
Dµij,k = µ
∂u˜′′i u
′′
j
∂xk
(3.54)
which is exact for incompressible RANS. More variations exist for the turbulent diffu-
sion
DTij,k = −ρu′′i u′′ju′′k − p′u′iδjk − p′u′jδik. (3.55)
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The simplest model is the simple gradient diffusion (SGD) approach which assumes
an eddy viscosity (Shir, 1973). This is analogous to molecular diffusion and given by
DTij,k =
CSGDS
Cµ
µT
∂u˜′′i u
′′
j
∂xk
. (3.56)
The generalised gradient diffusion (GGD) approach uses a tensorial viscosity. It is
found in literature in coordinate-frame invariant formulations (Hanjalic´ & Launder,
1972) such as
DTij,k = C
HL
S
ρk

[
u˜′′ku
′′
l
∂u˜′′i u
′′
j
∂xl
+ u˜′′i u
′′
l
∂u˜′′ku
′′
j
∂xl
+ u˜′′ju
′′
l
∂u˜′′ku
′′
i
∂xl
]
(3.57)
or a simplified version (Daly & Harlow, 1970)
DTij,k = C
GGD
S
ρk

u˜′′ku
′′
l
∂u˜′′i u
′′
j
∂xl
. (3.58)
Jakirlic´ (2004) states that due to the dominance of production terms, simpler diffusion
models usually suffice in complex flows. Eisfeld (2014) studied the influence of the
three diffusion treatments in combination with his SSG/LRR-ω DRSM. He concluded
that, while the choice of gradient diffusion model has a negligible effect on the pressure
distribution in two transonic aerofoil test cases, the onset and shape of separation re-
gions showed slight differences between the SGD and the more complex formulations.
3.3 Studied DRSMs
In this section, the turbulence models employed in this thesis are introduced. The
description of the reference models Menter SST k-ω and Hellsten EARSM k-ω can be
found in the appendix. The focus is on the DRSMs, which will be described in de-
tail. While the conceptual differences between the models will be pointed out, their
implications on the results will be presented in Chapter 5.
3.3.1 SSG/LRR-ω model
The SSG/LRR-ω model is a combination of the SSG model (Speziale et al., 1991) for
regions of free shear flow and the LRR (Launder et al., 1975) model within the turbulent
boundary layer. Eisfeld followed the same rationale as Menter (1994) did when he
developed the BSL model. The blending function F1 is used to switch between both
model formulations by blending the constants as
φ = F1φ
LRR,ω + (1− F1)φSSG,. (3.59)
Since the blending of the Reynolds stress equations and the scale-determining equation
is performed with the same blending function, the SSG model is used in conjunction
with the -version of the BSL-ω-equation. Eisfeld (2010a) motivates this choice because
the SSG model was developed in conjunction with the -equation. This choice, how-
ever, is debatable because this way, the simpler, linear model is used close to solid
walls without any corrections. The performance of the model close to the wall will be
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discussed later on. Nevertheless, in a range of transonic flows and configurations rel-
evant to aircraft aerodynamics the model was shown to be numerically robust and to
produce results comparable to those obtained with the model of Jakirlic´ and Hanjalic´
(Jakirlic´ et al., 2007; Ce´cora et al., 2014).
The model equations for the Reynolds stresses have been introduced in the previous
sections. For the pressure strain term, the constants in equations (3.46) and (3.48) are
selected to represent the LRR or SSG model, respectively. The coefficients correspond-
ing to the latest version of the model (Ce´cora et al., 2014) are listed in Table 3.1. C4 and
C5 for the LRR part are obtained from the equation for the LRR model
C4 =
9C2 + 6
11
and C5 =
7C2 − 10
11
(3.60)
with C2 = 0.52. Both SGD (3.56) and GGD (3.58) can be selected as diffusion models.
The dissipation is assumed to be isotropic as described by equation (3.51). Menter’s
BSL equation
Dρω
Dt
= α
ρω
k
Pk − βρω2 + σd ρ
ω
∂k
∂xj
∂ω
∂xj
+
∂
∂xk
[
(µ+ σωµT )
∂ω
∂xk
]
(3.61)
serves as transport equation for the scale-determining variable ω which is used to com-
pute the turbulent dissipation
 = Cµkω (3.62)
with the standard value of Cµ = 0.09. For turbulent diffusion, the eddy viscosity is
determined by
µT =
ρk
ω
. (3.63)
All model equations in a compact form can be found in the appendix A.4.
3.3.2 Jakirlic´, Hanjalic´ and Maduta’s uiuj-ωh model
Motivated by the conceptual deficiency of Eisfeld’s model close to solid walls, the
model of Jakirlic´ and Hanjalic´ was chosen for further investigations. The model of
Hanjalic´ & Launder (1972) forms the basis of the closure which has been continuously
developed by Jakirlic´ and his group over the past decades. His approach is the analysis
of the model terms on the basis of existing DNS data. The idea is to take a modelled
term such as the pressure-strain term and solve for the model coefficient. In this man-
ner, the model coefficients can be determined for a range of building block flows. It
can be concluded that, even for simple turbulent plane channel flow, the coefficients
cannot be properly described by constant values (Jakirlic´, 2004). However, large varia-
tions are mostly limited to areas close to solid walls. Hence, in the present model, the
coefficients are functions of turbulence anisotropy invariants.
Pressure-strain term
The coefficients are formulated as suggested by Hanjalic´ & Jakirlic´ (1998) for the slow
and rapid parts of the pressure-strain term Πij using the same formulation as in the
SSG/LRR-ω model, given by (3.46) and (3.48). All non-zero coefficients are given in
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Table 3.1: Coefficients of Reynolds stress and dissipation rate equations for SSG/LRR-
ω model (Ce´cora et al., 2014).
Coefficient SSG, LRR,ω
C1 1.7 1.8
C ′1 −1.05 0
C3 0.8
C ′3 0.65 0
C4 0.625 0.9709
C5 −0.2 −0.5782
C ′2 0.9 0
CGGDS 0.22 0.75 Cµ
CSGDS 2C
GGD
S /3
α 0.44 0.5556
β 0.0828 0.075
σω 0.856 0.5
σd 1.712 0
Table 3.2; all primed coefficients C ′1, C ′2 and C ′3 are set to zero. Wall effects are mod-
elled, on the one hand, through the functional dependency of coefficients on the ani-
sotropy invariants. Low Reynolds number effects are explicitly taken into account in
the slow pressure-strain term Πij,1 by a reduction of C1 depending on the turbulent
Reynolds number ReT . In contrast to the SSG/LRR-ω model, explicit wall terms, on
the other hand, are employed to account for the blocking effect of the solid wall. They
are formulated in terms of the wall-normal vector n
Πwij = C
w
1 fw
h
k
(
u˜′′ku′′mnknmδij −
3
2
u˜′′i u
′′
knknj −
3
2
u˜′′ku
′′
jnkni
)
(3.64)
+Cw2 fw
(
Πkm,2nknmδij − 3
2
Πik,2nknj − 3
2
Πkj,2nkni
)
with
fw = min
[
k
3
2
2.5hyn
, 1.4
]
(3.65)
which depends on the ratio of the turbulence length scale to the distance to the wall.
This introduces a strong dependency on the wall geometry which can become a prob-
lem in complex geometries where turbulence is affected by multiple walls. To alleviate
this problem, n can interpreted as a direction of change in turbulence anisotropy. It is
then defined as the normalised gradient
n =
∇
(
Ak
3
2/h
)
∣∣∣∇(Ak 32/h)∣∣∣ (3.66)
in line with the approach of Craft & Launder (1996). In some cases, however, it has
appeared to be numerically more stable to simply use the gradient of the distance to
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Table 3.2: Coefficients of Reynolds stress and dissipation rate equations for the JH-ωh
model (Morsbach et al., 2015a).
Model Coefficient Model Coefficient
Πij,1 C1 = C +
√
AE2 Πwij C
w
1 = max [1.0− 0.7C, 0.3]
C = 2.5AF
1
4f Cw2 = min [A, 0.3]
F = min [0.6, A2] Diffusion CSGDS = σωCµ
f = min
[(
ReT
150
) 3
2 , 1
]
ωh α = 0.44
ReT =
ρk2
µh
β = 0.072
C ′1 = 0 σω = 0.9091
Πij,2 C2 = 0.8
√
A σd = 0.25
C ′2 = 0 Ccr = 0.55
C3 =
4
3
C2 C
1
3 = 0.3
C ′3 = 0 C
2
3 = 0.64
C4 = C2 C
2
3 = 2.0
C5 = −C2
the wall yn
n =
∇yn
|∇yn| . (3.67)
This approach has been chosen for the present version of the model.
The model of Hanjalic´ and Jakirlic´ differs from approaches by other groups. It employs
rather simple, linear formulations of the pressure-strain term in contrast to formula-
tions up to third order in aij , used e.g. by Craft & Launder (1996). The entire model’s
complexity is found in the coefficient functions dependent only on invariants. To illus-
trate this, the variation of the coefficient functions for the slow part (left) and the rapid
part (right) is plotted in Figure 3.3 using results obtained with the SSG/LRR-ω and
JH-ωh models for turbulent plane channel flow. While the coefficients are practically
constant throughout the boundary layer and only blended by Menter’s F1 function
at the boundary layer edge for the SSG/LRR-ω model, stress redistribution is signif-
icantly reduced towards the wall for the JH-ωh model. This holds true for both slow
and rapid pressure strain parts.
Turbulent diffusion term
Originally, turbulent diffusion was modelled using a GGD approach (3.58) for both the
Reynolds stresses and the -equation (Hanjalic´ & Jakirlic´, 1998). In the ωh-version of the
model, diffusion is modelled by a SGD approach (3.56). Again, the diffusion approach
is the same in all seven equations in contrast to an earlier formulation suggested by
Maduta (2013) who used GGD for the Reynolds stresses and SGD for the specific tur-
bulent dissipation rate ωh. In his latest version, he has switched to SGD in all seven
equations (Jakirlic´ & Maduta, 2015). This enhances the stability of the solution method
especially in complex 3D cases. The diffusion constant CSGDS for the Reynolds stresses
is chosen in a way to match the diffusion constant σω for the dissipation rate by
CSGDS = σωCµ. (3.68)
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Figure 3.3: Coefficient functions for the slow (left) and rapid (right) pressure-strain
terms of the JH-ωh model compared to the SSG/LRR-ω model in turbulent plane chan-
nel flow.
The formulation of the turbulent viscosity µT was optimised to match DNS data result-
ing in
µT = 0.144Aρk
1
2 max [10ηK , L] (3.69)
with the Kolmogorov length scale
ηK =
(
ν3
Cµkωh
) 1
4
(3.70)
and the RANS length scale
L =
k
1
2
Cµωh
(3.71)
respectively (Jakirlic´, 2004).
Turbulent dissipation rate
The appropriate modelling of the turbulent dissipation rate  has received much atten-
tion from Jakirlic´ & Hanjalic´ (2002). Based on the transport equation for the two-point
correlation (Jovanovic´ et al., 1995), they showed that the dissipation tensor ij can be
divided into a homogeneous part hij and contributions due to inhomogeneity of the
flow, which is to equal the viscous diffusion of Reynolds stresses Dνij :
ij = 
h
ij +
1
2
Dνij. (3.72)
The expression (3.52) is used for the homogeneous part of the dissipation rate tensor
hij = 
h
[
2
3
δij + fsaij
]
(3.73)
to model anisotropic dissipation effects. The blending function fs is chosen as
fs = 1−
√
AE2 (3.74)
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with the dissipation two-component parameter given by
E = 1− 9
8
(E2 − E3), E2 = eijeji, E3 = eijejkeki, eij =
hij
h
− 2
3
δij. (3.75)
The inhomogeneous part enters the Reynolds stress transport equations by introduc-
tion of a factor of 1
2
in the viscous diffusion term. An advantage of this approach is the
satisfaction of wall limits for the normalised dissipation components.
Dissipation rate equation based on ωh
As argued above, the scale-determining equation represents one of the major uncer-
tainties in RANS modelling. Therefore, to improve comparability between the em-
ployed DRSMs and the reference models, the ωh-version of the Jakirlic´ & Hanjalic´
model is introduced. Its derivation is explained below, to illustrate the assumptions
and simplifications made in changing from h to ωh.
The starting point is the model transport equation for the homogeneous dissipation
rate h (Jakirlic´ & Hanjalic´, 2002):
D
(
ρh
)
Dt
=
∂
∂xp
[(
1
2
µδpq + C
ρk
h
u˜′′pu′′q
)
∂h
∂xq
]
−ρhij
∂Ui
∂xj
+ ρPk
h
k︸ ︷︷ ︸
mixed production
−C2ρf˜h 
h
k
+P3 (3.76)
with
˜h = h − ν ∂
√
k
∂xj
∂
√
k
∂xj
(3.77)
and
f = 1− C2 − 1.4
C2
e−(ReT /6)
2
. (3.78)
The viscous diffusion of the homogeneous dissipation rate can be approximated as
half the viscous diffusion of the total dissipation rate. The gradient production term P3
will be discussed below. A first simplification for complex flows is to replace the mixed
production term by the standard model (Jakirlic´ & Maduta, 2015) (see also Jakirlic´ et al.,
2007) resulting in
D
(
ρh
)
Dt
=
∂
∂xp
[(
1
2
µδpq + C
ρk
h
u˜′′pu′′q
)
∂h
∂xq
]
+ ρ
(
C1Pk − C2f˜h
) h
k
+ P3. (3.79)
Maduta (2013) chose the specific homogeneous dissipation rate defined by h = kωh as
scale-determining variable. To obtain a variable consistent with the remaining turbu-
lence models in TRACE, ωh is chosen as
h = Cµkω
h. (3.80)
This transformation of variables leads to the transport equation for ωh
D
(
ρωh
)
Dt
=
1
Cµk
D
(
ρh
)
Dt
− ω
h
k
D (ρk)
Dt
. (3.81)
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The transport equation for the turbulent kinetic energy k is derived from the original
transport equation of Reynolds stresses (Jakirlic´ & Hanjalic´, 2002) by taking half the
trace
D (ρk)
Dt
=
∂
∂xp
[(
1
2
µδpq + CS
ρk
h
u˜′′pu′′q
)
∂k
∂xq
]
+ ρPk − ρh. (3.82)
All redistribution terms then vanish by design. Both the h-equation (3.79) and the k-
equation (3.82) are further simplified by assuming that the dissipation rate and Reyn-
olds stresses follow the same diffusion mechanism chosen to be modelled by SGD with
the same diffusion constant CS = C. Furthermore, the destruction term of the h-
equation is simplified by setting ˜h ≈ h (Jakirlic´ & Maduta, 2015) and neglecting the
low-Reynolds function f. Then, the following form of the transport equation for the
specific homogeneous turbulent dissipation rate
D
(
ρωh
)
Dt
=
∂
∂xi
[(
1
2
µ+ σωµT
)
∂ωh
∂xi
]
+ (C1 − 1) ρω
h
k
Pk − Cµ (C2 − 1) ρ
(
ωh
)2 (3.83)
+
2
k
(
1
2
µ+ σωµT
)
∂ωh
∂xi
∂k
∂xi
+
1
Cµk
P3
can be obtained. The diffusion constant is renamed to σω in line with most ω-based
models. Different model variants based on different formulations of the cross diffusion
term and the gradient production term P3, respectively, will be discussed below.
Gradient production term P3
The general tensor invariant form of the gradient production term P3 involves gradi-
ents of Reynolds stresses (Jakirlic´ & Hanjalic´, 2002). Several simplified versions of this
term are employed in conjunction with the Jakirlic´ & Hanjalic´ model. These are
P 13 = C
1
3µ
k
h
u˜′′ju
′′
k
∂2Ui
∂xj∂xl
∂2Ui
∂xk∂xl
, C13 = 0.3
Jakirlic´ et al. (2007); Jakirlic´ & Jester-Zu¨rker (2010) (3.84)
P 23 = C
2
3
µµT
ρ
∂2Ui
∂xp∂xq
∂2Ui
∂xp∂xq
, C23 = 2.0
Jakirlic´ & Maduta (2014); Jakirlic´ & Maduta (2015) (3.85)
P 33 = C
3
3
Cµµk
2
h
∂2Ui
∂xp∂xq
∂2Ui
∂xp∂xq
, C33 = 0.64 (3.86)
with different values for the constant Ci3. Assuming that u˜′′ju′′k ≈ 23kδjk and µT =
Cµρk
2/h, the first two constants can be related to each other by
C23 ≈
2
3
C13
Cµ
. (3.87)
Nevertheless, its definite value has been used for calibration as the model is rather
sensitive to its choice. The third version (3.86) was calibrated to be used in cases where
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P 23 fails. The three models will be combined with different formulations of the cross
diffusion term below.
Cross diffusion term
Jakirlic´ & Maduta (2015) adjusted the cross diffusion term for better reproduction of
the dissipation rate near the wall. His asymptotic analysis led to the introduction of
two new model constants Ccr = 0.55 and σd = 0.25. His version of the term reads
CDMadutakω =
2
k
(
1
2
Ccrµ+ σdµT
)
∂ωh
∂xi
∂k
∂xi
. (3.88)
In contrast to that, the cross diffusion term can be limited to positive values
CDlimitedkω =
2
k
(
1
2
Ccrµ+ σdµT
)
max
[
∂ωh
∂xi
∂k
∂xi
, 0
]
(3.89)
as e.g. in Wilcox’s models (Wilcox, 2006). Also in the Menter’s BSL-ω only positive val-
ues effectively influence the budget although no explicit limit is enforced. This is due
to the fact that negative values of cross diffusion are mainly reached very close to the
wall where the blending function F1 is zero. Limiting cross diffusion to positive val-
ues enhances the solution stability at the expense of slightly deteriorating the model’s
performance in the viscous sublayer.
Another issue concerning the stability of the solution method is the formulation of the
eddy viscosity µT (3.69) at low turbulent kinetic energies, which scales with
√
k instead
of k. Hence, it cannot balance the inverse k in the cross diffusion term in this case and
small values of k can lead to excessive values of the source term and consequently to
divergence. When the limited version of cross diffusion is used, it is clipped to zero in
the viscous sublayer, where the molecular viscosity would dominate. Since µ µT in
most of the turbulent flow field, the cross diffusion term can be approximated by
CD
highRe
kω =
2σdρ
ωh
max
[
∂ωh
∂xi
∂k
∂xi
, 0
]
. (3.90)
Applying this measure shows no deviations from solutions obtained with the origi-
nal term CDlimitedkω in the cases used for validation but greatly enhances the stability
of the solution method. The simplification is consistent with most ω-equations from
LEVM (Menter et al., 2003) over EARSM (Hellsten, 2005) to DRSM (Wilcox, 2006; Eis-
feld, 2010b).
Model versions based on ωh
The formulations of cross diffusion CDkω and gradient production terms P3 are com-
bined to yield the following two versions of the ωh-equation:
JH-ωh
D
(
ρωh
)
Dt
=
∂
∂xi
[(
1
2
µ+ σωµT
)
∂ωh
∂xi
]
+ α
ρωh
k
Pk − βρ
(
ωh
)2
+CD
highRe
kω +
1
Cµk
P 13 (3.91)
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JH-ωh (Maduta)
D
(
ρωh
)
Dt
=
∂
∂xi
[(
1
2
µ+ σωµT
)
∂ωh
∂xi
]
+ α
ρωh
k
Pk − βρ
(
ωh
)2
+CDMadutakω +
1
Cµk
P 23 (3.92)
with
α = (C1 − 1) (3.93)
β = Cµ (C2 − 1) . (3.94)
The implementation of JH-ωh (Maduta) in TRACE was checked against results ob-
tained for turbulent plane channel flow (Maduta, 2013). The new JH-ωh model will be
validated in the Chapter 5 where results obtained with JH-ωh (Maduta) will be shown
for reference.
Dissipation rate equation based on h
For reference purposes, the original formulation of the model based on the homoge-
neous dissipation rate h has been implemented as well. Its transport equation is given
by (3.79). The values of the production and dissipation term model coefficients are
C1 = 1.44 and C2 = 1.8 respectively and are consistent with the values used in the
ωh-equation. Turbulent diffusion is treated using the GGD approach (3.58) for stresses
with CS = 0.22 and for the dissipation rate with C = 0.18. The turbulent viscosity
µT is used only for the turbulent transport of heat in the energy equation (3.22) and is
obtained simply by
µT = Cµ
ρk2
h
. (3.95)
The gradient production term is used in its version P 13. All remaining coefficients
used in the models of the Reynolds stress equations take the values listed in Table 3.2.
This model version will be called JH-h and is equivalent to the one termed JHh-v1 by
Probst (2013) without the Sl-term but with active non-linear slow pressure-strain term
controlled by
C ′1 = −max (0.7A2, 0.5)C1. (3.96)
Consistence was checked against TAU results of turbulent plane channel flow.
3.4 Numerical properties of pressure-strain models
Using the full JH-ωh model, a tendency towards pseudo-laminar solutions could be
observed in the channel flow depending on the formulation of coefficient functions
for the pressure-strain models. A turbulent solution could only be obtained with an
appropriate turbulent initialisation of both the flow and turbulence fields. While this
issue was solved by choosing a greater factor for the C2 coefficient, problems still oc-
curred when aerofoil test cases were considered. Figure 3.4 shows the skin friction co-
efficient cf over x/c of the RAE2822 supercritical aerofoil as computed by the different
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Figure 3.4: Motivation for the investigation of homogeneous shear model problem:
Skin friction coefficient cf of RAE2822 aerofoil.
DRSMs. While the solution with SSG/LRR-ω model develops a turbulent boundary
layer within fractions of the chord length, the JH-ωh model shows a laminar like or
transitional cf -distribution over 10-20%.
Probst (2013) reported similar results for the boundary layer over a flat plate. The JH-
h model shows a strong susceptibility to the ambient turbulence intensity. At Tu =
0.1%, no turbulent solution could be obtained at all. Since the turbulence model was
developed and calibrated as a pure turbulence model, this behaviour is not desirable
from a point of view of appropriate transition modelling or being able to trip transition.
Rumsey et al. (2006) reported arbitrary steady-state solutions that produced degener-
ate pseudo-laminar regions in the flow depending on initial conditions and solution
method for k- models. Low-Reynolds modifications of the models were identified
as trigger for this behaviour. They introduced a dynamical systems analysis of the
model properties in homogeneous shear flow which was extended to k-ω models and
EARSMs by Pettersson-Reif et al. (2006). Speziale & Mhuiris (1989) presented such an
analysis for, amongst others, the LRR DRSM. Rumsey (2007) also showed that both the
Spalart-Allmaras and the Menter SST k-ω models exhibited grid-dependent laminar
regions of flow in fully turbulent aerofoil computations. Lardeau & Manceau (2014)
presented a work-around for this problem by appropriate initialisation of the flow field
to aid convergence. The following analysis is inspired by the above studies and parts
of this section have been published earlier by the author (Morsbach, 2015).
3.4.1 Model problem
Although the described problem manifests in inhomogeneous flows such as the turbu-
lent boundary layer, it is instructive to study the case of homogeneous turbulence. This
simplification is justified by the assumption that in the logarithmic part of the bound-
ary the flow can be approximated as “locally homogeneous” (Rumsey et al., 2006). The
model problem is specified by the constant velocity gradient tensor
∂Ui
∂xj
=
{
S i = 1, j = 2
0 otherwise
(3.97)
with the only finite component given by the shear rate S. Convection, diffusion and
any explicitly wall-related model terms vanish in the governing Reynolds stress equa-
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tions and the partial differential equations reduce to a non-linear system of ordinary
differential equations
du˜′′i u
′′
j
dt
= Pij − ij + Πij. (3.98)
Since the absolute value of the Reynolds stresses is unbounded in this problem, the
evolution of the Reynolds stress anisotropy tensor aij is studied. Starting from the
evolution equations for the Reynolds stresses, an evolution equation for the Reynolds
stress anisotropy tensor aij is derived as
daij
dt
=
1
k
[(
Pij − 2
3
Pkδij
)
−
(
ij − 2
3
δij
)
+ Πij − aij (Pk − )
]
. (3.99)
The pressure-strain and dissipation models of the JH-ωh model can be written as
Πij = Πij,1 + Πij,2 = −C1aij − C2
(
Pij − 2
3
Pkδij
)
(3.100)
ij = 
(
2
3
δij + fsaij
)
(3.101)
with the rapid part formulated as an isotropisation-of-production (IP) model. For rea-
sons of simplicity, the specific turbulent dissipation rate is defined as  = kω without
the constant factor Cµ. Its evolution equation
dω
dt
= (C1 − 1)ω
k
Pk − (C2 − 1)ω2. (3.102)
is equivalent to (3.83) with all inhomogeneous terms set to zero and constant density.
Substituting the pressure-strain and dissipation models yields
daij
dt
= (1− C2)
Pij − 23Pkδij
k
− ωaij(fs + C1 − 1)− aijPk
k
. (3.103)
Because only one component of the velocity gradient tensor is different from zero, the
only finite components of the production tensor Pij are
P11 = −2a12kS and P12 = −
(
a22 +
2
3
)
kS. (3.104)
We introduce the following non-dimensional variables
dt∗ = Sdt (3.105)
ω∗ =
ω
S
(3.106)
for the time and the specific turbulent dissipation rate. Since the problem is two-
dimensional, a13 and a23 are always zero. Therefore and because of the vanishing trace
of aij , the problem can effectively described by a system of four ordinary differential
equations (cf. Speziale & Mhuiris, 1989)
da11
dt∗
=
4
3
B1a12 − a11ω∗B2 + a11a12 (3.107)
da12
dt∗
= B1
(
a22 +
2
3
)
− a12ω∗B2 + a212 (3.108)
da22
dt∗
= −2
3
B1a12 − a22ω∗B2 + a22a12 (3.109)
dω∗
dt∗
= −B3ω∗a12 −B4(ω∗)2 (3.110)
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Table 3.3: Turbulence model coefficient functions simplified for homogeneous shear
problem.
Coefficient LRR-ω JH-ωh
C1 1.8 2.5Amin(A2, 0.6)0.25 min((ReT/150)1.5, 1) +
√
AE2
C2 0.6 0.8
√
A
fs 0 1−
√
AE2
C1 1.5556 1.44
C2 1.833 1.8
for the solution vector q = (a11, a12, a22, ω∗) with the coefficients
B1 = C2 − 1 (3.111)
B2 = fs + C1 − 1 (3.112)
B3 = C1 − 1 (3.113)
B4 = C2 − 1. (3.114)
The turbulence models are completely specified by the form of their coefficient func-
tions as given in Table 3.3, which is consistent with the formulation of the JH-ωh model
in Table 3.2. Due to the dependence of the dissipation anisotropy two-component pa-
rameter E on fs, the latter is given as an implicit formulation. However, this does not
pose a problem because the terms involving E in C1 and fs cancel each other in B2.
As a reference model with constant coefficients, the near-wall part of the SSG/LRR-
ω model is used and termed LRR-ω. The focus is on understanding the influence of
the functional dependence of coefficients on the two-component parameter A and the
turbulent Reynolds number ReT on the solution stability. The analysis is divided into
two steps. First, the stability of steady-state solutions of the system of equations will
be investigated by linearisation about these solutions. Second, phase space trajecto-
ries for different sets of initial conditions will be studied to identify factors promoting
degenerate solutions.
3.4.2 Dynamical systems analysis
A steady-state solution to the system of ODEs (3.107)-(3.110) can be obtained by set-
ting the time derivative to zero. For the LRR-ω model with constant coefficients, the
solution can be obtained algebraically as
a11 = −4
3
B1B4
B2B3 +B4
(3.115)
a22 =
2
3
B1B4
B2B3 +B4
(3.116)
a12 = −
√
−2
3
B1B4(B1B4 +B2B3 +B4)
B2B3 +B4
(3.117)
ω∗ =
B3
√
−2
3
B1B4(B1B4 +B2B3 +B4)
B4(B2B3 +B4)
(3.118)
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Table 3.4: Steady-state solutions of homogeneous shear flow.
Model a11 a12 a22 ω∗ Comment
LRR-ω 0.3478 -0.3585 -0.1739 0.2391 stable
−2/3 < a11 < 4/3 0 −2/3 0 unstable
JH-ωh 0.2437 -0.3156 -0.1219 0.1736 stable, ReT ≥ 150
−2/3 < a11 < 4/3 0 −2/3 0 further analysis required
taking the physically realisable solution of positive dissipation rate. Due to the func-
tional dependency of B1 and B2 on the invariants of aij , the steady-state solution for
the JH-ωh model is computed numerically. Both the LRR-ω and the JH-ωh model have
an additional steady-state solution for the homogeneous shear flow as shown in Ta-
ble 3.4. It is a range of solutions characterised by vanishingA, which labels the solution
as two-component turbulence, and vanishing specific dissipation rate ω∗, which indi-
cates a laminarisation (Rumsey et al., 2006). The stability properties of such degenerate
solutions can indicate if a numerical scheme will converge towards them.
To study the stability of the fixed points, the behaviour of the system of ODEs under
small disturbances is evaluated. To this end, a Taylor series expansion about the fixed
points q0
dq
dt∗
= f(q) = f(q0) +
∂f
∂q
∣∣∣∣
q=q0
(q− q0) + . . . (3.119)
is performed. The eigenvalues of the Jacobian matrix
∂f
∂q
=

−ω∗B2 + a12 43B1 + a11 0 −a11B2
0 −ω∗B2 + 2a12 B1 −a12B2
0 −2
3
B1 + a22 −ω∗B2 + a12 −a22B2
0 −B3ω∗ 0 −B3a12 − 2B4ω∗
 (3.120)
evaluated at q = q0 determine the stability properties of the respective fixed point.
In the analytical derivation of the Jacobian, the coefficients Bi are treated as constants
in analogy to the implicit treatment of the equations in the finite volume solver. The
eigenvalues are computed using the computer algebra system Maple.
For both the LRR-ω and the JH-ωh model, all real parts of the eigenvalues evaluated
at the fixed points with finite A are negative, indicating that the fixed point is stable
and initial values chosen within its convergence radius will result in this solution. The
stability of the solution with vanishing A, on the other hand, distinguishes the two
models. For the LRR-ω model, the two-component solution is unstable as expected,
i.e. the system of equations will not converge towards this solution. However, all
eigenvalues vanish if the coefficient functions of the JH-ωh model are substituted into
(3.120). Since the system of equations is non-linear, no definite statement on the sta-
bility of this solution for the JH-ωh model can be made without further analysis. This
finding motivated the phase space analysis presented in the following section.
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Figure 3.5: Validation of the JH-ωh model implementation in the ODE solver against
TRACE computations for homogeneous shear flow with isotropic (left) and one-
component (right) initialisation.
3.4.3 Numerical phase space analysis
To gain deeper insight into the dynamical behaviour of the models, it is instructive to
analyse phase space trajectories. For this purpose, the system of equations is coded in
Python and solved by the standard SciPy ODE-solver (Oliphant, 2007). Its correct im-
plementation is validated by comparison with solutions for the turbulence anisotropy
tensor obtained with TRACE using the JH-ωh model for initial conditions of isotropic
turbulence (Figure 3.5 left) and one-component turbulence in 2-direction (Figure 3.5
right), respectively. It is interesting to note that the latter initialisation, contrary to the
expected convergence towards more isotropic turbulence, is only rotated towards one-
component turbulence in 1-direction. The production term, in this case, only generates
energy in a second spatial direction andA remains zero for two-component turbulence.
Hence, all redistribution terms are effectively zero as originally intended only close to
a solid wall and no energy can be transferred to the third spatial direction.
To investigate the influence of the turbulent Reynolds number, two treatments are pos-
sible. On the one hand, ReT can be treated as a fixed parameter in the coefficient func-
tion for the slow pressure-strain term. On the other hand, in addition to the system
of equations (3.107)-(3.110) described above, an equation for the turbulent Reynolds
number ReT
dReT
dt∗
= −ReT (a12(1−B3) + ω∗(1−B4)) , (3.121)
derived from the equations for turbulent kinetic energy and dissipation rate, can be
solved. ReT increases exponentially for cases in which the term in brackets is negative.
Because of the minimum function in the C1 coefficient, it only influences the remaining
JH-ωh equations as long as ReT < 150 while it has no effect at all in the LRR-ω context.
The general strategy to visualise the phase space trajectories is as follows. In contrast to
two-equation models, the phase space for a DRSM for this problem is four-dimensional
(three independent components of turbulence anisotropy, dissipation rate) or five-
dimensional if the equation for ReT is solved. Therefore, the trajectories will be plotted
in the two-dimensional space of second and third invariants of the anisotropy tensor
with the bounds of physically realisable turbulence (Lumley, 1979) shaded in grey.
Time evolution will be plotted along the z-axis (not drawn to scale). The set of initial
conditions is created by a linear distribution n values of anisotropy tensor components
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Table 3.5: Initial conditions for phase space analysis of homogeneous shear flow. Non-
realisable combinations of aij components are filtered.
Parameter Range n
a11 [-0.6666, 1.3333] 10
a12 [-1, 0] 10
a22 [-0.6666, 1.3333] 10
ω∗ [0.001, 1] 10
ReT [0, 150] 16
Figure 3.6: Phase space trajectories of LRR-ω (left) and JH-ωh (right) in homogeneous
shear flow initialised with different turbulence anisotropy states.
within the bounds of realisability and respective dissipation rates and turbulent Reyn-
olds numbers as shown in Table 3.5. For ω∗, 0 is excluded from the range of initial
conditions because it would result in ω∗ = 0 and dω∗/dt = 0 in the evolution equation
(3.110). Furthermore, the solution has been found to be insensitive to initial values of
ω∗ much greater than 1 due to the negative quadratic term.
A first comparison in Figure 3.6 shows the phase space trajectories of the LRR-ω (left)
and the JH-ωh model (right) with a fixed ReT > 150. Both models converge to the ana-
lytical steady-state solution with finite ω∗ irrespective of initial conditions. In contrast
to the LRR-ω model, however, there are trajectories of the JH-ωh model which show a
tendency towards the one-component limit (A2 = 8/3, A3 = 17/9, A = 0) before they
finally converge to the steady-state solution. This raises the question what promotes
convergence towards the degenerate solution. Different mechanisms that diminish
stress redistribution in the JH-ωh model will be analysed.
The turbulent Reynolds number ReT directly controls the magnitude of the slow pres-
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Figure 3.7: Phase space trajectories of JH-ωh with the turbulent Reynolds number ReT
as fixed parameter (left) and with theReT equation solved (right) in homogeneous shear
flow initialised with different turbulence anisotropy states.
sure-strain term via the coefficient function C1. Its functional form was designed to
drive turbulence towards the two-component limit close to the solid wall in turbulent
channel flow. The effect of this low-Reynolds-number modification in homogeneous
shear flow can be seen in Figure 3.7 (left) where ReT was treated as fixed parameter.
The same set of turbulence anisotropy states (Table 3.5), here with an initial specific
dissipation rate of ω∗ = 1, is used as initial conditions. There is a threshold for ReT
below which the pressure-strain term is too small to prevent convergence towards one-
component turbulence. All variants of the pressure-strain model with the parameter
ReT < 60 converge to the one-component limit irrespective of initial conditions. Once
the solution is close to this limit, the pressure-strain term is diminished even further by
its linear dependency on the two-component parameter A. For each remaining value
of ReT ≥ 60, a separate, turbulent, steady-state solution corresponding to the formu-
lation of C1 is reached. If ReT is determined by solving of its own evolution equation,
the picture changes as demonstrated in Figure 3.7 (right). Due to the nature of the ho-
mogeneous shear flow problem, ReT increases exponentially with time according to
(3.121) if stresses and dissipation rate approach the equilibrium. Once it exceeds the
value of 150, there is no more back coupling to the evolution of the anisotropy tensor.
The figure shows that states initialised close to the two-component limit tend towards
one-component turbulence as long as ReT is small. This behaviour is reversed once
ReT reaches a value of about 100.
To further investigate this behaviour, the time evolution of turbulence initialised as
isotropic (a11 = 0, a12 = 0, a22 = 0, ω∗ = 1) is analysed. Figure 3.8 shows the loga-
rithmic time history of various parameters for three different cases. The first and third
columns were computed with a fixed turbulent Reynolds number ofReT = 50 and 150,
respectively. In contrast, the second column shows results obtained by additional solu-
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Figure 3.8: Logarithmic time history of solution variables aij , ω∗ and ReT (first row),
model coefficients C1, C2, fs and two-component parameter A (second row) for fixed
ReT = 50 (first column), solved ReT initialised with ReT0 = 50 (second column) and fixed
ReT = 150 (third column).
tion of the equation forReT initialised withReT0 = 50. In the first row, the components
of the anisotropy tensor as well as the dissipation rate are plotted on the left axis while
the turbulent Reynolds number is plotted on the right axis in logarithmic scaling. Both
the ReT = 150 case and the case in which the ReT equation is solved converge to the
same solution because the set of equations for the anisotropy tensor and the dissipa-
tion rate is the same once ReT exceeds 150 due to the minimum function in C1. In case
of fixed ReT = 50, both the shear stress and the dissipation rate eventually converge
to zero. Instead, there is a rather sharp transition at t∗ > 1000, where a12 and ω∗ decay
rapidly and a11 and a22 tend towards their physically realisable limiting values of 4/3
and −2/3, respectively. This corresponds to a turbulence state where all turbulent ki-
netic energy is in the 11-component and all other entries of the Reynolds stress tensor
vanish. Due to the direct dependency of the redistribution term coefficients C1 and C2
on the two-component parameterA, these also tend to zero as shown in the second row
of plots. The second column supports the findings deduced from the phase space anal-
ysis: As long as ReT is small, the system of equation tends towards the same solution
as the system with small fixed turbulent Reynolds number. Once it exceeds a critical
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value, this trend is reversed and the system converges to the steady-state solution of
high turbulent Reynolds number.
Figure 3.9 shows the source terms of the Reynolds stress equations
P ∗ij =
Pij
Sk
, Π∗ij,1 =
Πij,1
Sk
, Π∗ij,2 =
Πij,2
Sk
, −∗ij = −
ij
Sk
(3.122)
normalised by turbulent kinetic energy k and shear rate S and their budget for each
relevant component of the Reynolds stress tensor for the cases considered above. For
the case of fixed ReT = 50, the pressure-strain redistribution terms reach zero as in-
dicated by their coefficient functions in Figure 3.8 (bottom). The 22-component is not
produced directly and is, hence, dependent on active redistribution mechanisms. Once
the latter are diminished by the decreasing two-component parameter, this stress com-
ponent cannot be prevented from vanishing. Consequently, production of the (nega-
tive) shear stress 12-component vanishes and its budget changes sign from negative
(production) to positive (destruction). This way, also the last active production term
in the 11-component is affected and only dissipation terms remain active in the set of
equations. The chain of events illustrates how pressure-strain redistribution is neces-
sary to sustain turbulence and how its disappearance can lead to laminarisation of the
flow. As described above, the additional solution of the ReT -equation shown in the
second column prevents the redistribution coefficients from going to zero and leads to
convergence to the high Reynolds solution as shown with fixed ReT = 150 in the third
column. The distinctive discontinuity in the slope of the slow pressure-strain term ap-
pears exactly at ReT = 150. It can be explained by the use of the minimum function in
C1. Below the critical turbulent Reynolds number the increase in C1 is determined by
the increase in ReT . From there on, it is only dependent on A2 and through A on A3
resulting in the discontinuity in the slope.
To better understand the transition between the turbulent and the laminar solution
type, a highly resolved variation of the turbulent Reynolds number ReT between 45
and 55 with a step size of 0.1 was conducted using the equation set with fixed ReT .
The result is plotted in Figure 3.10, which shows the time history of the two-component
parameter A over non-dimensional time t∗ for the given range of turbulent Reynolds
numbers indicated by line colour. ReT = 50.8 labels the last solution with a stable finite
value of A while all solutions with ReT smaller than that converge to one-component
turbulence with vanishing A. The JH-ωh model does not seem to be able to sustain
a turbulent solution for ReT ≤ 50.7 in this case. This is consistent with the results
visualised in Figure 3.7 (left).
There are publications employing the Jakirlic´/Hanjalic´ model with C2 = 0.6
√
A as the
coefficient for the rapid pressure-strain term (Jakirlic´ et al., 2007; Jakirlic´ & Maduta,
2014). The effect of choosing this formulation in homogeneous shear flow is demon-
strated in Figure 3.11. On the left it is shown that a substantial number of initial condi-
tions lead to phase space trajectories approaching the one-component limit. Figure 3.11
(right) shows a scatter plot of initial conditions which converge to the one-component
limit. Their initial non-dimensional rate of dissipation ω∗ is colour-coded. It can be
deduced that the area of attraction scales with initial ω∗. For large ω∗, initial turbulence
anisotropy needs to be rather close to the one-component limit, while for smaller val-
ues of ω∗ (i.e. high rates of shear) a substantial part of the invariant map is attracted to
one-component turbulence. The turbulence anisotropy of turbulent plane channel flow
atReτ = 180 predicted by the JH-ωh model is plotted for reference. The low values of ω∗
representing the ratio of turbulent dissipation rate to the rate of shear in the lower part
of the boundary layer indicate potential problematic model behaviour. Indeed, if the
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Figure 3.9: Logarithmic time history of normalised production P ∗ij , slow pressure-strain
Π∗ij,1, rapid pressure-strain Π∗ij,2, dissipation term −∗ij and total budget of 11- (top),
12- (middle) and 22-component (bottom) for fixed ReT = 50 (first column), solved ReT
initialised with ReT0 = 50 (second column) and fixed ReT = 150 (third column).
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Figure 3.10: Time history of two-component parameter A for fixed values of ReT be-
tween 45 and 55 indicated by line colour. ReT = 50.8 labels the last solution with stable
finite value of A while A goes to zero for all ReT smaller than that.
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Figure 3.11: Phase space trajectories of JH-ωh with C2 = 0.6
√
A in homogeneous shear
flow initialised with different turbulence anisotropy states (left) and map of initial con-
ditions attracted to one-component turbulence (right). The turbulent channel flow so-
lution with JH-ωh computed with TRACE is plotted for reference.
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JH-ωh model with C2 = 0.6
√
A is applied to turbulent plane channel flow, the model
shows a tendency towards a laminar solution with Reynolds stresses approaching the
one-component limit. Proper initialisation of the turbulence field prevents the laminar
solution. These problems do not occur with C2 = 0.8
√
A. This example demonstrates
the transferability of the homogeneous shear flow findings to a boundary layer flow.
In summary, the JH-ωh model’s tendency towards laminar solutions has been investi-
gated. It can be explained by the property of the model that redistribution can vanish
under certain conditions. This is the case in two-component turbulence whenA goes to
zero - a state from which the model cannot recover because both redistribution terms
scale with some power of A. Especially at low turbulent Reynolds numbers, the model
has been shown to converge towards the degenerate solution. A possible solution
could be a lower limit of the non-dimensional dissipation rate ω/S.
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The aim of this chapter is to briefly introduce the numerical framework and methods
used to solve the RANS and turbulence model equations. All numerical simulations
were performed in the framework of DLR’s CFD solver for turbomachinery flows,
TRACE. A comprehensive description of the methods implemented in TRACE can be
found in the corresponding publications of the Numerical Methods department of the
Institute of Propulsion Technology (e.g. Frey et al., 2009; Becker et al., 2010; Franke et al.,
2010; Kersken et al., 2012; Ashcroft et al., 2013).
4.1 Flow solver
TRACE solves the Favre-averaged Navier-Stokes equations using a cell centred finite
volume method (see e.g. LeVeque, 2002) as schematically depicted in Figure 4.1. Struc-
tured as well as unstructured meshes are distributed to different blocks to allow for
parallel computation. While the coordinates of the cells are given by their vertices, the
flow solution is stored at the cell centres. Ghost cells are used to supply the flow state
of adjacent blocks as well as to prescribe boundary values at interfaces or solid walls.
The finite volume method is based on the integral conservation formulation of the
equations obtained by applying Gauß’s theorem to convert volume integrals over di-
vergences to surface integrals over fluxes. Contributions to the balance of each (finite)
control volume can be split into fluxes over its faces and volume sources. The balance∫
V
∂q
∂t
dV +
∮
∂V
(F · n)dA =
∮
∂V
(Fv · n)dA+
∫
V
SdV (4.1)
has to be fulfilled for each control volume V with surface ∂V in the grid with the vector
of conservative solution variables given by
q = (ρ, ρu˜1, ρu˜2, ρu˜3, ρE˜, ρφ1, . . . , ρφN)
T . (4.2)
In TRACE, u˜i denotes the relative velocity in a rotating frame of reference. The dynam-
ics of the fluid flow are governed by the inviscid F and viscous Fv flux vectors as well
as the volume source term S. Besides the continuity, momentum and energy equa-
tions, an arbitrary set of convection-diffusion equations for generic scalar variables
φi is solved. These can be, for example, turbulence quantities such as the turbulent
kinetic energy k, components of the Reynolds stress tensor u˜′′i u′′j or concentrations of
tracer-particles.
In a finite volume scheme, the discretised version of the integral equation (4.1) is solved
for each control volume. Volume integrals are approximated by a constant integrand
over the control volume, whereas the surface integrals are evaluated as a sum over all
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Block 1
Block 2
inner cells
ghost cells
1-1 connectivity
Figure 4.1: Schematic of multi-block cell centred finite volume method.
NF cell faces with a constant value for each face.∮
∂V
(F · n)dA =
NF∑
f=1
(F · nf )Af (4.3)
The cell face f is represented by the face normal vector nf and the face area Af . A
flux difference splitting method is employed to discretise the inviscid convection terms
making use of a second order accurate Roe (1981) scheme. Gradients of velocity and
temperature used in viscous terms are computed using second order accurate central
differences.
Turbomachinery components typically consist of both stationary parts such as guide
vanes and ducts and rotating parts such as rotor blades. For the latter, it can be conve-
nient to solve the equations in a frame of reference which rotates at a constant rate Ω.
Centrifugal and Coriolis forces then appear in the momentum equations through the
source term
S =

Sρ
Sρu˜
SρE˜
Sρφi
 =

0
−ρΩ× (Ω× x)− 2ρΩ× u˜
0
Sρφi
 . (4.4)
The contribution of the centrifugal force to the energy equation is accounted for by
solving for the relative total energy defined by
E˜ = e˜+
u˜iu˜i
2
− 1
2
Ω2r2⊥ (4.5)
with the internal energy e˜, the norm of the rotation rate Ω and the distance from the
axis of rotation r⊥. In contrast to the general formulation of the energy equation (3.22),
neither the convective nor the diffusive transport of turbulent kinetic energy k are con-
sidered here.
For a solution of the steady RANS equations, the time derivative of the residual R(q),
which contains the fluxes and source terms, must go to zero
∂q
∂t
= R(q)→ 0. (4.6)
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The equations are solved by an implicit time-marching algorithm with local time step-
ping in pseudo-time ∂q/∂t→ ∂q/∂τ allowing for CFL numbers greater than unity. For
the pseudo-time derivative ∂q/∂τ , a simple finite difference of first order is employed.
The unknown residual at time step m + 1 is evaluated by a Taylor series expansion
about time step m
∆qm
∆τ
= R(qm+1) = R(qm) +
∂R
∂q
∣∣∣∣m ∆qm +O(∆q2). (4.7)
This leads to a matrix equation for the update ∆q of the conservative variables q(
1
∆τ
1− ∂R
∂q
∣∣∣∣m)∆qm = R(qm). (4.8)
Unsteady problems with finite ∂q/∂t, on the other hand, require higher order discreti-
sation in the temporal domain. Time discretisation schemes are available from second
order accurate Euler over Crank-Nicolson to various implicit Runge-Kutta schemes
(Ashcroft et al., 2013). Unsteady solutions in this work were obtained by the second
order accurate Euler backward scheme (Nu¨rnberger, 2004). Then, the physical time
derivative at physical time step n+ 1 is approximated by
∂q
∂t
∣∣∣∣n+1 = 12∆t (3qn+1 − 4qn + qn−1)+O(∆t2). (4.9)
Again, the equations are solved numerically by the above implicit pseudo-time march-
ing method. In contrast to the steady approach (4.7), the physical time derivative oc-
curs on the right hand side
∆qm
∆τ
= R(qm+1)− ∂q
∂t
∣∣∣∣m+1 (4.10)
using values of the next pseudo-time step m + 1 for the update ∆qm of conservative
variables at pseudo-time step m. In the physical time derivative, qn+1 is substituted by
the solution qm+1 at pseudo-time step m+1. If the pseudo-time marching method con-
verges, qm+1 will approach the value of the next physical time step qn+1. Linearising
the residual R(q) and the approximated physical time derivative ∂q/∂t about pseudo-
time step m and re-arranging yields the equation which determines the update ∆qm:
(
1
∆τ
1 +
3
2∆t
1− ∂R
∂q
∣∣∣∣m)∆qm = R(qm)− 12∆t (3qm − 4qn + qn−1) . (4.11)
This is equivalent to the steady equation (4.8) for ∆t→∞.
The treatment of inflow and outflow boundaries distinguishes turbomachinery from
external aerodynamics problems in CFD. In contrast to flows in external aerodynamics,
the domain extends only up to one chord length beyond the blade geometry at best.
Using standard boundary conditions based on 1D Riemann invariants, the position of
the boundary can influence the potential field by unwanted reflections. It is, however,
desirable to be able to obtain results independent of the exact position of the boundary.
For turbomachinery applications, which exhibit rotationally periodic domains, it is
possible to formulate 2D non-reflecting boundary conditions (Giles, 1990; Robens et al.,
2013). These are the standard treatment for turbomachinery test cases in TRACE. For
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the basic validation test cases, in which potential perturbations do not approach the
boundary, standard 1D non-reflecting boundary conditions (Riemann) are used.
This gives a crude overview of the flow solver TRACE. Turbulence models are im-
plemented as scalar transport equations with respective fluxes and source terms. The
following sections will deal with extensions of flow solver implemented to enable sim-
ulations with DRSMs. First, the consistent discretisation of transport equations with
respect to conservation of the scalar quantities will be derived. Second, the implicit
treatment of various parts of the set of equations is explained. These are the Reyn-
olds stress terms in the RANS equations, on the one hand, and the diffusive fluxes and
source terms in the turbulence model equations, on the other hand. Finally, turbulence
boundary conditions will be established.
4.2 Discretisation of transport equations
This section will address the discretisation of the transport equations for turbulence
and other scalar quantities with respect to their conservation properties and source
terms. While a fully separated solution of scalar equations can be attractive as it re-
duces computational overhead, it can, in contrast to a coupled solution, lead to severe
conservation errors. These can result in unphysical overshoots in physically bounded
quantities (Reynolds normal stresses and consequently turbulent kinetic energy as well
as turbulent dissipation rate) which affect the stability of the solution method. The
goal is to avoid these effects and still maintain a high code modularity as well as com-
putational efficiency. Therefore, a correction of the scalar convective fluxes has been
derived, which restores full consistency with the discretisation of the corresponding
terms in the Navier-Stokes equations and, hence, with a coupled solution method. The
convective fluxes in TRACE are formulated using Roe’s method (Roe, 1981), which
uses the left and right states of a cell face. The latter are reconstructed using a MUSCL
extrapolation (cf. Hirsch, 1990; van Leer, 1979), whose choice determines the spatial
accuracy of the scheme. Parts of the following have already been published by the
author (Morsbach & di Mare, 2012).
For reasons of readability, the flux correction is derived by investigation of the coupled
solution of the 1D Euler equations and a generic transported scalar quantity φ. The
extension to 3D and more equations is straightforward and leads to the same correction
for each equation. The vectors of conservative variables q, primitive variables u and
the fluxes F of the coupled system of equations are defined as follows:
q =

ρ
ρu
ρE
ρφ
 u =

ρ
u
p
φ
 F =

ρu
ρu2 + p
(ρE + p)u
ρuφ
 (4.12)
As a starting point, equation (4.1) is written in its differential form
∂q
∂t
+
∂F
∂x
= 0, (4.13)
neglecting the viscous fluxes Fv and source terms S without loss of generality. Intro-
ducing the flux Jacobian in conservative variables
Aq =
∂F
∂q
(4.14)
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it can be written as
∂q
∂t
+ Aq
∂q
∂x
= 0 (4.15)
Roe’s method (cf. LeVeque, 2002; Blazek, 2001) can then be used to obtain an exact
solution for the linearised version of this equation using the flux at the cell face I + 1/2
given by
FI+1/2 =

Fρ
Fρu
FρE
Fφ
 = 12
[ (
F(uL) + F(uR)
)− |Aq|∆q︸ ︷︷ ︸
Fˆ
]
(4.16)
with a jump in conservative variables ∆q = qR − qL and the left and right primitive
face values uL and uR.
An eigenvalue analysis of the flux Jacobian Aq is required to determine the stabilising
term Fˆ. It is mathematically more convenient to perform this analysis in terms of the
primitive variables for the matrix
Au =
(
∂q
∂u
)−1
Aq
∂q
∂u
=
(
∂q
∂u
)−1
∂F
∂u
. (4.17)
This yields the diagonal matrix of eigenvalues
Λ = R−1u AuRu = R
−1
q AqRq =

u 0 0 0
0 u+ a 0 0
0 0 u− a 0
0 0 0 u
 (4.18)
and the corresponding matrix of right eigenvectors in primitive variables
Ru =

1 ρ
2a
− ρ
2a
0
0 1
2
1
2
0
0 ρa
2
−ρa
2
0
0 0 0 1
 (4.19)
with the isentropic speed of sound for an ideal gas given by
a =
√
γp
ρ
. (4.20)
The matrix of eigenvectors in conservative variables can be obtained by
Rq =
∂q
∂u
Ru. (4.21)
With these results, the stabilising term Fˆ can be expressed in terms of a jump in char-
acteristic variables
∆` = R−1q ∆q =

∆ρ− ∆p
aˆ2
∆u+ ∆p
ρˆaˆ
∆u− ∆p
ρˆaˆ
∆φ
 . (4.22)
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The final expression
Fˆ = |Aq|∆q = Rq |Λ|R−1q ∆q =
∂q
∂u
Ru |Λ|∆` (4.23)
is used to obtain the components for the density ρ and the generic transported scalar
φ:
Fˆρ = |λ1|∆`1 + ρˆ
2aˆ
|λ2|∆`2 − ρˆ
2aˆ
|λ3|∆`3 (4.24)
Fˆφ = ρˆ|λ4|∆φ+ φˆFˆρ = Fˆφ, separated + Fˆφ, correction (4.25)
with all quantities evaluated at the cell face I + 1/2. A caret denotes Roe-averaged
values (Roe, 1981). The scalar value φˆ is evaluated as a simple arithmetic instead of a
Roe average as it was seen that the difference between the two formulations is negligi-
ble. In the case of passive scalars, which do not influence the density, considered here,
there only is a coupling term in one direction, i.e. the numerical fluxes of the scalar
transport equation are influenced by the numerical fluxes of the continuity equation.
For a homogeneous constant value scalar, the φ-flux has to reduce to the ρ-flux in order
to guarantee the conservation of the scalar. It can be concluded that, if the scalar trans-
port equation is solved in a separated manner, the correction term Fˆφ, correction must be
added in order to obtain a conservative scheme. With only this modification compared
to the uncoupled formulation, the conservation of the transported scalar is restored if
the numerical fluxes of the Navier-Stokes and generic transport equations are evalu-
ated consistently at each cell face.
The volume source terms in the turbulence transport equations are evaluated at the
cell centre of cell (I, J,K). Some of these terms require derivatives of variables φ such
as velocity, turbulent kinetic energy, etc., which are computed as central differences in
computational coordinates ξi using the values of neighbouring cells. They are trans-
formed to physical coordinates xi by the metric terms ∂ξi/∂xj .
∂φ
∂xj
=
∂ξi
∂xj
∂φ
∂ξi
=
∂ξ1
∂xj
∣∣∣∣I,J,K 12∆ξ1 (φI+1,J,K − φI−1,J,K)
+
∂ξ2
∂xj
∣∣∣∣I,J,K 12∆ξ2 (φI,J+1,K − φI,J−1,K)
+
∂ξ3
∂xj
∣∣∣∣I,J,K 12∆ξ3 (φI,J,K+1 − φI,J,K−1)
(4.26)
The velocity is evaluated in the absolute frame of reference for rotating components.
The computational space is designed such that ∆ξi = 1. If an unstructured mesh is
used, these gradients are computed based on the selected method which can be Green-
Gauß or Least-Squares (Becker & Ashcroft, 2014). Second velocity derivatives are com-
puted by repeated application of the first derivative method.
4.3 Linearisation of the residual
While the general approach of the implicit pseudo-time marching algorithm was intro-
duced in Section 4.1, the formulation of the Jacobian ∂R/∂q (or the linearisation) of the
residual R(q) was left for this section. The RANS Equations for the conservative vari-
ables q = (ρ, ρu˜1, ρu˜2, ρu˜3, ρE˜) are solved in a fully coupled manner resulting in a dense
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Jacobian matrix. In contrast, the Jacobian matrices are scalars for the transported tur-
bulence variables since these equations are solved separately from the RANS equations
and each other. For convective and diffusive terms in the RANS equations, the resid-
ual is linearised as described in (Ku¨geler, 2005). Since the application of an LEVM only
affects the main equations through an increased effective viscosity, the same methods
can be used in this context. However, if a DRSM is employed, no turbulent viscos-
ity appears in the RANS equations. This does not only require a modification of the
solver, but can also negatively affect the stability of the scheme because of decreased
diffusivity compared to a LEVM approach.
To address this stability problem, the coupling of the Reynolds stress equations to the
Navier-Stokes equations is performed according to the strategy outlined by Basara
(2004); Hadzic´ (1999) and Durbin & Pettersson Reif (2000). The residual R(q) is split
into an explicitly and an implicitly treated part
R(q) = Rimp(q) + Rexp(q) (4.27)
with equation (4.8) replaced by(
1
∆τ
1− ∂R
imp
∂q
∣∣∣∣m)∆qm = R(qm). (4.28)
This is done for both the momentum and energy equations and shown here exem-
plarily for the momentum equations in an inertial frame of reference. The complete
momentum residual in a DRSM scheme reads
R(ρu˜i) = −∂(ρu˜iu˜j)
∂xj
− ∂P
∂xi
+
∂
∂xj
[
2µS∗ij − ρu′′i u′′j
]
(4.29)
with no eddy viscosity µT . The implicitly treated part
Rimp(ρu˜i) = −∂(ρu˜iu˜j)
∂xj
− ∂P
∂xi
+
∂
∂xj
[
2(µ+ µT )S
∗
ij
]
, (4.30)
however, is chosen to be equivalent to that used in an LEVM scheme with the eddy
viscosity µT determined from the DRSM. This increased viscosity on the left hand side
(LHS) is the key to the stabilization of the scheme. When the solution reaches conver-
gence, the update ∆q vanishes. Hence, there will be no effect of this approach on the
accuracy of a converged solution. In summary, to implement a DRSM scheme in the
existing RANS solver, only the right hand side of the equations was modified com-
pared to an LEVM scheme. There, the Boussinesq approximation is replaced by the
Reynolds stresses obtained from the DRSM.
The linearisation of the different source terms of the Reynolds stress equations is an-
other crucial factor for stability of the solution method. It has been developed within
this work and parts of the following have already been published by the present au-
thor (Morsbach et al., 2015a). Since no coupling between the Reynolds stress equations
is considered, only derivatives of the source term component by the respective Reyn-
olds stress component have to be calculated, i.e.
∂Rαβ
∂ρu′′γu
′′
δ
= 0 ifα 6= γ, β 6= δ. (4.31)
For the production term ρPij given by equation (3.26) the derivatives are straightfor-
ward
∂ (ρPαβ)
∂
(
ρu′′αu
′′
β
) = −(Sαα + Sββ). (4.32)
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No summation is implied over Greek indices. For the rotation term 1
2
ρRij all deriva-
tives vanish.
The following derivatives are based on the general formulation of the modelled terms.
All derivatives are obtained with h = Cµkωh substituted into the models. Simplifica-
tions are allowed because, as argued above, the LHS has no effect on the converged
solution, only on stability. Both the isotropic and anisotropic parts of the dissipation
model ρij (3.51) are linearised
∂ (ραβ)
∂
(
ρu′′αu
′′
β
) = 1
3
Cµω
hδαβ + fsCµω
h
(
1− 1
3
δαβ
)
(4.33)
with fs = 0 in case of the SSG/LRR-ω model.
The non-linear terms in the pressure strain models ρΠij,1 (3.46) and ρΠij,2 (3.48) com-
plicate the derivatives. They can appear in the model itself as tensor products or in
the coefficient functions hidden in anisotropy invariants. As a major simplification,
all coefficient functions were held constant in the following derivatives. For the slow
pressure-strain term ρΠij,1, µT = ρk/ω was held constant in the derivative to simplify
the resulting expressions
∂ (ρΠαβ,1)
∂
(
ρu′′αu
′′
β
) = −CµC1(1− 1
3
δαβ
)
(4.34)
+
2
3
CµC
′
1
ω
k
[
2k − 3
2
(
u˜′′αu′′α + u˜
′′
βu
′′
β
)](
1− 2
3
δαβ
)
.
The most complex expression was obtained for the Jacobian of the rapid pressure-
strain term ρΠij,2
∂ (ρΠαβ,2)
∂
(
ρu′′αu
′′
β
) = 1
2
C3Sαβδαβ + C4
[
Sαα + Sββ − 2
3
(
2Sαβ − 1
3
Sqq
)
δαβ
]
(4.35)
−C
′
2
k
[
Pk − 4u˜′′αu′′βSαβ +
(
2k + u˜′′αu
′′
β
)
Sαβδαβ
](
1− 1
3
δαβ
)
.
Here, in the term including Pk, numerator and denominator were multiplied by k while
k in the denominator was held constant in the derivative.
According to Wilcox (2006), only negative source terms are linearised while positive
source terms are treated explicitly. This decision is evaluated on a cell-by-cell basis de-
pending on the local value of the source term Jacobian. The increased diagonal domi-
nance of the LHS matrix leads to a more stable scheme. Especially the linearisation of
the slow pressure-strain term has proven to be a crucial factor for stability.
In contrast to LEVMs, the production term of turbulent kinetic energy Pk can become
negative in a DRSM. Hence, not only the destruction term but also the production term
in the ωh equation need to be linearised. Furthermore, the linearisations of the cross
diffusion term as well as the P i3 term can be negative due to the occurrence of ωh in the
denominator. The linearisation of these three terms denoted by Rimp(ρωh) yields:
∂
(
Rimp(ρωh)
)
∂(ρωh)
=
α
k
Pk − 2βkωh − 2σd
(ωh)2
∂k
∂xi
∂ωh
∂xi
− 1
ρωh
P i3. (4.36)
The eddy viscosity defined as µT = ρk/ωh was used to derive the Jacobians. Since only
negative contributions to the Jacobian are considered, the linearisation of the cross
diffusion term is the same for limited and unlimited cross derivatives (see Section 3.3).
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4.4 Boundary conditions for turbulent flows
In this section, boundary conditions which are specific to DRSMs are discussed. In
addition to the model specific boundary condition for the turbulent dissipation rate at
the wall, both DRSMs share the boundary treatment for solid walls, inlet boundaries,
mixing planes, rotationally periodic boundaries and symmetry planes.
4.4.1 Solid walls
The solid wall boundary condition for the Reynolds stress tensor is the most trivial: If
the mesh resolves the viscous sublayer, all components vanish
u˜′′i u
′′
j = 0 (4.37)
because of the no slip condition for all DRSMs.
The boundary equation for the scale-determining variable, however, is specific to each
individual model. The SSG/LRR-ω model employs Menter’s ω-boundary condition
(Menter, 1992) in the same form as most k-ω models do. The dissipation rate at the
wall is computed as
ω|w = 10
6µ
βωρy21
(4.38)
with the distance y1 of the first cell centre from the wall. Since wall values cannot be
directly set in the cell centred scheme (see Section 4.1), the value of the ghost cell is
determined by linear extrapolation to ensure the correct wall value.
The boundary condition for the h-equation is treated differently from the SSG/LRR-ω
model. It is based on the Taylor microscale λ (Jakirlic´ & Jovanovic´, 2010), which is used
to derive the following formulation for h for the first cell away from the wall and its
known gradient at the wall:
h
∣∣
first cell =
νk
y21
,
∂h
∂n
∣∣∣∣
w
= 0. (4.39)
The corresponding solid wall boundary condition for ωh is given by
ωh
∣∣
first cell =
µ
Cµρy21
,
∂ωh
∂n
∣∣∣∣
w
= 0. (4.40)
Here, the gradient is also set to zero which is physically incorrect; however, since ωh
is fixed in the first cell, this choice has no influence as long as the diffusion of ωh is
computed using only directly neighbouring cells.
4.4.2 Rotationally periodic boundaries
As rotating machinery often exhibits rotational symmetry it is desirable for reasons of
computational efficiency to simulate the flow through as few blade passages as possi-
ble. Periodic boundary conditions are employed in this case as schematically shown in
Figure 4.2. For scalar quantities, no additional treatment is required. Tensor quantities,
however, require a base transformation between the corresponding boundary panels.
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Figure 4.2: Schematic of rotationally periodic boundary. Flow state in ghost cell is the
state in the corresponding inner cell rotated about x-axis by angle ∠(A,B).
For solution variables, this applies to the velocity vector and the Reynolds stress tensor.
The transformation matrix R with the following property
R−1R = RTR = 1 (4.41)
is defined by rotation axis and angle. It can also be interpreted the transformation
matrix
RA→B =
eB1 · eA1 eB1 · eA2 eB1 · eA3eB2 · eA1 eB2 · eA2 eB2 · eA3
eB3 · eA1 eB3 · eA2 eB3 · eA3
 (4.42)
between bases (eA1 , eA2 , eA3 ) and (eB1 , eB2 , eB3 ) corresponding to panels A and B.
In a cell centred code, ghost cells, drawn with dashed lines in Figure 4.2, are used to
ensure appropriate boundary values. At the periodic boundary, the value in the ghost
cell is computed from the value in the corresponding inner cell using the transforma-
tion described above. While the velocity vector transforms as
u˜Bi = R
A→B
ij u˜
A
j (4.43)
the Reynolds stress tensor transforms as
u˜′′i u
′′
j
B
= RA→Bip u˜′′pu′′q
A (
RA→B
)T
qj
. (4.44)
4.4.3 Mixing planes
At the interface between rotating and non-rotating components, a circumferentially
mixed-out state is usually exchanged between adjacent blocks in steady simulations
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Figure 4.3: Schematic of mixing plane boundary at x = const. Reynolds stresses are
averaged cylindrical coordinate system.
(Denton, 1992). This so-called mixing plane approach is schematically shown in Fig-
ure 4.3. The mixed-out state is obtained by a circumferential average, which needs
to be performed in a cylindrical coordinate system at defined radial positions called
bands (shaded in grey). In structured meshes these are simply given by constant radial
face index.
The cylindrical coordinate system used in TRACE is given by the base (ex, er, eθ) with
eθ = − sin θ · ey + cos θ · ez (4.45)
er = cos θ · ey + sin θ · ez (4.46)
yielding the transformation matrix from (ex, ey, ez) to (ex, er, eθ)
Rxyz→xrθ =
1 0 00 cos θ sin θ
0 − sin θ cos θ
 (4.47)
according to (4.42). The basis vectors are sketched in Figure 4.3. With this base trans-
formation, the procedure at a mixing plane is as follows: The Reynolds stresses are
transformed to the cylindrical coordinate system and an area average is performed for
each radial band. The averaged values are communicated to the downstream row and
transformed back to Cartesian coordinates for each individual face of the correspond-
ing band.
4.4.4 Inflow
There are a number of ways to specify turbulence quantities at inlet boundaries. Tra-
ditionally, when LEVMs are used, both turbulence intensity Tu and turbulent length
scale LT are specified. Without additional information on turbulence anisotropy, a rea-
sonable assumption in a DRSM framework is isotropic turbulence. Given the velocity
magnitude U at the inlet, the Reynolds stress tensor is given by
u˜′′i u
′′
j =
2
3
kδij, with k =
3
2
Tu2U2. (4.48)
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The specific turbulent dissipation rate ω or its homogeneous counterpart ωh can then
be computed by
ω = ωh =
√
k
LT
. (4.49)
Alternatively, the turbulent kinetic energy and dissipation rate can be specified directly
resulting also in isotropic turbulence at the inlet. The third option is to specify com-
ponents of the Reynolds stress tensor and the dissipation rate directly. For rotationally
symmetric cases, this needs to be done in cylindrical coordinates. For translational
cases, on the other hand, Cartesian components are used.
4.4.5 Symmetry plane
At a symmetry plane boundary condition, the Reynolds stress tensor is transformed
from the Cartesian basis (ex, ey, ez) to a basis of two tangential vectors and the face
normal vector (et1, et2, en) by the transformation matrix
Rxyz→t1t2n =
et1 · ex et1 · ey et1 · ezet2 · ex et2 · ey et2 · ez
en · ex en · ey en · ez
 . (4.50)
The basis vectors on the opposite side of the symmetry plane e′i are given in terms of
the basis vectors on the inner side ei by (cf. Durbin & Pettersson Reif, 2000)
e′t1 = et1, e
′
t2 = et2, and e
′
n = −en. (4.51)
This results in a zero gradient condition for all diagonal components and the corre-
lation involving only tangential velocities. The Reynolds stress components which
correlate tangential and normal velocity fluctuations go to zero at the symmetry plane.
4.5 Numerical performance
Since DRSMs solve 5 additional equations compared to LEVMs and since these equa-
tions employ more sophisticated source terms, it is interesting to quantify the addi-
tional computational effort required to obtain a solution. This effort is, on the one hand,
determined by the CPU time per iteration and, on the other hand, by the number of
iterations required for convergence. While the former scales simply with problem size,
the latter can vary greatly for different cases.
The performance of the models used in this thesis will be evaluated using the simple
test case of a duct segment of 90 degrees with two blocks of 10584 cells. The case
features rotationally periodic boundaries and a mixing plane between the blocks to
account for increased effort at boundaries where stresses have to be rotated. About
4% of the cells are located at the mixing plane and 22% of the cells are located at the
periodic boundaries. Each block is computed on a single process and the wall clock
time per time step is reported by the solver.
For analysis, the median out of 105 time steps is used because the average is influenced
by spikes. It should be interpreted as an upper bound for the additional computational
effort needed for DRSMs because the implementation has not yet been optimised for
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Table 4.1: Iterative convergence of turbulence models for duct segment testcase.
Model nsteps/nref tstep/tref
Menter SST k-ω 1.000 1.00
Hellsten EARSM k-ω 0.992 1.09
SSG/LRR-ω 0.986 1.36
JH-ωh 1.027 1.49
performance. The number of time steps required for convergence is determined by
the first time the residual falls below a threshold close to machine zero for double
precision.
The results are summarised in Table 4.1. The number of time steps nsteps and time
per iteration tstep are normalised to the value obtained for the Menter SST k-ω model.
In this case, the number of time steps is practically insensitive to the type of model.
However, in more complex situations, more sophisticated models tend to require more
time steps for iterative convergence. The additional algebraic equations introduced by
the Hellsten EARSM k-ω model increase the effort by about 9%. Compared to that, the
solution of 5 additional transport equations for DRSMs scales rather well. While the
SSG/LRR-ω model requires 36% more CPU time, the JH-ωh model requires 49% due to
the various non-linear functions used in the source terms.
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5 Model validation in generic flows
In this chapter, five building block flows with increasing complexity will be analysed
in great detail. The simulation results will be compared to experimental and DNS data.
As a reference models, the Menter SST k-ω LEVM (see Section A.1) and the Hellsten
EARSM k-ω (see Section A.2) will be used. Finally, differences between the DRSMs
will be analysed. No residual plots will be shown, since it could be ensured that the
computations in this chapter converged to machine zero. If not mentioned otherwise,
all 2D computations in this chapter were performed as 3D computations using one cell
in spanwise direction with symmetry boundary conditions.
5.1 Channel flow
Since all flows in turbomachinery are wall-bounded, the correct prediction of turbu-
lent boundary layers is essential for a successful evaluation of the configuration. The
simplest version of a turbulent boundary layer is the fully developed turbulent flow
through a plane channel as sketched in Figure 5.1. The flow is confined by two in-
finitely stretched parallel planes and, therefore, homogeneous in the streamwise direc-
tion x and the spanwise direction z. Variations in the flow variables only occur along
the wall-normal direction y. A constant pressure gradient ∂P/∂x is applied to balance
the skin friction. Periodic boundary conditions are set up in the streamwise direction
while symmetry is enforced in the spanwise direction. The characteristic Reynolds
number for this flow
Reτ =
ρ0uτδ
µ0
(5.1)
is based on the friction velocity uτ (introduced below) and the channel half-width δ.
To simulate the incompressible flow using a compressible solver without a low-Mach
preconditioning, it is scaled to an essentially incompressible Mach number of about 0.3
while preserving the Reynolds number Reτ . This is achieved by adapting the channel
Table 5.1: Test case setup and DNS data sources for turbulent plane channel flow.
Reτ δ [mm] ∂P/∂x [Pa/m] DNS data source
180 1.5 8320 Kim et al. (1987)
395 3.0 4915 Iwamoto et al. (2002)
590 6.0 1408 Moser et al. (1999)
2003 16.5 747 Hoyas & Jimenez (2006)
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Figure 5.1: Sketch of fully developed turbulent flow through a plane channel (left) and
mesh with 48 nodes in y-direction and boundary conditions (right).
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Figure 5.2: Normalised boundary layer velocity profile computed by DNS for fully
developed turbulent flow through a plane channel.
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half-width δ and the pressure gradient ∂P/∂x. Table 5.1 summarises the setup for the
investigated Reynolds numbers.
The case offers a number of advantages over the zero pressure gradient flat plate flow.
First, there exists a wide range of DNS data readily available for validation of turbu-
lence models. They offer not only velocity and Reynolds stress profiles but also data on
Reynolds stress budgets. Table 5.1 summarises the data used in this work. Although
the computations have been performed by independent authors, Figure 5.2 shows that
all velocity profiles collapse to the logarithmic law of the wall as expected. Further-
more, this test case is physically simpler since it does not cover the development of the
boundary layer. It reduces to an essentially one dimensional problem. Finally, because
of that, only a number of the order of 100 cells are required and allow for very fast
computation. This makes the test case ideal for model development and calibration.
In a one dimensional boundary layer, the momentum budget is determined by the
single Reynolds shear stress ρu′′xu′′y . If the turbulence model adequately predicts the
profile of ρu′′xu′′y , the velocity profile will be computed correctly. Here, the Reynolds
shear stress is, in fact, proportional to the mean strain rate. This explains why LEVMs
can be used to predict boundary layer flows successfully even though they do not in-
corporate the production and redistribution mechanisms of the normal Reynolds stress
tensor components. A closer look at DNS data of turbulent plane channel flow, how-
ever, reveals anisotropic normal stresses. Since ρu′′xu′′x is, as ρu′′xu′′y , directly produced by
the mean velocity gradient ∂U/∂y, this stress component dominates the turbulence en-
ergy with a peak close to the wall that becomes more defined as the Reynolds number
increases. The remaining normal stresses ρu′′yu′′y and ρu′′zu′′z are fed by pressure-strain
redistribution. Due to the blocking effect of the solid wall, velocity fluctuations nor-
mal to the wall are damped stronger than those parallel to the wall. This results in the
order ρu′′xu′′x, ρu′′zu′′z , ρu′′yu′′y by decreasing value. Even though LEVMs suffice to produce
an adequate description of the velocity profile in a simple turbulent boundary layer, it
is desirable to also be able to predict the normal stresses correctly. They contribute to
the turbulence production term and are responsible for the sensitivity of the turbulence
model to extra strain rates.
The boundary layer is analysed using wall units obtained by normalisation with the
friction velocity uτ
U+ =
U
uτ
, y+ =
ρuτ
µ
y with uτ =
√
τw
ρ
, τw = µ
∂U
∂y
∣∣∣∣
y=0
. (5.2)
For each turbulence model, a mesh convergence study including three subsequently
refined meshes with y+ values ranging from 1 (48 nodes) down to 0.25 (192 nodes)
has been performed. The coarsest mesh is shown in Figure 5.1. All models employ-
ing Menter’s ω-boundary condition (4.38) show a significant dependence of the non-
dimensional velocity profile on the mesh. This is not the case, however, for the JH-ωh
model which sets the specific turbulent dissipation rate in the first cell according to the
Taylor microscale λ. The velocity profiles for all meshes for the SSG/LRR-ω as a rep-
resentative of models using Menter’s boundary condition and the JH-ωh are shown in
Figure 5.3. For the latter, the lines for all meshes coincide. In the following only results
for the finest mesh are presented.
Figure 5.4 (top) shows the normalised boundary layer velocity profile. The curves for
Reτ = 395 and Reτ = 2003 are shifted in y-direction by 5 and 10 units, respectively.
All ω-based turbulence models are able to reproduce the characteristic boundary layer
velocity profile to a reasonable degree of accuracy. Both the Menter SST k-ω and the
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Figure 5.3: Mesh dependence of SSG/LRR-ω and JH-ωh model in turbulent plane chan-
nel flow. The meshes have 48, 96 and 192 nodes in wall-normal direction.
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Figure 5.4: Comparison of Menter SST k-ω, Hellsten EARSM k-ω, SSG/LRR-ω and JH-
ωh results for turbulent plane channel flow at Reτ = 180 (Kim et al., 1987), Reτ = 395
(Iwamoto et al., 2002) (offset U+ by 5, uv+ by 0.5) and Reτ = 2003 (Hoyas & Jimenez,
2006) (offset U+ by 10, uv+ by 1): Normalised velocity U+ (top) and Reynolds shear
stress uv+ (bottom). DLR-FB-2016-41
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Figure 5.5: Comparison of Menter SST k-ω, Hellsten EARSM k-ω, SSG/LRR-ω and JH-
ωh results for turbulent plane channel flow: Normalised velocity fluctuations u+ (offset
by 2), v+ and w+ (offset by 1) for Reτ = 180 (Kim et al., 1987) (top) and Reτ = 2003
(Hoyas & Jimenez, 2006) (bottom).
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SSG/LRR-ω model underpredict the mean velocity U+ in the centre of the channel.
Both models also agree on the slope in the logarithmic part of the boundary layer (y+ >
30) and follow the same profile down to the wall. This can partly be attributed to the
ω-equation they share. In contrast, the centre line velocity is well predicted by the
Hellsten EARSM k-ω and the JH-ωh model. While the slope of the velocity profile in
the logarithmic layer is slightly overpredicted by Hellsten’s model, the JH-ωh model
results closely follow the profile of DNS data for all Reynolds numbers. All models
underpredict the velocity in the buffer region between the logarithmic and the viscous
sublayer (5 < y+ < 30). Here, the JH-ωh model shows the closest agreement. This
behaviour is reflected in the normalised shear stress
uv+ =
u˜′′xu′′y
u2τ
(5.3)
as shown in Figure 5.4 (bottom). The curves for Reτ = 395 and Reτ = 2003 are shifted
in y-direction by 0.5 and 1 units, respectively.
The normalised root mean square fluctuating velocities given by
u+ =
√
u˜′′xu′′x
uτ
, v+ =
√
u˜′′yu′′y
uτ
, w+ =
√
u˜′′zu′′z
uτ
(5.4)
are shown for in Figure 5.5 for Reτ = 180 (top) and Reτ = 2003 (bottom). For reasons
of clarity, u+ is shifted by 2 and w+ is shifted by 1 units in y-direction of the plot. This
plot clearly reveals the differences between the types of models and also between the
different DRSMs. Since the Menter SST k-ω model is based on the Boussinesq assump-
tion, it is not able to reproduce the normal stress anisotropy that can be seen in the
DNS data. The Hellsten EARSM k-ω and the SSG/LRR-ω model show very similar
results. This can be attributed to the fact that Hellsten’s model has been derived from
the LRR pressure-strain model which is active in the SSG/LRR-ω model in turbulent
channel flow. Both models predict increased streamwise and decreased wall-normal
velocity fluctuations, respectively. Although this is correct in principle, two important
qualitative features are not reproduced. First, there is the peak in the streamwise veloc-
ity fluctuation at y+ ∼ 20 which becomes more pronounced with increasing Reynolds
number. Second, the wall-normal velocity fluctuations decrease much faster towards
the wall than the respective wall-parallel components. Both features can be found in
the results obtained with JH-ωh model. While the peak in u+ is reproduced only quali-
tatively, excellent quantitative agreement between the model predictions and the DNS
data is achieved for v+. Significant additional modelling effort was necessary com-
pared to the SSG/LRR-ω model to produce this behaviour close to the wall. A feature
that both DRSMs miss is the fact that both w+ and v+ take the same value on the centre
line as predicted by the DNS.
Figures 5.6 and 5.7 compare the different versions of the JH model. For the velocity
profile (Figure 5.6, top), the solution computed with the JH-h model shows a strong
dependency on the Reynolds number. While the model is calibrated very well for the
low-Reynolds-number case Reτ = 180, the normalised velocity outside the viscous
sublayer is significantly underestimated for the higher Reynolds numbers. This can
be attributed to an overestimation of friction velocity due to overestimation of shear
stress in the immediate wall vicinity (Figure 5.6, bottom). Maduta’s version of the JH-
ωh model consistently underestimates the normalised velocity in the logarithmic layer
and the shear stress close to the wall independent of Reynolds number. Further dif-
ferences between the model versions can be found in the Reynolds normal stresses. It
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Figure 5.6: Comparison of JH-ωh, JH-ωh (Maduta) and JH-h results for turbulent plane
channel flow at Reτ = 180 (Kim et al., 1987), Reτ = 395 (Iwamoto et al., 2002) (offset U+
by 5, uv+ by 0.5) and Reτ = 2003 (Hoyas & Jimenez, 2006) (offset U+ by 10, uv+ by 1):
Normalised velocity U+ (top) and Reynolds shear stress uv+ (bottom).
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Figure 5.7: Comparison of JH-ωh, JH-ωh (Maduta) and JH-h results for turbulent plane
channel flow: Normalised velocity fluctuations u+ (offset by 2), v+ and w+ (offset by 1)
for Reτ = 180 (Kim et al., 1987) (top) and Reτ = 2003 (Hoyas & Jimenez, 2006) (bottom).
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can be clearly seen that the JH-h model was calibrated using DNS data at Reτ = 180
(Figure 5.7, top) with which its results agree nearly perfectly. AtReτ = 2003 (Figure 5.7,
bottom), the levels of u+ and w+ are underestimated especially in the logarithmic layer.
While the JH-h and the JH-ωh (Maduta) variant produce better quantitative agreement
of the velocity fluctuations u+ and w+ for the wall asymptotic behaviour compared to
the JH-ωh model, the wall-normal velocity fluctuations v+ agree with the DNS data for
all model versions. In summary, when the improved predictive accuracy of the mean
velocity and shear stress are considered, the deficiency of the JH-ωh model concerning
the normal stresses can be tolerated.
The turbulence structure can also be visualised using the anisotropy invariant map
introduced in Section 3.2.2. Figure 5.8 shows the invariant map for Reτ = 180 in three
dimensions to illustrate the dependence of turbulence anisotropy on the coordinate
y+. The DNS data show axisymmetric, nearly isotropic turbulence in the centre of
the channel. It approaches the one-component limit with its closest point at y+ ∼ 8
before it reaches the two-component limit at the wall. Both the Menter SST k-ω and
Hellsten EARSM k-ω model erroneously predict isotropic turbulence at the wall and
in the centre, which does not reflect the DNS data. Only a slight improvement can
be attributed to the SSG/LRR-ω model as it predicts some anisotropy on the channel
centre line. The low-Reynolds JH-ωh and JH-h models are clearly superior and are able
to produce results which follow the trend in the DNS data at least down through the
logarithmic layer. Deviations can be seen in the viscous sublayer at y+ < 10 where the
JH-ωh and the JH-h models show different trends. While the former does not reach
the two-component limit at the wall, the latter approaches the one-component limit
much closer than the DNS. The anisotropy invariants reach their maximum value at
the wall instead of showing a reduction as can be found in the DNS data. Maduta’s
version can be seen as a compromise between the two models. In an SAS-type scale-
resolving simulation, the “instability-sensitive” version of the JH-ωh (Maduta) model,
on the other hand, is able to capture the peak in anisotropy invariants away from the
wall (Jakirlic´ & Maduta, 2015). This comes, however, at the expense of significantly
increased computing time. Figure 5.9 shows the two-component factor A as a function
of y+ and underlines the previous conclusions. In the cells directly at the wall, models
based on the Boussinesq assumption violate realisability.
An alternative presentation of turbulence anisotropy is shown in Figure 5.10 using
the barycentric map (left) and the respective RGB colouring (right) as introduced in
Section 3.2.2. While it is debatable if using the colouring in this simple geometry
brings clarity or obscures the data, it is, nevertheless, introduced here to become ac-
quainted with this method before applying it to more complex flows. The linearity
of the barycentric map allows for a better comparison of the results close to the ex-
treme states. The DNS results clearly show axisymmetric turbulence in the centre of
the channel; a result that is obscured by the invariant map due to its non-linear axes,
which weight one- and two-component turbulence more heavily than isotropic turbu-
lence. Turbulence in the centre of the channel is found not to be as close to isotropy
as the invariant map suggests (Banerjee et al., 2007). All four DRSMs are quite far
away from reproducing this feature. Apart from the SSG/LRR-ω model’s anomaly of
isotropic turbulence at the solid wall, subtle differences become visible for the differ-
ent versions of the JH-model. As already observed using the invariant map, neither
model can follow the DNS data’s trend towards two-component turbulence. Both JH-
h and JH-ωh (Maduta) seem to tend towards the one-component corner. It is only us-
ing this map that the JH-ωh model’s tendency towards axisymmetric turbulence very
close to the solid wall becomes visible. As the combination of limited cross diffusion
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Figure 5.8: Reynolds stress anisotropy invariant map of turbulent plane channel flow
at Reτ = 180 (Kim et al., 1987) for y/δ ∈ [0, 1].
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Figure 5.9: Reynolds stress anisotropy two component factor A of turbulent plane
channel flow at Reτ = 180 (Kim et al., 1987).
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Figure 5.10: Turbulence anisotropy of all four DRSMs in turbulent plane channel flow
at Reτ = 180 (Kim et al., 1987) plotted to barycentric map (left) and as colours (right).
term and the choice of P3 form the only difference between the JH-ωh and the JH-ωh
(Maduta) model, this effect can be purely attributed to the choice of terms in the scale-
determining equation. The unlimited cross diffusion term in case of the latter model
leads to a significant decrease in ωh for y+ < 20. All the above observations are mir-
rored in the RGB colouring, e.g. the JH-h model following more closely the DNS data
in the interval y/δ ∈ [0.1, 0.5]. Especially the differences in near-wall behaviour be-
come obvious and can be distinguished by colours for isotropic, one-component and
two-component turbulence.
The budget of source terms of turbulent kinetic energy k is shown in Figure 5.11.
Again, the production and homogeneous dissipation
P+ =
µ
ρu4τ
Pk and h+ = − µ
ρu4τ
h (5.5)
are normalised by the friction velocity. All ω-based models except for Maduta’s for-
mulation erroneously predict zero dissipation at the wall because k goes to zero and ω
goes toward a large but finite value at the wall. Only the JH-h and the JH-ωh (Maduta)
models are able to correctly predict the trend and wall value of the homogeneous dissi-
pation rate. This comes at the expense of an overprediction of turbulent kinetic energy
production near the wall.
In summary, the JH-h and the JH-ωh (Maduta) models are clearly superior in the pre-
diction of the turbulence structure especially close to the wall. However, the former
exhibits a strong dependency on Reynolds number and the latter is numerically less
stable than the JH-ωh model. Both models underestimate the velocity in the logarith-
mic layer, especially at higher Reynolds numbers. Despite its theoretical advantages,
the JH-h model was not investigated further because its Reynolds number dependence
is seen as problematic for general applications. On the other hand, the JH-ωh model
provides the best predictive accuracy concerning the turbulent shear stress and the
mean flow field. Furthermore, the numerical stability is enhanced, which is a decisive
advantage in view of application to complex 3D flows.
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Figure 5.11: Production and homogeneous dissipation of turbulent kinetic energy of
turbulent plane channel flow at Reτ = 395 (Iwamoto et al., 2002).
Figure 5.12: Sketch of zero pressure gradient flow over flat plate.
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Figure 5.13: Mesh of zero pressure gradient flat plate test case.
5.2 Boundary layer
While the turbulent plane channel flow is homogeneous in the streamwise and span-
wise directions, the boundary layer over a flat plate with no pressure gradient devel-
ops in the streamwise direction and increases in thickness. Its development can be
parametrised by the Reynolds number based on the boundary layer momentum thick-
ness θ
Reθ =
ρ∞U∞θ
µ∞
with θ =
∫ ∞
0
ρU(y)
ρ∞U∞
(
1− U(y)
U∞
)
dy. (5.6)
As sketched in Figure 5.12, the boundary layer is initially laminar. At a critical Reyn-
olds number, the instabilities in the flow lead to a transition from the laminar to a tur-
bulent boundary layer, which is significantly thicker (Schlichting, 1982). For the latter,
various correlations derived from experimental data exist for the skin friction coeffi-
cient cf as function of Reθ (Schoenherr, 1932; Kays & Crawford, 1980). Furthermore,
a recent DNS data base provides skin friction data in the range of Reθ ∈ [2500, 6500]
(Sillero et al., 2013). This data base also contains velocity and stress profiles for various
stations specified by Reθ and is complemented by the classic DNS data obtained by
Spalart (1988).
The coordinate directions for this case are chosen as in the plane channel with the y-
direction perpendicular to the wall. The mesh is taken from the series of flat plate
meshes supplied by the TMBWG (Rumsey et al., 2010). It is sketched, along with the
boundary conditions, in Figure 5.13. As the upper boundary is far away from the wall
compared to the boundary layer thickness, an inviscid wall boundary condition was
chosen. The accelerating effect of the thickening boundary layer is negligible in this
case. For the same reason as in the channel flow, the test case at a Reynolds number
based on unit length of Re/L = 5 · 106 is scaled to a free stream Mach number of
M = 0.2. This setup results in a value of y+ ≈ 0.5 for the first cell from the wall.
Figure 5.14 shows the skin friction coefficient
cf =
τw
1
2
ρ∞U2∞
(5.7)
over Reθ. As in the channel test case, the Menter SST k-ω and SSG/LRR-ω models
predict nearly the same curve, which can be attributed to the ω-equation they share.
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Figure 5.14: Friction coefficient cf of zero pressure gradient flat plate flow over Reyn-
olds number based on momentum thickness Reθ. DNS data by Spalart (1988), Sillero
et al. (2013), correlations by Kays & Crawford (1980) and Schoenherr (1932).
Both models, as well as the Hellsten EARSM k-ω, develop a turbulent boundary layer
starting directly at the plate’s leading edge while the JH-ωh model shows a laminar
range up to Reθ = 300 although no transition model is employed. Over the remaining
length of the plate, however, the latter model matches the correlation of Karman and
Scho¨nherr.
The velocity profiles in wall units are shown in Figure 5.15 (top). From the wall up
to the defect layer, the Menter SST k-ω, Hellsten EARSM k-ω and SSG/LRR-ω mod-
els show a very similar behaviour. Significant improvements in the logarithmic layer
and especially in the defect layer are achieved by the JH-ωh model at lower Reynolds
numbers up to about 2000. It produces U+ closer to the DNS in the free-stream which
can be attributed to an improved prediction of wall shear stress. As the Reynolds
number increases, especially the Menter SST k-ω and SSG/LRR-ω models show good
agreement in this region. These results can be linked to the prediction of shear stress
as shown in Figure 5.15 (bottom). The JH-ωh model overpredicts the shear stress for
Reθ > 2000 while the SSG/LRR-ω model underpredicts it for Reθ < 2000. Figure 5.16
shows the computed velocity fluctuations at Reθ = 1551 (top) and Reθ = 6000 (bottom)
compared with the DNS data of Sillero et al. (2013). Spalart’s results at Reθ = 1410
(Spalart, 1988) are plotted for reference. The model performance agrees very well with
the findings obtained for the turbulent plane channel. The JH-ωh model provides the
best prediction of all components of the velocity fluctuations while deficiencies remain
in the asymptotic behaviour of the u+- and w+-components.
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Figure 5.15: Normalised velocity U+ (top) and Reynolds shear stress uv+ (bottom) pro-
files of zero pressure gradient flat plate flow at varying Reθ (offset U+ by 5 each, uv+
by 0.5 each) compared with DNS (Sillero et al., 2013) and a correlation at Reθ = 10000
(Coles, 1956).
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Figure 5.16: Normalised velocity fluctuations u+ (offset by 2), v+ and w+ (offset by 1)
of zero pressure gradient flat plate flow at Reθ = 1551 (top) and Reθ = 6000 (bottom)
compared with DNS data (Sillero et al., 2013). Spalart’s results at Reθ = 1410 (Spalart,
1988) are plotted for reference.
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Figure 5.17: Sketch of flow around curved bend (So & Mellor, 1973) (left) and computa-
tional mesh (every second line shown in streamwise direction, every fourth line shown
in direction normal to the wall), boundary conditions and positions of boundary layer
profiles at stations s = 24in, 59in, 67in, 71in (right).
5.3 Curved boundary layer
The first real validation test case for Reynolds stress turbulence models is the flow
around a curved bend with a convex boundary layer. Figure 5.17 (left) shows the con-
figuration, which was experimentally investigated by So & Mellor (1973). In contrast
to a straight boundary layer, where the strain rate tensor has only one non-vanishing
component S12 = 12∂U/∂y, the remaining components of Sij have finite values in a
flow with streamline curvature. In this case it does not suffice to describe the turbu-
lence energy production by a Boussinesq approach since each component of the strain
rate tensor can have a different and significant effect on the budget (Hanjalic´ & Jakirlic´,
2002). The exact production term in a DRSM context enables the models to capture
these effects appropriately. Over a convex wall, turbulence is damped and the flow
can eventually laminarise. The aim of So and Mellor’s study was to investigate this
stabilising effect of convex curvature. In order to be able to investigate the effect in
isolation, the shape of the opposite wall was specifically chosen to ensure a vanishing
pressure gradient around the bend.
Rumsey & Gatski (2001) designed the computational mesh to reproduce the experi-
mental conditions by optimisation of the inviscid wall opposite to the convex wall. It
is shown in Figure 5.17 (right) and consists of 256 cells in streamwise and 100 cells in
wall-normal direction resulting in a non-dimensional wall distance of y+ = 0.25 at the
first cell centre. At the inlet, a boundary layer profile which matches the measured
skin friction coefficient cf is prescribed from a preliminary boundary layer calculation
and a constant pressure is applied at the outlet. With the experimental free stream
velocity of U∞ = 22 m/s and ISA (International Standard Atmosphere) sea level con-
ditions, a Mach number of M = 0.064 and a Reynolds number based on unit length
Re/L = 1.5 · 106 are obtained.
So and Mellor measured mean and turbulent quantities in boundary layer profiles at
different stations along the bend, which are specified by their respective arc length
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Figure 5.18: Pressure coefficient cp (left) and friction coefficient cf (right) for curved
bend flow (So & Mellor, 1973).
s and shown in Figure 5.17 (right). At each of these stations, all vector and tensor
quantities were measured in a coordinate system aligned with the wall-parallel and
normal directions. Therefore, a basis transformation was applied to the computational
results from the computational basis (e1, e2, e3) to the experimental basis (eu, ev, ew)
where u is wall-parallel in streamwise direction, v is wall-normal and w is wall-parallel
in spanwise direction. The base transformation of the Reynolds stresses is performed
in analogy to the description in Section 4.4.
Figure 5.18 shows the pressure coefficient
cp =
p− p∞
1
2
ρ∞U2∞
(5.8)
and friction coefficient cf over the arc length s along the curved wall. In the region
of curvature, cp remains on a nearly constant level for all turbulence models in agree-
ment with the experimental data confirming the suitability of the mesh to reproduce
the flow conditions of the experiment. The damping of turbulence manifests itself in
the drop of cf along the curved region. Due to the insensitivity of its production term
to streamline curvature and since LEVMs do not model stress redistribution processes,
the Menter SST k-ω model cannot reproduce the measured data. Since the Hellsten
EARSM k-ω model uses the extra anisotropy aexij in addition to the Boussinesq approx-
imation, its production term reacts to individual strain rate components. However,
without curvature corrections, the trend in the experimental data cannot be predicted
satisfactorily. While both Reynolds stress models are able to predict the experimental
level of skin friction, only the JH-ωh model can reproduce its slope.
The boundary layer profiles of normalised mean velocity U/U∞ and Reynolds stresses
uu/U2∞, −uv/U2∞ and vv/U2∞ in the coordinate system aligned with the wall, as de-
scribed above, are plotted over the normalised distance from the wall d/δ in Figure 5.19
and confirm the above trend. The boundary layer thickness in this case is defined as
δ = δ0.99 meaning the distance from the wall, where the velocity equals 99 % of the ve-
locity outside the boundary layer. According to the predicted skin friction coefficient,
the boundary layer profiles show differences in the velocity gradient directly at the
wall. While the differences in velocity between the Reynolds stress models are rather
subtle, more information can be obtained from the Reynolds stresses. Unfortunately,
the experiment does not provide data down to the wall. The peak in uu/U2∞, which
is only predicted by the low-Reynolds JH-ωh model, is clearly damped with increas-
ing arc length s as expected. In contrast to the computational results, the experiments
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Figure 5.19: Normalised velocity magnitude U/U∞, Reynolds shear stress uv/U2∞ and
normal stresses uu/U2∞ and vv/U2∞ for curved bend flow in basis of experiment (So &
Mellor, 1973).
show a significantly reduced uu/U2∞ in the bend. Stresses in the wall-normal direction
vv/U2∞ are reproduced in good agreement with experimental data by all models except
for the Menter SST k-ω model. The shear stress uv/U2∞, which determines the momen-
tum budget in the boundary layer, shows that only the DRSMs are able to correctly
predict the damped turbulence. In summary, if no ad hoc modifications of LEVMs or
curvature corrections in EARSMs are applied, DRSMs are necessary to correctly predict
flows with streamline curvature.
Figure 5.20 compares the turbulence anisotropy predicted by the SSG/LRR-ω (left) and
JH-ωh (right) models with measured values. At the three measurement stations in the
bend, the measured values scaled with the local boundary layer thickness δ are plotted
as squares. The measured Reynolds stresses show a non-negligible scatter, as can be
seen in Figure 5.19. This measurement uncertainty can, therefore, also be found in the
derived turbulence anisotropy. However, a qualitative assessment is possible. Both
turbulence models predict a trend towards isotropic turbulence in the outer part of the
boundary layer, soon after the wall curvature has started. This trend can also be seen
in the measured data. As in the plane turbulent boundary layer, the JH-ωh model pre-
dicts turbulence close to the one-component limit very close to the wall, whereas the
SSG/LRR-ω model shows a trend towards isotropy in this region. This example also
shows the potential of the method to qualitatively assess turbulence anisotropy as a
field quantity. However, it also requires high quality measurement data for quantita-
tive comparisons.
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Figure 5.20: Turbulence anisotropy of curved bend flow in RGB colours for SSG/LRR-
ω (right) and JH-ωh (left). Experimental data by So & Mellor (1973) scaled to computa-
tional coordinates are plotted within white boxes.
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Figure 5.21: Sketch of flow over backward facing step (Driver & Seegmiller, 1985) (left)
and computational mesh (every fourth line shown in streamwise direction, every sec-
ond line shown in direction normal to the wall), boundary conditions and positions of
boundary layer profiles (red) at stations x/H = −4, 1, 4, 6, 10 (right). Inflow and out-
flow boundaries are not shown as the mesh extends 130 step heights upstream and 50
step heights downstream.
5.4 Separated boundary layer
Flow separation is a phenomenon which is encountered in most, if not all, turboma-
chinery flows. While it is the rule going towards surge conditions, even at the design
point separated flow can be found at blade/side-wall junctions in the form of horse-
shoe vortices and corner separations (Langston, 2001). Therefore, the performance of
a turbulence model in separating flows is rather important for the application in view.
The backward facing step flow offers separation at a well-defined position, so the de-
velopment of the separated shear layer, the primary recirculation zone and the reat-
tachment and recovery of the boundary layer can be investigated. A secondary vortex
forms in the corner behind the step where the reversed flow separates from the bot-
tom wall. Figure 5.21 (left) shows the geometry of the channel with a step of height
H . The channel expands by 1/8 from 8H to 9H . Often the DNS data of step flow at
ReH = 5, 100 based on the step height with an expansion ratio of 1.2 (Le et al., 1997) is
used for model validation (e.g. Jakirlic´ & Maduta, 2015). As the models are supposed
to be used in higher Reynolds number applications, the backward facing step flow at
ReH = 36, 000 (Driver & Seegmiller, 1985) was chosen for validation.
Figure 5.21 (right) shows the computational mesh, which is again supplied by the
TMBWG (Rumsey et al., 2010), with every fourth line in streamwise direction and every
second line in wall-normal direction. The inflow and outflow boundaries are located
at 130H upstream and 50H downstream of the step, respectively. All walls are viscous,
except for the area x/H = −130 to −110 which is treated as an inviscid wall. The in-
flow total temperature and pressure and the outflow static pressure are chosen, such
that M = 0.128 is reached at x/H = −4. The latter and the remaining positions where
experimental profile data are available are plotted in red.
In addition to the JH-ωh model, the flow is also computed with the version JH-ωh
(Maduta). However, this version resulted in a completely laminar boundary layer
upstream of the step and the computation crashed at some point due to instabilities
irrespective of mesh density or numerical setup. To show the effect of the unlimited
cross diffusion term anyway, a converged solution was obtained by changing the ve-
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Figure 5.22: Skin friction coefficient cf (left) and pressure coefficient cp (right) for back-
ward facing step flow.
locity gradient source term of the ωh equation from P 23 to P 33 (3.86). This means that
µT = Cµρk
2/h instead of (3.69) is used to compute P3 and the coefficient C3 is modi-
fied accordingly. The version of the model is called JH-ωh (Maduta, P 33) and used only
for this case.
A number of features will be investigated in the following. First, the skin friction coef-
ficient cf , which shows a recirculation zone, the point of reattachment and recovery of
the boundary layer, and the respective pressure coefficient cp are shown in Figure 5.22.
The reference velocity needed to compute the coefficients using (5.7) and (5.8) is the
centre-line velocity at x/H = −4. The reference pressure was chosen such that cp = 0
at x/H = 40 as in the experiment. The pressure coefficient is mostly unaffected by
the choice of turbulence model showing greater scatter only around the reattachment
point, except for the JH-ωh (Maduta, P 33) model. It shows a spurious drop in pressure
over the recirculation zone, which can be explained by the streamlines showing posi-
tive y-velocity directly at separation leading to a slight contraction of the channel (see
Figure 5.24). Furthermore, it predicts the shortest reattachment length of all models
and a peak in cf in the recovering boundary layer, which is not in line with the exper-
iment. The JH-ωh model shows a significant improvement, giving a reasonable agree-
ment of cf in the recirculation zone as well as with position of the reattachment point.
In the recovering boundary layer, however, cf deviates from the measured values. In
contrast, the skin friction after reattachment is reproduced well by the SSG/LRR-ω
model, which predicts slightly premature reattachment. While the Hellsten EARSM
k-ω model gives nearly perfect agreement with the experiments, the Menter SST k-
ω model overestimates the undershoot in skin friction in the recirculation zone and
slightly underpredicts cf in the recovering boundary layer. Table 5.2 quantitatively
compares the computed reattachment lengths with the experimental data.
Figure 5.23 shows normalised velocity profiles U/Uref (top left) and Reynolds stress pro-
files uv/U2ref (top right), uu/U
2
ref (bottom left) and vv/U
2
ref (bottom right) at the stations
x/H = −4, 1, 4, 6, 10. For readability, the downstream profiles are shifted in the plot
x-direction. All turbulence models satisfactorily reproduce the measured upstream
velocity profile at x/H = −4. Downstream of the step, however, the picture changes.
While the prediction is still quite accurate at x/H = 1, the x-velocity below step height
is underpredicted by all used turbulence models. Again, the JH-ωh model shows a
slight improvement compared to the JH-ωh (Maduta, P 33) version. This also applies for
the Reynolds stress components. Around and downstream of reattachment, the shear
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Table 5.2: Reattachment and secondary separation points in backward facing step flow
at ReH = 36, 000 with expansion ratio 1.125 (Driver & Seegmiller, 1985).
Dataset xreattach/H xsep/H
Menter SST k-ω 6.43 1.27
Hellsten EARSM k-ω 6.37 0.99
SSG/LRR-ω 5.75 1.79
JH-ωh 6.01 1.20
JH-ωh (Maduta, P 33) 5.53 0.53
Driver & Seegmiller 6.26± 0.10
stress as well as the streamwise normal stress are overpredicted by all but the Menter
SST k-ω model. The peak of all Reynolds stress components is too far away from the
wall.
A well-known deficiency of many DRSMs is the spurious back bending of the dividing
streamline at reattachment in this kind of flow. This is often remedied by introducing
an additional source term in the scale-determining equation. Hanjalic´ & Jakirlic´ (1998)
call this term, which is based on gradients of the turbulent length scale, Sl. Figure 5.24
shows streamlines in the region of separated flow with the reattachment point magni-
fied for clarity for the JH-ωh model (top), the JH-ωh (Maduta, P 33) model (middle) and
the SSG/LRR-ω model (bottom). The latter two models clearly show the back bend-
ing problem while the JH-ωh model does not seem to have this problem although no
extra source term has been introduced. Major differences can be found in the size of
the secondary recirculation bubble as summarised in Table 5.2 by positions of the sec-
ondary separation points. The skin friction measurements contain only one point with
positive value in this region, which lies within the predicted range of all turbulence
models. Only the velocity profile at x/H = 1 suggests that at a distance of y/H = 0.1
from the wall, there should be no flow in positive x-direction which is in contrast to
the prediction by the SSG/LRR-ω model and indicates that it predicts too large a bub-
ble. Information about turbulence anisotropy can be deduced by the RGB colours in
Figure 5.24. Qualitative differences between the JH-ωh and SSG/LRR-ω models can be
seen around the secondary separation point. There the former model shows that tur-
bulence close to the two-component limit (green) is transported from the immediate
wall vicinity into the flow field. Since not all relevant stress components were avail-
able from the experiment, no comparison with measured data can be shown here.
In summary, in this case the classic modelling approaches already provide satisfactory
agreement with the experiment. The SSG/LRR-ω and the JH-ωh (Maduta, P 33) models
show the spurious back bending at reattachment which needs to be addressed by an
additional term in the ω-equation. On the other hand, the JH-ωh model emerges as
a good compromise since it produces acceptable agreement with the measured data
without the need for additional modelling.
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Figure 5.23: Normalised velocity profiles U/Uref (top left) and Reynolds stress profiles
uv/U2ref (top right), uu/U
2
ref (bottom left) and vv/U
2
ref (bottom right) of backward facing step
flow atReH = 36, 000 (Driver & Seegmiller, 1985) at stations x/H = −4, 1, 4, 6, 10 (offset
in x-direction).
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Figure 5.24: Streamlines of backward facing step flow at ReH = 36, 000 (Driver & Seeg-
miller, 1985) computed by JH-ωh (top), JH-ωh (Maduta, P 33) (middle) and SSG/LRR-ω
(bottom) with separation and reattachment points magnified. The turbulence anisot-
ropy is coloured in RGB.
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Figure 5.25: Sketch of transonic flow over axisymmetric bump (Bachalo & John-
son, 1986) (left) and computational mesh (every eighth line shown), bound-
ary conditions and positions of boundary layer profiles at stations x/c =
−0.250, 0.688, 0.813, 1.000, 1.125, 1.375 (right).
5.5 Shock wave/boundary layer interaction
Since transonic flows are often found in present day turbomachines, it is important to
test the turbulence model’s ability to predict effects of shock waves interacting with
turbulent boundary layers. One classic example of a detailed study devoted to this
phenomenon is the transonic flow over an axisymmetric bump investigated experi-
mentally by Bachalo & Johnson (1986). The case is sketched in Figure 5.25 (left). The
bump is a circular arc with chord length c mounted on a cylinder of radius R with
fillets at both leading and trailing edges. At its thickest point, the radius is R′ ≈ 1.25R.
In the case of a free stream Mach number of M = 0.875 and Reynolds number based
on chord length of Rec = 2.76 · 106, a shock forms, which, in combination with the ad-
verse pressure gradient near the trailing edge, causes the flow to separate and reattach
downstream of the bump.
A series of meshes is provided by the TMBWG (Rumsey et al., 2010). Only one cell
spanning 1◦ of the full 360◦ configuration is meshed as shown in Figure 5.25 (right)
with 720 cells in axial and 320 cells in radial direction. The symmetry is exploited by
application of rotationally periodic boundary conditions (see 4.4). All other boundaries
are treated as farfield boundaries, at which total pressure, total temperature, Mach
number, flow angles and turbulence quantities are specified. The positions at which
radial profiles are extracted are plotted in red.
Figure 5.26 shows the pressure coefficient cp (top left) and the skin friction coefficient
cf (top right) computed using equations (5.8) and (5.7). For the former, experimental
data was available and is plotted as symbols. The choice of turbulence model clearly
influences the predicted shock position. All DRSMs are in very good agreement with
the experiment. However, all models fail to predict the measured pressure coefficient
in the region of separation between the shock and the reattachment point. The size
of the separation can be judged by the skin friction coefficient and is compared to
the measured size. Both the Menter SST k-ω and the Hellsten EARSM k-ω models
predict a separation bubble about 20% bigger than found in the experiment with early
separation and late reattachment. In contrast, a very short bubble of about 40% the
measured size is predicted by the JH-ωh (Maduta) model. The SSG/LRR-ω agrees very
well in terms of the length of the separation bubble but predicts too early separation
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and reattachment. The skin friction coefficient predicted by the JH-ωh model shows
the correct separation location but a bubble that is about 10% too short.
The following parts of Figure 5.26 show the normalised turbulent kinetic energy k/U2∞
(middle left), the normalised turbulent shear stress uv/U2∞ (middle right) and the nor-
malised axial velocity U/U∞ (bottom) at various axial positions. Station x/c = −0.250
represents the incoming boundary layer, which all turbulence models reproduce sat-
isfactorily. The profile at x/c = 0.688 cuts through the shock resulting in very pro-
nounced differences in velocity outside of the boundary layer depending on the pre-
dicted shock position. Both Menter SST k-ω and Hellsten EARSM k-ω underpredict the
velocity in the boundary layer due to premature separation. This also holds true for
the rest of the profiles. The DRSMs, on the other hand, provide an overall accurate rep-
resentation of mean velocity, except for the magnitude of reverse flow at x/c = 1.000
which they all underestimate. Agreement with experimental data is better for JH-ωh
than for the SSG/LRR-ω model. A look at the turbulence quantities shows further
differences. The Hellsten EARSM k-ω systematically shows k and uv maxima further
away from the wall than the experiment. The Menter SST k-ω model underestimates
the shear stress at all positions downstream of the shock. Again, the DRSMs show
improved agreement with experimental data for turbulence quantities. Because only
k instead of the single diagonal components of the Reynolds stress tensor are given,
differences between the JH-ωh and SSG/LRR-ω model are rather subtle in this case.
In Figure 5.27, the shock is visualised by the M = 1 isoline plotted in white and tur-
bulence anisotropy is represented by RGB colours. It is evident that the strong normal
straining at the shock greatly influences the turbulence anisotropy, especially in case of
the SSG/LRR-ω model and more subtly in case of the JH-ωh model. Furthermore, the
shock leads to a thickening of the boundary layer and subsequent flow separation as
illustrated by the streamlines plotted in black. The effects in this case are very similar
to the backward facing step flow although the separation is much weaker. Strong back
bending can be found in case of the SSG/LRR-ω model but it is almost non-existent
in case of JH-ωh. In summary, except for the exact length of the separation bubble,
the JH-ωh model is able to properly predict this case of shock wave/boundary layer
interaction.
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Figure 5.26: Transonic flow over axisymmetric bump (Bachalo & Johnson, 1986).
Pressure coefficient cp (top left), skin friction coefficient cf (top right); profiles of
normalised turbulent kinetic energy k/U2∞ (middle left), shear stress uv/U2∞ (mid-
dle right) and normalised mean velocity U/U∞ (bottom left) at axial stations x/c =
−0.250, 0.688, 0.813, 1.000, 1.125, 1.375 (offset in x-direction).
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Figure 5.27: Streamlines of flow over axisymmetric transonic bump (Bachalo & John-
son, 1986) computed by JH-ωh (top) and SSG/LRR-ω (bottom) with reattachment point
magnified in respective top right corner. The turbulence anisotropy is coloured in RGB
and the shock is visualised by the M = 1 isoline (white).
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6 Model application to
turbomachinery flows
In this chapter, the DRSMs shall be applied to industrially relevant turbomachinery
configurations. Their predictions will be compared to the reference turbulence mod-
els as well as experimental data. The chapter serves to demonstrate the feasibility of
this turbulence modelling approach to predict complex 3D flows through complex 3D
geometries including numerous fluid dynamic effects.
6.1 Compressor cascade
6.1.1 Description
The low speed compressor cascade investigated experimentally by Muthanna (2002)
and Tang (2004) is representative of a turbomachinery flow characterised by complex
3D flow features. It is operated at a Mach number of M = 0.07 and a Reynolds number
of Re = 400, 000. Tang investigated the flow in the tip gap with Laser Doppler Ve-
locimetry (Tang, 2004) while Muthanna employed a hot wire probe to scan the passage
flow (Muthanna & Devenport, 2004). Both delivered averaged velocities as well as
Reynolds stresses. The geometric properties of the cascade and the inflow conditions
are summarised in Table 6.1. Parts of this section have already been published by the
author (Morsbach et al., 2014, 2015a).
6.1.2 Numerical setup
An overview of the numerical setup is given in Figure 6.1. The mesh has already been
used in previous studies to investigate the performance of LEVMs and EARSMs (Kainz
& Kozulovic, 2007; Franke, 2010). To achieve an appropriate representation of the tip
gap flow, 34 cells were placed between the blade tip and the casing. One passage of
the compressor cascade was computed on a mesh with 2.7 million cells distributed
to 19 blocks and low-Reynolds resolution (y+ < 1) at all solid walls. Non-reflecting
boundary conditions were used at inlet and outlet, and periodic boundary conditions
were used in the pitchwise direction. The turbulence at the inflow was specified as
isotropic given by turbulence intensity and length scale for all turbulence models. Due
to the low Mach number, a local low Mach preconditioning of the type proposed by
Turkel was employed (Fiedler & di Mare, 2012).
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Table 6.1: Properties of Virginia Tech compressor cascade and inflow conditions.
Property Value
Aerofoil GE Rotor B
Chord c 254 mm
Blade height h 254 mm
Pitch 236 mm
Stagger angle 56.9 ◦
Axial chord ca 138.68 mm
Relative tip gap 1.65 %
Inflow velocity Uref 24.5 m/s
Inflow angle 65.1 ◦
Inflow turbulence intensity Tu 5.0 %
Inflow turbulent length scale LT 0.01 m
Mach number M 0.073
Reynolds number Re 400, 000
Figure 6.1: Summary of numerical setup of Virginia Tech compressor cascade compu-
tation.
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Figure 6.2: Illustration of tip-leakage flow in the Virginia Tech compressor cascade. The
measured mean velocity in blade passage is compared to the prediction by the JH-ωh
DRSM.
6.1.3 Discussion
The flow topology, shown in Figure 6.2, is dominated by the flow through the tip gap,
which leads to the development of the tip gap vortex visualised by the streamlines.
Qualitatively, the velocity deficit in the vortex core predicted with the JH-ωh model
is compared to the measured data at x/ca = 0.98. Figure 6.3 (left) shows the mea-
surement positions used for comparison. The pressure distribution on the blade at
midspan, predicted by the different turbulence models (Figure 6.3, right), lies within
the experimental scatter, confirming that the boundary conditions were chosen appro-
priately to match the measured operating point. To ensure the proper turbulent inflow
conditions, the predicted boundary layer velocity distribution upstream of the blade
row at x/ca = −0.33 is compared with measured data in Figure 6.4 (left). All turbulence
models match the measured profile in the logarithmic layer and wake region with the
JH-ωh model giving the best agreement. The scatter of the predicted velocity profiles
is comparable to that of the generic turbulent boundary layer described in Section 5.2.
Deviations are visible in the buffer and viscous sublayers where the experimental data
do not show the expected asymptotic behaviour. The turbulence two-component pa-
rameter A is plotted in Figure 6.4 (right) as a simplified measure to represent the Reyn-
olds stress prediction. Since the flow is essentially a flat plate boundary layer at this
position, results are comparable to Figure 5.9. The JH-ωh model is the only one that is
able to approach the two-component limit near the wall. As in case of the velocity, the
measured data show a return towards isotropy in the wall vicinity; this is not in line
with theoretical expectations, indicating a systematic measurement error.
In the following, the performance of the DRSMs compared to the Hellsten EARSM k-
ω and the Menter SST k-ω model will be assessed. The focus will be on global flow
features, such as the end wall separation line or the trajectory of the vortex core, as
well as local quantitative comparisons between measured and computed mean flow
and turbulence quantities.
Muthanna (2002) determined the centre of the vortex as the location of the maximum
streamwise vorticity. From the simulation data, the vortex core was determined us-
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Figure 6.3: Measurement positions (left) and pressure coefficient cp at midspan (right)
of Virginia Tech compressor cascade (Muthanna, 2002; Tang, 2004).
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Figure 6.4: Normalised chordwise velocityUc/Uref (left) and turbulence two-component
parameter A (right) compared with measurements (Tang, 2004) upstream of the blade
row at x/ca = −0.33.
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Figure 6.5: Prediction of tip gap vortex centre. The symbols represent vortex centre at
different measurement planes. Its trajectory is projected to x-y plane for better compa-
rability. The position for the examined tip gap measurements at x/ca = 0.18, is shown
in red.
ing the λ2-criterion (Jeong & Hussain, 1995), interpreting its minimum value as vortex
core. The position of the vortex core (spheres) at four measurement planes is shown in
Figure 6.5. To facilitate comparison, its path is also projected onto the side wall (corre-
sponding lines without symbols). From these results it can be argued that none of the
employed turbulence models shows a clear advantage over the others and that all of
them predict a path that is comparable to the experiment. Similar conclusions can be
drawn from the prediction of the separation line on the end wall plotted in Figure 6.6.
The limiting streamlines obtained from the wall shear stress vector
τw,i = µnj
∂Ui
∂xj
∣∣∣∣
w
(6.1)
with the wall-normal vector nj are coloured with surface pressure. While differences
between the models are rather subtle, some improvements can be seen from the sim-
plest to the most complex model. Going from the Menter SST k-ω to the SSG/LRR-ω
model yields an improvement in separation prediction close to the blade. Downstream
of the blade, the Hellsten EARSM k-ω and the JH-ωh model produce the best agreement
with the experimental separation line.
Tang (2004) measured the mean velocities and Reynolds stresses at various stations
in the tip gap. A representative station close to the region where the passage flow
separates from the end wall was selected for analysis. It is termed station 5c and its
location at x/ca = 0.18 is illustrated in Figure 6.5. To obtain a representation which is
independent of the selected coordinate system, invariants of the Reynolds stress an-
isotropy tensor aij instead of the Reynolds stress tensor components themselves are
plotted in Figure 6.7. Close to a solid wall, turbulence is expected to tend towards
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Figure 6.6: Prediction of separation line on the end wall. The blade profile and the
separation line from oil flow visualisation (Muthanna, 2002) are plotted in black. The
limiting streamlines are coloured with surface pressure coefficient cp.
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Figure 6.7: Reynolds stress anisotropy invariants in the tip gap at measurement posi-
tion 5c.
Figure 6.8: Turbulence anisotropy indicated by RGB colours in measurement plane 5
as computed by JH-ωh (top), SSG/LRR-ω (middle) and Hellsten EARSM k-ω (bottom)
models compared with experimental data (Tang, 2004) plotted in white boxes. Solid
walls are shaded in grey.
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Figure 6.9: Velocity components in the tip gap at measurement position 5c in the coor-
dinate system aligned with the chord.
the two-component limit with A = 0. Towards the end wall, experiments show such
a trend except for the points closest to the wall, again indicating the systematic mea-
surement error. In contrast, no such trend can be observed towards the blade tip wall,
suggesting that the velocities were possibly not measured down to the wall. As shown
in Section 5.2 for the generic turbulent boundary layer, it cannot be expected from the
LEVM to correctly predict turbulence anisotropy but also the Hellsten EARSM k-ω
and the high Reynolds SSG/LRR-ω DRSM are not able to capture the peak of anisot-
ropy at the end wall. The low-Reynolds JH-ωh DRSM formulation, on the contrary,
can predict this peak and qualitatively displays the correct two-component turbulence
behaviour at both solid walls in the tip gap. Below the blade-tip boundary layer, turbu-
lence reaches a nearly isotropic state with A → 1, which is predicted by both DRSMs.
Figure 6.8 extends this analysis to the whole plane at x/ca = 0.18 and shows the turbu-
lence anisotropy in RGB colours for the JH-ωh (top), SSG/LRR-ω (middle) and Hellsten
EARSM k-ω (bottom) models. The experimental results are shown as coloured lines
at their respective positions. The qualitative difference between the two DRSMs in
the lower boundary layer is again evident. In the tip gap, even further away from
walls, the JH-ωh model predicts turbulence closer to the one component limit than the
SSG/LRR-ω model. Away from the tip gap and at some distance from solid walls, both
DRSMs predict very similar turbulence anisotropy. This finding can also be extended
to the Hellsten EARSM k-ω model, which produces results very close to the SSG/LRR-
ω model, as seen in Section 5.2. The experiments generally show turbulence much
closer to the isotropic state. This can particularly be seen at stations e1, e2 and e3 on
the suction side of the blade. For a more comprehensive comparison, high quality pla-
nar measurements of all Reynolds stress tensor components would be advantageous.
The mean velocity is shown in a coordinate system aligned with the chord of the blade.
UC is in the direction of the chord, VC points in the spanwise direction and WC is the
blade-to-blade direction. Figure 6.9 shows the mean velocity components in the speci-
fied coordinate system normalised by the inflow velocity Uref. The measured velocities
do not vanish at the blade tip wall which is in line with the findings concerning the
turbulence anisotropy. Whilst an almost symmetric chordwise velocity profile is pre-
dicted by the LEVM, experiments show a higher velocity near the blade tip than near
the end wall. This asymmetry is predicted qualitatively by the JH-ωh and partly by the
Hellsten EARSM k-ω and the SSG/LRR-ω DRSM. Furthermore, improvements of the
results obtained with DRSMs as compared to LEVM and EARSM results can be seen
especially in the secondary flow directions. However, although the structure of the
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Figure 6.10: Turbulence anisotropy plotted as RGB colours and normalised mean ve-
locity magnitude plotted as white contour lines on a slice through the passage flow at
x/ca = 0.98 compared with measured data (Muthanna, 2002).
Figure 6.11: Comparison of the corner separation on the blade wall opposite to the tip
gap predicted by JH-ωh (left), SSG/LRR-ω (middle) and Menter SST k-ω (right).
turbulence is predicted much better when DRSMs are employed, the improvement in
quantitative agreement of mean velocity data is still far from optimal.
Figure 6.10 shows the turbulence anisotropy of the passage flow coloured by RGB on
the slice x/ca = 0.98. The normalised mean velocity magnitude U/Uref is plotted as
white contour lines and blade sections are shaded in grey. All turbulence models and
the measured data show a region of turbulence close to the two-component limit ema-
nating from the tip gap at an angle of about 45◦. The upper edge of the vortex, which
features the greatest velocity gradients, is characterised by axisymmetric turbulence.
The DRSMs are able to reproduce the general picture as found in the experiments.
Only the Hellsten EARSM k-ω predicts a large part of the passage flow as nearly two-
component turbulence, which is not in line with the measurements. Turning to the
mean velocity field, it can be said that all numerical simulations overestimate the veloc-
ity deficit in the vortex core, where there is only a very small region with U/Uref < 0.25
in the measured data. The JH-ωh model exhibits the greatest deviation in this case.
While vortex breakdown is one mechanism resulting in blockage of the blade pas-
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sage towards off-design operating conditions, corner separation at the end wall/blade
junction can also be a limiting factor. Figure 6.11 shows limiting streamlines obtained
by the three turbulence models JH-ωh (left), SSG/LRR-ω (middle) and Menter SST k-ω
(right). LEVMs notoriously predict excessive corner separation bubbles (Spalart, 2010).
It is expected that DRSMs can more precisely predict corner separations due to the
improved representation of Reynolds stress anisotropy. Unfortunately, only few ex-
periments are available documenting such flow topology features, which are of prime
importance for turbomachinery performance prediction. This underlines the need for
more, highly accurate measurements specifically addressing topological issues in real-
istic configurations.
To summarise, it was demonstrated that both the high Reynolds SSG/LRR-ω and the
near-wall JH-ωh DRSMs can be applied to simulate a flow representative of an indus-
trially relevant turbomachinery component. Especially as far as turbulence structure
is concerned, they offer improvements over the classical LEVMs or EARSMs. How-
ever, it was also seen that these improvements do not always extend to the mean flow
quantities.
6.2 Ranque-Hilsch vortex tube
6.2.1 Description
To achieve designs of turbomachinery components with even higher efficiencies, it
becomes necessary to consider aerodynamic, thermal, mechanical and acoustical phe-
nomena in a coupled way. With the increasing robustness and accuracy of numerical
simulations, a tendency towards multidisciplinary design can be observed. One exam-
ple is the cooling of thermally loaded turbine blades, for which an accurate description
of the internal cooling flows is essential. The cooling ducts are mostly angular, which
results in turbulence driven secondary flows. Standard eddy viscosity approaches fail
to resolve this kind of secondary flow and hence to accurately predict the heat trans-
fer between the flow and solid structure. Furthermore, the turbulent heat flux, which
is usually modelled with a constant turbulent Prandtl number approach, can be com-
puted more accurately by using information about Reynolds stresses. These higher
order heat flux models require an appropriate description of Reynolds stresses (Younis
et al., 2012).
Another concept to increase the cooling efficiency is to use round cooling pipes with
cyclone cooling (Kobiela, 2013). The Ranque-Hilsch vortex tube represents one such
flow. It features a swirling flow with the additional effect of temperature separation,
whose origin could not yet satisfactorily be explained by the community. The effect
was first observed by Ranque (1933) and the tube was optimized with respect to cool-
ing efficiency by Hilsch (1947). Figure 6.12 shows the investigated geometry with the
main flow features schematically drawn as streamlines. Gas at constant total pressure
and temperature is injected through the four inlet tubes which are attached tangen-
tially to the vortex tube. Before it is expanded into the vortex tube, the flow passes a
critical contraction. From there, the gas spirals along the outer wall towards the hot
exit which consists of three radially attached outflow tubes. A throttle downstream
of the latter is used to set the mass flow. Part of the flow reverses its direction in the
inner part of the tube and is directed towards the orifice at the cold exit where it exits
at atmospheric pressure. Figure 6.13 shows the vortex tube at the hot end illuminated
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Figure 6.12: Vortex tube geometry and boundary conditions.
by the laser sheet while the vortex core appears dark. Various theories exist about the
origin of the temperature separation effect (Doll et al., 2015). They have been reviewed
by Eiamsa-ard & Promvonge (2008) and Xue et al. (2010). The radial adiabatic com-
pression and expansion driven by the turbulent flow field is one of the explanations
which is why it is interesting to investigate how the measured physical effects can be
described by the various turbulence models. The vortex tube was investigated within
the DLR internal project TurboVaLd in collaboration with the Institute of Propulsion Tech-
nology’s department of Engine Measurement Systems. At the time of the project, only the
SSG/LRR-ω model was available for the simulation. Due to the significant computa-
tional resources required for the unsteady simulation, no results were obtained using
the JH-ωh model after the project was finished. Parts of this section have already been
published by the present author (Morsbach et al., 2015b).
The model tube has a radius of R = 15 mm, a length of L = 700 mm and an orifice di-
ameter of Rcold = 6 mm. It was investigated with different optical measurement meth-
ods. Velocity profiles were obtained by the Laser-2-Focus (L2F) method (Doll et al.,
2014). In addition, filtered Rayleigh scattering (FRS) was used to obtain 2D tempera-
ture information as well as velocity information through the measured Doppler shift
(Doll et al., 2015). Pressure taps and a flow metre were used to determine the operating
point, which is defined by the fraction of gas leaving the cold exit as
 =
m˙cold
m˙
. (6.2)
All the above experimental data are time-averaged because of the employed measure-
ment methods. For the assessment of the unsteady flow effects, piezoelectric pressure
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Figure 6.13: Photo of vortex tube experiment showing the part of the tube at the hot
end illuminated by the laser sheet with a dark core vortex.
sensors were installed at different axial positions at the tube wall and used to sample
the pressure signal at a rate of 50 kHz (Doll et al., 2015).
6.2.2 Numerical setup
Geometrically, the case can be described simply by intersecting cylindrical and con-
ical elements. However, the tangential connections, especially in the inflow region,
pose a significant challenge to the meshing process. If the tubes were meshed with
structured topologies, this could only be solved by a non-matching (zonal) interface
(Yang et al., 2002), possibly with mixed solid/fluid cells. This would have introduced
additional uncertainty about the accuracy in a region of the flow with large gradients.
Therefore, the geometry was meshed with a completely unstructured topology without
the need for non-matching interfaces using the commercial software Centaur (Schlu¨ß,
2013) Centaur uses the CAD data, which was created in the design of the experiments,
as geometry for the mesh. Figure 6.14 shows the resulting mesh in the region of the
inflow tubes. The surfaces of all tubes were generally meshed with quadrilateral el-
ements; areas which are geometrically more complex, such as the connection of the
inflow tubes to the main tube, were meshed with triangles. Boundary layers were the
resolved with hexahedra and prisms, respectively, with the first distance from the wall
ensuring the low-Reynolds condition. Finally, the remaining volume was filled with
tetrahedra. All inflow and outflow boundaries are treated as Riemann boundaries.
The direction of the inflow is along the respective tube. The turbulence intensity is
chosen rather arbitrarily because the pipe flow is fully developed when it enters the
contraction. While the pressure at the cold outlet is set, it is controlled at the hot out-
let to achieve a mass flow of m˙hot = 2.33 g/s per tube. The conditions summarised in
Table 6.2 define an operating point of a cold fraction of  = 0.3.
6.2.3 Discussion
A mesh convergence study was conducted to evaluate the influence of the mesh res-
olution on the flow quantities. Three meshes with 4.0, 5.8 and 12.6 million cells were
created and global quantities such as temperature difference between hot and cold out-
let and profile data within the vortex tube were compared. The simulations were con-
ducted using the Menter SST k-ω model and the results are summarised in Table 6.3.
The variation refers to the difference between minimum and maximum values nor-
malised with the average value. In the outer region of the radial profiles, the velocity
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Table 6.2: Boundary conditions for Ranque-Hilsch vortex tube.
Property Value
Inflow total pressure pt 700.0 kPa
Inflow total temperature Tt 293.0 K
Inflow turbulence intensity Tu 5.0 %
Inflow turbulent length scale LT 0.7 mm
Cold outflow static pressure p 103.0 kPa
Hot outflow mass flow m˙cold 2.33 g/s
Figure 6.14: Vortex tube mesh.
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Table 6.3: Uncertainty due to the computational mesh for the Ranque-Hilsch vortex
tube computed with the Menter SST k-ω model.
Position Property Value Variation
Radial profile, outer region U 200 m/s 5%
Radial profile, core region Ux 30 m/s 25%
Radial profile T 280 K 1%
Outlet hot and cold ∆T 20 K 20%
U showed a variation of 5%. In the core region, however, the axial velocity Ux could
vary by up to 25% due to the small absolute velocity. In contrast, the temperature T
was rather robust and showed a variation of only 1% (Schlu¨ß, 2013; Morsbach et al.,
2015b). The relatively low error in absolute temperature translates into a 20% error
in temperature difference ∆T between the hot and cold outlet. All following results
were obtained with the mesh of 5.8 million cells as a compromise between the avail-
able computational resources and time and the accuracy of the results. They have to
be interpreted considering the uncertainties evaluated above.
Experiments have shown that the flow inside the vortex tube is inherently unsteady
(Liew et al., 2012). Both visual clues as well as unsteady pressure measurements have
confirmed this (Doll et al., 2015). While a converged steady-state solution could be
obtained using the Menter SST k-ω and Hellsten EARSM k-ω models, the simulation
using the SSG/LRR-ω model did not converge. This was the starting point for the
study to investigate if an unsteady RANS (URANS) simulation with a DRSM can re-
produce the unsteady features seen in the experiments. The physical time step has to
be chosen such that the unsteady phenomena of interest can be resolved. Since the
vortex tube has no moving parts, the characteristic frequencies are determined by the
flow only. One measure is the frequency based on the circumferential velocity and the
radius of the tube. It varies from about 5000 Hz in the vortex chamber to about 500 Hz
at the hot end of the tube. The time step size ∆t was chosen such that the highest
frequency was resolved with about 100 time steps. To reduce the computing time of
the unsteady simulation, the steady result was used to initialise the solver. It was run
until the integral boundary data such as mass flow, temperature and pressure showed
statistical patterns. The sum of the mass flow over all four inlets and all four outlets is
shown in Figure 6.15. All fluctuations can be attributed to the cold outlet at which the
pressure is held constant.
Data sets of different temporal and spatial resolution were recorded in the following
time steps. Their positions in the vortex tube are sketched in Figure 6.16. To reduce
the amount of storage required, a 2D surface in the z = 0 plane over the complete
length of the vortex tube was generated in the pre-process by intersection with the 3D
mesh and the flow solution was interpolated to this surface on output. Point probes
(0D) were introduced at the positions of the pressure sensors in the experiment which
allowed recording the complete unsteady simulation. The 2D and 0D time series were
evaluated in the frequency domain by a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) and compared
with experimental data.
Quantitative differences between the unsteady time-averaged results of the SSG/LRR-
ω model and the steady results of the Menter SST k-ω and Hellsten EARSM k-ω models
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Figure 6.15: Mass flow convergence of the unsteady simulation of the Ranque-Hilsch
vortex tube using the SSG/LRR-ω model. The sum over all inlets is shown against the
sum over all outlets.
Figure 6.16: Sketch of analysis and measurement positions in the Ranque-Hilsch vortex
tube. The axes have been rescaled.
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Figure 6.17: Comparison of axial and circumferential velocity Ux (top left) and Uz (top
right) radial profiles with L2F data and temperature T (bottom left) radial profile with
FRS data at x/R = 1. Vortex visualisation using the λ2 = −1 isosurface of the steady
snapshot, the unsteady snapshot and the unsteady averaged solution obtained with
SSG/LRR-ω model (bottom right).
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are shown in Figure 6.17. The measurements were performed for one diameter of the
tube. Due to the rotational symmetry, two measurement points (lower and upper) cor-
respond to the same radius. The predicted axial (top left) and circumferential (top right)
velocities Ux and Uz at x/R = 1 are compared to experimental data of the mean flow
obtained by the L2F method. A local minimum in Ux (flow towards cold outlet) at
y/R = 0.75 is evident in the experimental data. In contrast, the Menter SST k-ω model
predicts monotonously increasing Ux from the centre to the maximum at the edge of
the wall boundary layer. Anisotropy resolving models seem to be required to produce
this S-shape, although it is far less pronounced in the steady Hellsten EARSM k-ω solu-
tion than in the experiment. However, for the time-averaged URANS solution with the
SSG/LRR-ω model, a local extremum appears at y/R ≈ 0.7 in the averaged solution.
The second extremum, a local maximum in Ux is found at y/R ≈ 0.35 in contrast to
y/R ≈ 0.6 in the experiment. Similar conclusions can be drawn for the circumferential
velocity Uz. The experimental data confirm the solid body like rotation in the core flow
reported by several authors (e.g. Liew et al., 2012)) up to y/R ≈ 0.4. A short region
of decreased velocity gradient follows up to y/R ≈ 0.6. This feature is reproduced by
neither the Menter SST k-ω nor the Hellsten EARSM k-ω model. Only the averaged un-
steady solution with the SSG/LRR-ω model can reproduce the solid body like rotation
followed by the region of reduced gradient. Although the experimental data are not
matched quantitatively, the qualitative prediction of the trends in velocity is improved
if the DRSM is applied in URANS mode.
The measured global temperature separation amounts to ∆T = Th − Tc = 23.8 K.
The Menter SST k-ω and the Hellsten EARSM k-ω model underestimate ∆T by 5 K
and 12 K, respectively. In contrast, ∆T is overpredicted by the SSG/LRR-ω model by
8 K. The trend in ∆T is also expressed in the radial temperature profiles at x/R = 1
shown in Figure 6.17 (bottom left). While both Menter SST k-ω and Hellsten EARSM
k-ω models overestimate the temperature near the cold outlet by up to 10 K, it can be
reproduced by the averaged unsteady solution of the SSG/LRR-ω model.
Figure 6.17 (bottom right) shows the flow topology computed with the latter model
using a λ2 = −1 isosurface. A snapshot of the unsteady RANS solution (middle) shows
clear evidence of large scale unsteady effects. The vortical structures rotate around
the core flow towards the cold outlet. On average (bottom), a straight vortex core is
detected in the first 70% of the tube, while a helical structure occurs towards the hot
end. It can be seen in the experiment (Figure 6.13) as well as in the snapshot of the
not-converged steady state computation (top) and might, therefore, be attributed to a
steady flow feature induced by the asymmetry of the hot end.
Figure 6.18 shows the averaged velocity components Ux, Uy, Uz and temperature T
computed with the SSG/LRR-ω model in the z = 0 plane plotted from the orifice at
the cold outlet to the hot end. For quantitative comparison, profiles at constant y = 0
and y/R = 0.9 are plotted in Figure 6.19. The computed flow in the vortex tube can be
divided into three regions distinguished by axial temperature gradient, radial temper-
ature gradient, axial velocity and secondary flow structures. The following analysis
attempts to link these observations.
The first region extends from the cold outlet to approximately x/L = 0.25. There, the
radial temperature minimum can be found at about y/R = 0.95 instead of the core
region resulting from the expansion of the injected gas. At all radial positions, the
axial temperature gradient is at its maximum value in this part of the vortex tube.
The region exhibits a conical structure of nearly vanishing negative axial velocity. It
is confirmed experimentally by the L2F measurements as shown in Figure 6.17 for
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Figure 6.18: Contours of average velocity components Ux, Uy, Uz and temperature T in
the z = 0 plane from the 2D data set computed with the SSG/LRR-ω model.
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Figure 6.19: Velocity Ux, Uy, Uz and temperature T profiles in the z = 0 plane at y = 0
(left) and y/R = 0.9 (right) extracted from the steady solutions computed with the
Menter SST k-ω and Hellsten EARSM k-ω models, respectively, and the unsteady 2D
data set computed with SSG/LRR-ω model.
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Figure 6.20: Fourier transform of pressure signal obtained from the unsteady compu-
tation with the SSG/LRR-ω model from the 0D data set compared to measured data at
x/L = 0.05, 0.2 and 0.4.
a single axial position x/R = 1. This local axial velocity extremum does not occur
beyond x/L > 0.15. The direct effects of the injection play a major role in the flow
topology up to about x/L = 0.025. Fluctuating horse shoe vortices develop around the
four jets injected into the vortex chamber.
The second region is characterised by a moderate axial temperature gradient from
x/L = 0.25 to x/L = 0.65. At the beginning of the region at x/L = 0.25 the tem-
perature minimum moves from the outer region to the core region as indicated by the
dashed line. From there to the hot end, the radial temperature minimum can be found
at y = 0. While the axial and circumferential velocities decay monotonously in the
peripheral region, the axial velocity in the core reaches its greatest negative value at
x/L = 0.5. No significant secondary flow structures develop in this region.
From x/L = 0.65 to the hot end, the axial temperature gradient tends to and reaches
zero at about x/L = 0.9. At y = 0, the axial velocity linearly tends to zero. Secondary
flow structures start to develop and manifest themselves as the helical structure of the
λ2 isosurface (Figure 6.17, bottom right). They can be seen in all velocity components
in Figure 6.18. Towards the hot end, the intensity of the vortices mixing the core flow
with the peripheral flow increases. Figure 6.19 clearly shows increasing amplitudes
of the oscillations in Uy and Uz at y = 0. Due to the enhanced convective mixing
of fluid, also the radial temperature gradient nearly vanishes. It cannot be definitely
concluded within this study if this is a flow feature due to the asymmetry of the hot
outlet configuration or a general feature of the vortex tube.
The steady-state results obtained with the Menter SST k-ω and Hellsten EARSM k-ω
models are plotted in Figure 6.19 for comparison. At y/R = 0.9 they only differ quanti-
tatively from the averaged results obtained with the unsteady SSG/LRR-ω simulation.
For the former, the temperature rises quicker while the axial velocity decays faster and
both quantities reach a nearly constant level at about x/L = 0.5. On the centreline,
however, the velocity and temperature fields differ qualitatively. No region of partial
stagnation is predicted by the steady simulations. Furthermore, neither the LEVM nor
the EARSM predict secondary flow structures or the linear decay of axial velocity at
the hot end. These features are only predicted by the DRSM. Indirect evaluation of the
velocity components by the Doppler shift from the FRS data (Doll et al., 2015) show a
strongly oscillating axial velocity at y = 0 contradicting the all above simulation re-
sults. Direct velocity measurements in this area are required to investigate the flow
field in this region.
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Figure 6.21: Fourier transform of the circumferential velocity Uz at z = 0 on the axis
(left) and at y/R = 0.9 (right) from the 2D data set computed with the SSG/LRR-ω
model.
Figure 6.20 shows the frequency content of the pressure signal at the axial positions
x/L = 0.05, 0.2 and 0.4 measured at the wall of the tube. The experimental data show
dominant peaks at a frequency of about 12.5 kHz, which is not present at any station in
the numerical results. The spectra also differ at lower frequencies in the first 20 % of the
vortex tube. At x/L = 0.4, the dominant frequencies and its harmonics correspond to
the circumferential velocity at this axial position of the simulation. The experimental
data also show peaks at these frequencies. To investigate the relationship between cir-
cumferential velocity and dominant frequency it is instructive to look at the spatially
resolved Fourier analysis. Figure 6.21 shows the amplitude of the circumferential ve-
locity signal dependent on axial position and frequency for the radial positions y/R = 0
and 0.9. Liew et al. (2012) argue that the dominant frequency in their unsteady velocity
signal correlates with the maximum vorticity. For this reason, the frequency
f0 =
Uz,max
2pir(Uz,max)
(6.3)
of the main vortex, defined by the maximum circumferential velocity and the corre-
sponding radius, is computed at discrete stations x/L ∈ [0.03, 0.97]. The resulting base
frequency f0 and its first two harmonics f1 and f2 are also plotted in Figure 6.21. In
the outer tube (y/R = 0.9, (right)), all three frequencies are dominant over large parts
of the vortex tube. They correspond to the maximum circumferential velocity at the
respective axial position. Especially in the vortex chamber, where the high pressure
gas is injected into the tube, the two harmonics dominate. On the axis (y/R = 0, (left)),
however, only the base frequency has a significant contribution. This supports the
experimental findings of Liew et al. (2012), who stated that contributions to the base
frequency are found mainly on the centre line while higher harmonics become visible
at greater radii.
This section demonstrates that a DRSM can be successfully used in URANS mode to
reproduce unsteady features in a complex swirling flow. While the quantitative agree-
ment with experimental results still leaves room for improvement, the DRSM shows
qualitatively improved results compared to the other two models. In terms of turbu-
lent transport of heat, future studies could include the investigation of the influence of
different turbulent heat flux models.
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Figure 6.22: 1.5 stage cold air turbine test rig of the Institute of Jet Propulsion and Turbo-
machinery at the RWTH Aachen University. Measurement planes of five hole probes are
shaded in red.
6.3 One and a half stage cold air turbine
6.3.1 Description
The aim of this section is to investigate the performance of the DRSMs in a case that is
representative of a practical turbomachinery application. A realistic configuration con-
sists of several stator and rotor blade rows. Both downstream and upstream interaction
between the rows can be found due to wakes and potential effects. Furthermore, sec-
ondary flows, for which DRSMs are expected to yield a superior predictive accuracy,
develop due to the interacting end wall and blade boundary layers. A phenomenon
which shall not be investigated in this thesis is laminar to turbulent transition. There-
fore the configuration should be computable in fully turbulent mode without losing
too much accuracy. Finally, and most importantly, high quality measurement data
which allow for the assessment of turbulence models through more than global data
or radial traverses should be available. Considering all the above requirements, the 1.5
stage cold air turbine rig operated by the Institute of Jet Propulsion and Turbomachinery
at the RWTH Aachen University was selected to serve for this purpose.
An overview of the configuration is given in Figure 6.22 and global properties of the
turbine are summarised in Table 6.4. The annulus has a constant cross section with
constant hub and shroud radii at 245 mm and 300 mm (shroud not plotted). In this
document, the blade rows are referred to as stator 1, rotor 1 and stator 2. All stator
blades are equipped with fillets of radius 2 mm at hub and tip, while the rotor blade
has a hub fillet of the same radius and a radial tip gap of 0.3 mm. Transition is enforced
on the suction side of stator 1 to avoid a laminar separation bubble. Compared to
the chord length, the height of the blades is relatively small. Hence, secondary flows
and 3D effects are more pronounced. The basics of secondary flows encountered in
turbomachinery are described in detail by Langston (2001) and Poehler et al. (2015)
have revisited them in the context of this case. Compared to the compressor cascade
(see Section 6.1), the Mach numbers are increased but the Reynolds number is in the
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Table 6.4: Properties of RWTH Aachen cold air turbine rig (Niewoehner et al., 2015).
Property Value Unit
Rotor speed Ω 3500 1/min
Torque τ 450 Nm
Inlet total temperature Tt,in 329.15 K
Inlet total pressure pt,in 163.250 kPa
Total pressure ratio Π 1.294
Mass flow m˙ 8.1 kg/s
Radius at hub rhub 245 mm
Radius at shroud rshroud 300 mm
Channel height h 55 mm
Table 6.5: Blade properties of RWTH Aachen cold air turbine rig (Niewoehner et al.,
2015).
Property Stator 1 Rotor 1 Stator 2 Unit
Number of blades Nblades 33 44 66
Pitch /chord t/c 0.9 0.98 0.71
Height /chord h/c 0.95 1.40 1.51
Height / axial chord h/lax 1.45 1.77 1.57
Radial tip gap − 0.3 − mm
Fillet radius rfillet 2 2 2 mm
Reynolds number Re 810 520 330 103
Inflow Mach number (midspan) Min 0.145 0.22 0.26
Outflow Mach number (midspan) Mout 0.47 0.50 0.38
same order of magnitude.
Various studies about this turbine configuration were performed both numerically and
experimentally. An issue was the influence of axial spacing between the blade rows.
Behre et al. (2012) performed a numerical study employing unsteady simulations with
the Wilcox (1988) k-ω model. They found an increasing isentropic efficiency with de-
creasing axial spacing. Furthermore, they concluded that the trends could also be ob-
served if transition was neglected. Restemeier et al. (2012) compared the numerical
results to experimental data obtained by five hole probes in planes between the blade
rows. Unsteady simulations were found to improve the agreement between numerical
and experimental results. The effect of non-axisymmetric end wall contouring and 3D
aerofoil design on losses and secondary flows was investigated in a two-part paper
(Poehler et al., 2015; Niewoehner et al., 2015). A purely numerical study was focussed
on the effect of platform misalignment (Kluxen et al., 2014). For a detailed description
of experimental setup, the reader is referred to the literature cited above. In order to
assess the performance of different turbulence models, the base configuration of the
above studies has been selected (Niewoehner et al., 2015).
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6.3.2 Numerical setup
The block structured mesh was created using the template based in-house tool PyMesh
(Weber & Sauer, 2016). An S2m mesh defines the annulus and the radial resolution.
Each blade row is meshed separately with interfaces introduced at roughly half the
axial gap. The geometry of the blade is supplied by CAD data without fillets, which
are created during the meshing process. All solid walls are resolved with y+ ∼ 1.
For steady computations, the configuration consists of one blade passage per row with
mixing planes at the interfaces between stator and rotor systems. Due to the different
numbers of blades, the periodicity is different for each blade row. This is acceptable
in a mixing plane approach because the information exchanged between blade rows
is circumferentially averaged. In unsteady computations, on the other hand, no such
averaging is performed and the periodicity is required to be the same for the whole
configuration. The turbine has been designed with this restriction in mind and the
blade numbers were chosen, such that rotational periodicity with 11 segments in total
can be obtained. For this purpose, 3 blade passages of stator 1, 4 blade passages of
rotor 1 and 6 blade passages of stator 2 are generated as one segment as shown in
Figure 6.22. The exchange of information between the blade rows is realised using a
fully conservative method for non-matching (zonal) interfaces (Yang et al., 2002). 768
physical time steps were used to resolve one segment passing.
There are methods to reduce the computational overhead for unsteady simulations due
to duplicated blades. One such method is the phase lag approach (Schnell & Nu¨rn-
berger, 2004) which is limited to the coupling of 2 blade rows and, hence, cannot be
applied in this case. Another option would be a computation in the frequency domain
using the harmonic balance method (Hall et al., 2002). This method, however, requires a
priori knowledge about the involved frequencies of periodic flow field. Only unsteady
effects with energy in these frequencies and their harmonics are then resolved. This
is not desirable when unsteady effects with no direct relation to the blade passing fre-
quency are of interest. Hence, to rule out uncertainties concerning the solution method
and to focus on the effect of the turbulence model, the increased computational effort
of a time domain solution was invested.
With one blade per row for the steady simulations, the mesh has a total number of
7.6 million cells. The structured blocks have been split to achieve a 90% parallel effi-
ciency on 48 processes. The mesh for the unsteady simulations with duplicated blades
has 33.2 million cells with a 90% parallel efficiency on 144 processes. To evaluate the
influence of the mesh on the steady solution, a fine mesh was created by doubling
the resolution in all three index directions resulting in a mesh with 61.1 million cells.
While the original mesh resolution is already high for overnight design computations
in an industrial context, the fine mesh requires too many resources for a practical RANS
computation. Therefore, after evaluation of the mesh dependence, all subsequent com-
putations were performed on the original mesh.
Inflow and outflow boundary conditions were available in the form of measured ra-
dial traverses. At the inflow, total pressure, total temperature and flow angles were
specified for the mean flow quantities. The turbulence intensity and length scale were
given for the turbulence equations to generate isotropic turbulence. At the outflow, the
static pressure was prescribed. All interfaces except for the zonal ones were computed
using 2D non-reflecting boundary conditions (Giles, 1990).
The steady computations using the Menter SST k-ω and the Hellsten EARSM k-ω mod-
els were initialised with an S2m averaged solution. To accelerate the convergence and
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minimise reasons for numerical instability, both RSM simulations were initialised with
the solution obtained with the Menter SST k-ω model. All unsteady computations were
set up as restart from the respective steady result.
Two measures were taken to enhance the numerical stability of the DRSMs in this com-
plex configuration. First, the SSG/LRR-ω model was run with SGD instead of GGD for
the Reynolds stresses for both steady and unsteady simulations. As pointed out in
Section 3.2.5, the diffusion model has only minor influence but greatly enhances sta-
bility. Second, problems occurred with the JH-ωh in the unsteady simulation, which
crashed where the wake of the rotor hit the downstream stator due to spurious values
of ωh. The stability analysis in Section 3.4 showed that a lower limit of ωh/S could help
prevent spurious solutions. Following this conclusion, the value of ωh was explicitly
limited after the update as
ωh → max
[
ωh,
√
3
2
SijSij
]
⇔ ω
h
S
≥
√
3
2
. (6.4)
This limiter was originally derived in an eddy viscosity context for realisability reasons
(see e.g. Durbin, 2009) and is used to remedy the stagnation point anomaly. When it is
used in conjunction with the JH-ωh model, no influence on the results of the validation
cases could be detected. It was found crucial to make the unsteady simulation possible.
It has to be mentioned, though, that this is an ad hoc fix, which stands in contrast to the
idea of a more general modelling foundation of DRSMs. Unsteady computations with
the Hellsten EARSM k-ω model, on the other hand, could not be done successfully
with same number of time steps and CFL number as the other models and are not
considered here.
6.3.3 Post-processing
The steady and unsteady simulation results are post-processed to obtain data which
can be compared to experimental results. Five hole probe data obtained in planes
at half the axial gap behind the respective trailing edges as shown in Figure 6.22 are
used for this comparison. The probes were fixed in the stator frame of reference and
traversed to obtain radially and circumferentially resolved data. By nature of this mea-
surement method, the data are time-averaged over many rotor blade passings. Hence,
from the unsteady simulation an average was computed for one passing of the com-
plete segment.
The in-house post-processing tool POST is used to place analysis planes in the 3D solu-
tion at the locations specified by the experiment and to interpolate the flow solution to
these planes. They are placed in the stationary frame of reference which is the natural
choice behind the stators. The analysis plane of the rotor, on the other hand, is placed
in the stator frame of reference of stator 2. In the unsteady averaged results, this plane
sees the circumferentially averaged rotor wakes and vortex effects in the stator system.
Flow structures generated by the upstream stator, on the other hand, are resolved cir-
cumferentially. This is exactly what was measured by the five hole probe. The mixing
plane in the steady simulation, however, prohibits a direct comparison with the exper-
iments. The steady results could either show rotor flow features in the rotor frame of
reference or the mixed out state behind mixing plane. In any case, no structures from
the upstream stator 1 would show because of the mixing plane between stator 1 and
rotor 1. Hence, the analysis planes are only evaluated for unsteady simulations. Radial
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distributions, on the other hand, are computed by circumferential mass averaging on
the extracted planes using radial bands. Therefore, they can be compared for rotor as
well as stator rows for both steady and unsteady simulations. In this comparison, the
influence of the mixing plane approximation can be seen.
Secondary flow features in the 3D flow field are visualised by isosurfaces of λ2 (Jeong
& Hussain, 1995). By doing so, 3D secondary flow structures can be associated with
features on the analysis planes. In the rotor row, all velocity gradients are evaluated in
the rotating frame of reference. The streamwise vorticity ωsw, defined by
ωsw =
Uiijk
∂Uk
∂xj√
UqUq
(6.5)
is computed to characterise the vortices and visualise the structures on the analysis
planes. While this is straightforward from the numerical results, the missing informa-
tion about the axial derivative of the measurements at constant axial position needs to
be addressed. This was done under certain assumptions as described in Appendix B.2.
6.3.4 Discussion
The discussion of results starts with an evaluation of the convergence of the steady
simulations. Figure 6.23 shows mass the flow convergence and the average residual of
the RANS equations (bottom right). Machine zero would be 10−16 in double precision
or 10−8 in single precision. All computations were performed with double precision.
It can, hence, be stated that, in contrast to the validation cases, machine zero is not
reached for any model. This behaviour is in line with experience in this kind of config-
uration. Only the simulation using the Menter SST k-ω model converged well below
single precision machine zero. On the fine mesh, the convergence rate is expectedly
much slower but eventually the simulation converges below single precision machine
zero. Simulations using the Hellsten EARSM k-ω and SSG/LRR-ω models level out
at 10−6 still showing low frequency oscillations. For the JH-ωh the residual levels out
even one order of magnitude higher. This indicates that all RSMs try to resolve un-
steady effects within the single blade rows, which are dissipated or do not occur with
an LEVM.
The conclusion is reflected in the respective mass flow convergence plots in Figure 6.23
for Menter SST k-ω (top left), Menter SST k-ω on the fine mesh (top right), SSG/LRR-ω
(middle left), Hellsten EARSM k-ω (middle right) and JH-ωh (bottom left). All zoomed
boxes have the same scaling of the mass flow axis except for the JH-ωh model. No
steady convergence could be obtained for the latter with a mass flow variation of
0.25%. The other models show a variation below 0.01% and the Menter SST k-ω model
actually converged to machine zero with a variation of 10−5%. On the fine mesh, the
Menter SST k-ω model initially shows a similar degree of unsteadiness as the other
models but eventually converges towards a steady-state solution with a variation of
10−4% after 105 time steps. Another quantity to judge the convergence is the variation
of the isentropic efficiency (Bra¨unling, 2009) measured between the inlet and the outlet
of the complete configuration. Since typical design improvements are on the order of
0.1%, the JH-ωh cannot be regarded as converged with a variation in the same order of
magnitude. Both the SSG/LRR-ω and the Hellsten EARSM k-ω results can be regarded
as converged since they show variations smaller by two orders of magnitude. For a
fair comparison of between the DRSMs and the other models, averaged results from
unsteady computations need to be obtained.
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Figure 6.23: Mass flow convergence Menter SST k-ω (top left), Menter SST k-ω on
refined mesh (top right), SSG/LRR-ω (middle left), JH-ωh (middle right) and Hellsten
EARSM k-ω (bottom left), RANS residuals for all models (bottom right).
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Figure 6.24: Unsteady mass flow convergence Menter SST k-ω (top left), SSG/LRR-ω
(top right) and JH-ωh (bottom left).
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Figure 6.25: Radial traverses behind stator 1 (left), rotor 1 (middle) and stator 2 (right)
obtained with the Menter SST k-ω model comparing steady and unsteady averaged
results with steady results on the refined mesh.
The mass flow convergence of the unsteady simulations is shown in Figure 6.24. They
all exhibit a transient phase following the restart on the steady solution (not shown)
because the mixing plane interfaces have been changed to zonal interfaces. Wakes and
vortices are no longer mixed out but convected to the downstream row and potential
effects reach the upstream row. Unsteady convergence is judged by the variation of
the average mass flow. After 10000 time steps, it has fallen below 0.01% as in the
steady simulations using the RSMs and a reasonably periodic signal with a period of
768 time steps has been obtained. The computation using the Menter SST k-ω model
was run for 20000 time steps to allow for damping of low frequency oscillations in the
averaged mass flow. As already seen in the steady mass flow convergence, the JH-ωh
model shows the greatest amplitude in instantaneous mass flow. This is reflected in
the variation of the average isentropic efficiency of 0.04% in contrast to 0.02% for the
Menter SST k-ω and SSG/LRR-ω models.
Simulations with the Menter SST k-ω model are used to show the influence of the mesh
and the difference between (converged) steady and unsteady simulations. Figure 6.25
shows radial traverses behind the three blade rows (from left to right) comparing the
results for the two meshes. In the first stator row, basically no difference between the
two meshes can be spotted. The decreased dissipation due to the finer mesh can be
seen in the rotor row, where the amplitude of peaks due to secondary flow structures
is increased. Only in the second stator row, a significant difference occurs in the min-
imum in averaged Mach number due to the hub trailing edge separation at a relative
channel height of 0.15. This feature is shifted towards the hub on the fine mesh. As
argued above, the aim of this chapter is to test models on meshes that will become
standard in practical applications soon and on which simulations can be performed in
realistic time frames with the existing computational resources. Therefore, the original
mesh was used for all subsequent simulations.
Figure 6.25 also shows the difference between the steady and unsteady RANS results
obtained with the Menter SST k-ω model. As argued above, interaction effects between
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Figure 6.26: Visualisation of the vortex system in stator 1 by a λ2 = −1.5 isosurface
coloured with streamwise vorticity ωsw.
the blade rows are now resolved. Practically no change of the radial traverse down-
stream of stator 1 can be detected. This indicates that the upstream influence of rotor 1
can be neglected and that the flow in stator 1 can be regarded as steady when a LEVM
is employed. The traverses behind rotor 1 and stator 2 are generally smoother for the
unsteady average than for the steady result indicating that the main influence of the
upstream blade row is an increased radial mixing. An exception is the increased peak
at relative channel height 0.6 behind rotor 1 which can be attributed to the trailing edge
vortex (see also Figure 6.28). The same conclusions can be drawn for the comparison
of steady and unsteady results obtained with the SSG/LRR-ω model (not plotted).
In the following, the streamwise vorticity and the Mach number on the analysis planes
behind the blade rows will be compared to experimental data. To understand the fea-
tures on these 2D planes and in the corresponding radial distributions, it is instructive
to analyse the 3D wake and vortex systems in both the stator and rotor rows. This
analysis will be performed based on the unsteady averaged solution obtained with the
SSG/LRR-ω model. Figure 6.26 shows the stator 1 blade row segment without the tip
wall for clarity. The vortex structures are visualised by a λ2 = −1.5 isosurface coloured
with streamwise vorticity ωsw. The analysis surface downstream of the blade is also
coloured with ωsw. At both end wall/blade junctions, the horse shoe vortex develops.
Its pressure side leg merges with passage vortex to become the dominant vortex in
the stator system both at hub and shroud. The corner separations lift from the blade
close to the end walls. Finally, trailing edge vortices leave the blade rotating in op-
posite direction to the corner separations. All these features can be found clearly in
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the streamwise vorticity on the analysis plane. Their effects on the Mach number are,
however, more subtle.
Figure 6.27 shows the streamwise vorticity ωsw (top) and the Mach number M distribu-
tion (bottom) on the analysis plane behind stator 1 compared to experimental data. One
pitch is plotted in polar coordinates with the relative pitch defined as (θ−θ0)/∆θ where
θ0 is the reference circumferential position and ∆θ = 360◦/Nblades refers to the angle
covered by one blade passage. The experiment did not resolve the end wall boundary
layer so data is only available from about 5-95% of relative channel height (r− rhub)/h.
The streamwise vorticity has the same scaling as in Figure 6.26. The 2D flow field in the
central part of the blade, namely the passage flow and the wake, shows no significant
difference between the models and experiment. Differences in the prediction of the 3D
flow close to the end walls generally occur rather between the two turbulence model
types than between the two DRSMs. First, in contrast to the Menter SST k-ω model,
the DRSMs show a clear distinction between the passage vortex and corner separation
near the shroud. Furthermore, they predict a slightly more compact corner separation.
Both features show an improved agreement with the experiment. Also the shape and
relative position of passage vortex is improved although it is computed as too strong
by the DRSMs. The same trend can be observed at the hub. There, the corner vortices
are predicted too far away from the end wall by all models. The trends are reflected
in the Mach number distribution (bottom), which indicates that especially the corner
separation at the hub is predicted as too large. No big difference can be detected in
the depth and width of the wake between the models. It can be said, though, that the
wake seems slimmer and deeper in the experimental data.
A qualitatively different flow field prevails in the rotor row as shown in Figure 6.28.
The vortex visualisation is based on the velocity averaged in the rotor frame of refer-
ence. As argued above, the analysis plane is placed in the stator frame of reference;
hence the flow features which are at a distinct circumferential location relative to the
rotor frame of reference appear circumferentially averaged. All strong vortices show
up as circumferential streaks on the plane. Effects of the upstream stator row can be
seen as circumferential variation. The horse shoe and passage vortex system develops
in analogy to the stator flow. However, owing to the fact that the pressure and suction
sides are inverted, the direction of rotation of the passage vortices is inverted as well.
The passage vortex appears weaker and broader than in the stator flow. What clearly
distinguishes the rotor row from the stator rows is the tip gap vortex at a relative chan-
nel height of about 95% rotating in the opposite direction to the shroud passage vortex.
After the shroud trailing edge vortex, this is the strongest vortex at the exit of the rotor.
It greatly influences the corner flow of the blade and passage vortex at the shroud.
The flow field downstream of rotor 1 is compared to experiments in Figure 6.29 again
showing streamwise vorticity ωsw (top) and Mach number M (bottom). Because the
measurement was performed in the stator system, 4/3 rotor pitches equivalent to one
pitch of the upstream stator 1 are shown. The relative circumferential position of the
extracted simulation data has been adjusted such that the wake of stator 1, which can
be seen in the Mach number distribution at a relative pitch of about 1, coincides with
the experimental data. In the shroud region, the circumferential variation in both ωsw
andM is rather small, implying that this region is dominated by the rotor flow features.
The tip gap vortex is, unfortunately, not completely resolved by the experiment. The
data suggest, however, that the vortex is stronger than predicted by the Menter SST k-ω
model. Furthermore, it is modulated by the wake of stator 1, as can be seen in the Mach
number. The radial position of the peak vorticity corresponding to the shroud passage
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Figure 6.27: Streamwise vorticity ωsw (top) and Mach number M (bottom) downstream
of stator 1.
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Figure 6.28: Visualisation of the vortex system in rotor 1 by a λ2 = −1.5 isosurface
coloured with streamwise vorticity ωsw.
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Figure 6.29: Streamwise vorticity ωsw (top) and Mach number M (bottom) downstream
of rotor 1.
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vortex and trailing edge separation is predicted in agreement with the experiment. The
hub flow, in contrast, shows a significant circumferential variation due to the influence
of the upstream stator 1. While the turbulence models basically agree with each other,
the comparison with the experiment is limited to a very qualitative way in the hub
region.
The final measurement plane analysed in this section is placed behind stator 2 and
shown in Figure 6.30. Two stator 2 pitches are equivalent to one pitch of the upstream
stator 1. The secondary flow structures in stator 2 are dominated by the upstream
blade rows. The Menter SST k-ω model, in contrast to the DRSMs, shows strong posi-
tive streamwise vorticity very close to the shroud corresponding to a corner separation.
As Figure 6.29 (top) shows, the strong secondary flow structures associated with the ro-
tor tip gap and passage flow have dissipated more than in the DRSM solutions when
they enter the stator passage. A possible explanation could be that the stator’s corner
separation is suppressed by these features in the DRSM solution, which is in line with
the experiment. Remnants of the trailing edge vortex of rotor 1 at 80% relative channel
height can be seen in every other blade passage. As the tip vortex, the DRSMs con-
vect this vortex downstream much stronger than the LEVM, which corresponds to the
measured values. In the hub region, the picture is, again, rather noisy because struc-
tures from both upstream rows appear here. The wakes predicted by the simulation
are deeper than in the experiment. Furthermore, there is a strong minimum in Mach
number in the region of the hub corner separation in every other stator 2 passage. In
contrast, the experiments show less variation from one stator 2 passage to the other.
To summarise the discussions above, a quantitative comparison is presented in Fig-
ure 6.31. It shows radial traverses of circumferentially mass averaged streamwise vor-
ticity ωsw (top) and Mach number M (bottom) computed from the averaged unsteady
simulations with the Menter SST k-ω, SSG/LRR-ω and JH-ωh models compared with
experiments. For the Mach number, the measurement uncertainty is equivalent to
roughly the size of the symbols. As seen above in the discussion of the 2D plots, the
differences between the models are more pronounced in the streamwise vorticity than
in the Mach number. For the latter, especially in stator 1 there are only marginal differ-
ences between the models; a similar conclusion can be drawn for stator 2. The general
trends of the experimental data are followed rather well by all models. The only major
differences can be seen in the rotor tip region. There, the passage vortex is predicted
closer to shroud wall by the DRSMs, which does not agree as well with the measured
data as the result obtained with the Menter SST k-ω model. The tip gap vortex, how-
ever, dissipates too quickly in the LEVM simulation. Both DRSMs capture the peak in
streamwise vorticity which corresponds to this vortex both in position and amplitude.
In the upstream row, the peak vorticity of the shroud passage vortex is predicted better
than with the LEVM. As argued above, the numerical data in stator 2 show numerous
peaks and only qualitatively agree with the measurements.
In contrast to all cases used for validation of the models, laminar boundary layer prob-
lems in spite of a fully turbulent simulation occur for the JH-ωh model due to the low
turbulence intensity. This can be seen in Figure 6.32, which shows the wall shear stress
at midspan where it differs from all other models. Unfortunately no experimental data
are available. Furthermore it shows a separation and reattachment on the stator 1 suc-
tion surface as opposed to all other models. As suggested in Section 3.4, additional
computations were performed with a lower limit of ωh/S introduced in the numerical
procedure. However, as in the original model, no healthy turbulent boundary layer
could be found in these results. This finally reveals that the ωh-version of the model
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Figure 6.30: Streamwise vorticity ωsw (top) and Mach number M (bottom) downstream
of stator 2.
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Figure 6.31: Radial traverses of streamwise vorticity ωsw (top) and Mach number M
(bottom) behind stator 1 (left), rotor 1 (middle) and stator 2 (right) averaged from the
unsteady simulations with Menter SST k-ω, SSG/LRR-ω and JH-ωh models compared
to experimental data.
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Figure 6.32: Wall shear stress τw,x for stator 1, rotor 1, stator 2 (from left to right) from
steady simulation.
suffers from the same deficiency concerning the transition behaviour as the h-version
(Probst, 2013). It is possible that a treatment which forces transition through additional
source terms, as Probst derived for the h-version, is also necessary for the general
applicability of the JH-ωh model.
The general picture deduced from the above test case is very similar to that obtained
for the Virginia Tech cascade in Section 6.1. DRSMs show improvements in the pre-
diction of secondary flow effects but a near-wall model does not significantly improve
predictions any further. In general, the application of a DRSM can be recommended if
secondary flow effects are of primary interest. Especially the SSG/LRR-ω model can
be run without stability problems. The JH-ωh needs further investigation possibly in
combination with a suitable transition model.
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7 Summary and Outlook
The performance of differential Reynolds stress models (DRSM) in turbomachinery
flows has been investigated. DLR’s in-house solver for turbomachinery applications,
TRACE, was used as a vehicle for the study. The solver is used in productive industrial
design environments. Hence, quality management plays a major role in the develop-
ment. After the infrastructure for the computations of DRSMs had been created, two
DRSMs of different complexity were implemented. Whereas the SSG/LRR-ω model is
a high Reynolds model, developed with focus on its application to complex 3D flows,
the JH-ωh model has been built up from the bottom by careful analysis of direct numer-
ical simulation (DNS) data in building block flows. The latter model includes near-wall
effects explicitly in the pressure-strain term and through the use of the specific homo-
geneous dissipation rate as scale-determining variable. While it has various theoretical
advantages, problems of spurious laminar solutions have been reported. A theoretical
analysis of the model’s behaviour identified possible causes.
The stability of the numerical method is of prime importance if complex 3D flows rele-
vant in industrial applications have to be computed. Two aspects have been taken care
of. The first is the stability of the solution method for the Reynolds stress transport
equations. A method has been developed to solve the additional transport equations
in a separated yet conservative manner. As the equations are solved in an implicit algo-
rithm, the linearisation of the source and diffusion terms for DRSMs has been derived
and implemented. The second aspect is the coupling of the DRSM to the Reynolds
averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) equations, for which an existing strategy has been
employed. As a final point in this respect, the Reynolds stress boundary conditions
specific to turbomachinery flows solved in rotating frames of reference have been de-
veloped.
The implementation of the models has been carefully validated using a number of
building block flows. Experimental and DNS data as well as well-established turbu-
lence models such as the Menter SST k-ω and the Hellsten EARSM k-ω model were
used as references. The test cases included the features of a boundary layer, stream-
line curvature, separation and shock wave/boundary layer interaction. As expected,
the theoretically superior JH-ωh model proved to be superior in the prediction of these
flows. This holds true for both the prediction of the turbulence structure, analysed
in terms of turbulence anisotropy and its invariants, and the prediction of mean flow
quantities. It has to be mentioned, though, that the differences between the DRSMs in
the latter were much smaller.
After the successful validation, the models were applied in the simulation of a com-
pressor and a turbine flow as well as to a flow relevant to internal cooling. The flow
through the Virginia Tech compressor cascade was analysed with focus on the tip gap
flow and the development of the passage vortex. Both DRSMs showed improvements
compared to both the reference LEVM and EARSM, especially in the prediction of sec-
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ondary flow features. The JH-ωh model was found to be superior in the prediction of
Reynolds stress anisotropy. However, only marginal differences in the in mean flow
quantities distinguished the two DRSMs. The flow in the Ranque-Hilsch vortex tube
was investigated in collaboration with the Engine Measurement Systems department of
DLR’s Institute of Propulsion Technology. At the time of the project, only the SSG/LRR-ω
model was available for the simulation. No steady solution could be obtained with
the DRSM because the model is inherently less dissipative than eddy viscosity mod-
els. The subsequent computationally expensive unsteady RANS simulation produced
qualitatively reasonable results for unsteady effects and showed good agreement with
measured temperature data. The most advanced turbomachinery application was the
1.5 stage cold air turbine test rig operated by the Institute of Jet Propulsion and Turbo-
machinery at the RWTH Aachen University. This case involved all features present in
real turbomachines such as rotating frames of reference and the interaction of blade
rows. Due to the aspect ratio of the blades, the focus was on the strong secondary
flows. Again, an unsteady RANS simulation was required both from a flow physics
point of view and due to the convergence behaviour of the DRSMs. It could be shown
that the prediction of secondary flow structures was improved by both DRSMs. While
the SSG/LRR-ω model ran without problems both in steady and unsteady mode, the
JH-ωh model computed a transitional solution similar to the reported behaviour of its
h-version.
In the investigated cases, the DRSMs showed superior prediction of secondary flow
features. When the flow is very complex and many different effects interfere with each
other, the prediction of intricate details of the inner boundary layer seems to become
less important for the overall result. Here, a compromise between the accuracy in the
details and the stability of the solution method has to be found. While the JH-ωh model
appears to be clearly superior to the SSG/LRR-ω model in the prediction of building
block flows, this advantage cannot be recognised as pronounced in complex 3D flows
and comes at the expense of decreased numerical stability. This raises the question of
the appropriate level of complexity of DRSMs for practical simulations of such flows.
From the current knowledge, the SSG/LRR-ω model can be recommended for practical
applications although it has some theoretical shortcomings such as the pressure-strain
model close to a solid wall. While these can be criticised, on the one hand, they can be
viewed in terms of a different rationale, on the other hand. The model employs simpler
formulations in parts of the flow which are critical from a stability point of view and,
hence, ensures that a solution can be obtained. The JH-ωh model, in contrast, shows a
lot of theoretical potential but needs further investigations, especially of its transition
behaviour.
This leads to the real dilemma of turbulence modelling. In order to gain insight into
turbulence mechanisms and derive appropriate models, highly idealised flows focus-
ing on very few isolated effects have to be studied: basically all turbulence models are
calibrated using such flows. What distinguishes the various models is how accurately
the flow features of building block flows can be reproduced. However, almost all flows
to which the models are applied are highly complex and feature combinations of var-
ious effects. Since the governing equations are non-linear it can per se not be expected
that a model calibrated for a number of idealised flows yields satisfying results in a
complex flow. An approach to overcome this dilemma would be the use of automated
optimisation methods to calibrate the models in relevant flows.
The results from this thesis can be built upon to further advance the application of
DRSMs in practical turbomachinery applications. Since transition plays an important
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role in many parts of a turbomachinery flow, the coupling with an appropriate transi-
tion model and the transition properties of the JH-ωh models should be investigated.
In view of applications involving heat transfer, the models should be coupled to ad-
vanced turbulent heat flux models. The DRSMs could also serve as advanced back-
ground models for scale adaptive simulations. Finally, as the potential of the models
to improve the prediction of relevant secondary flow features was proved, they should
be incorporated in future turbomachinery design projects.
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Nomenclature
Abbreviations
ACARE Advisory Council for Aviation Research and Innovation in
Europe
BSL Baseline
CAD Computer Aided Design
CFD Computational Fluid Dynamics
CFL Courant, Friedrichs, Lewy
DES Detached Eddy Simulation
DLR Deutsches Zentrum fu¨r Luft- und Raumfahrt (German
Aerospace Center)
DNS Direct Numerical Simulation
DRSM Differential Reynolds Stress Model
EARSM Explicit Algebraic Reynolds Stress Model
FFT Fast Fourier Transform
FRS Filtered Rayleigh Scattering
GGD Generalised Gradient Diffusion
HL Hanjalic´, Launder
IP Isotropisation of production
ISA International Standard Atmosphere
JH Jakirlic´, Hanjalic´
L2F Laser-2-Focus
LES Large Eddy Simulation
LEVM Linear Eddy Viscosity Model
LHS Left Hand Side
LRR Launder, Reece, Rodi
MUSCL Monotonic Upstream-centered Scheme for Conservation
Laws
NLEVM Non-linear Eddy Viscosity Model
ODE Ordinary Differential Equation
ONERA Office National d’Etudes et de Recherches Ae´rospatiales
PANS Partially Averaged Navier-Stokes
RAE Royal Aircraft Establishment
RANS Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes
RGB Red Green Blue
RSM Reynolds Stress Model
RWTH Rheinisch-westfa¨lische technische Hochschule
SAS Scale Adaptive Simulation
SciPy Scientific Computing Tools for Python
SGD Simple Gradient Diffusion
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SMC Second Moment Closure
SSG Speziale, Sarkar, Gatski
SST Shear Stress Transport
TMBWG Turbulence Model Benchmarking Working Group
TRACE Turbomachinery Research Aerodynamic Computational
Environment
TurboVaLd Turbulenzmodellvalidierung mittels Laserdiagnostik
(DLR internal project)
Symbols
a Speed of sound
aij Reynolds stress anisotropy tensor
aexij Extra Reynolds stress anisotropy in EARSM context
A Reynolds stress two-component factor
A Area
A Flux Jacobian
A2, A3 Second and third invariant of Reynolds stress anisotropy
tensor
Bi Coefficients of homogeneous shear model problem
c Chord length
cf Skin friction coefficient
cp Pressure coefficient
cp Specific heat at constant pressure
cv Specific heat at constant volume
Ci Coefficients of turbulence models
CDkω k-ω cross diffusion term
Dµij,k Viscous diffusion of Reynolds stresses
DTij,k Turbulent diffusion of Reynolds stresses
e Internal energy
eAi Basis vector in base A
eij Dissipation anisotropy tensor
E Dissipation two-component factor
E˜ Favre-averaged relative total energy
E2, E3 Second and third invariant of dissipation anisotropy tensor
f JH model function
f Frequency
f Arbitrary vector function
F JH model function
F Inviscid flux
Fv Viscous flux
F1 Menter’s blending function
fs Model function for dissipation anisotropy
h Enthalpy
h Blade height, channel height
H Step height
k Turbulent kinetic energy
lax Axial chord length
L Length, RANS length scale
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LT RANS length scale used in boundary conditions
m˙ Mass flow
M Mach number
Mij Reynolds stress budget contribution of turbulent mass flux
due to density fluctuations
n Number
ni, n (Wall) normal vector
p Pressure
P Reynolds-averaged pressure
Pij Reynolds stress production tensor
P3 Gradient production term
Pk Production term of turbulent kinetic energy 12Pii
Pr Prandtl number
q Solution vector, conservative state vector
qi Heat flux vector
qTi Turbulent heat flux vector
r⊥ Distance from rotation axis
R Radius
R Residual vector
RA→B Transformation matrix from base A to base B
Rij Reynolds stress rotation term
Re Reynolds number
s Arc length
sij Strain rate tensor
S Shear rate
S Volume source term
Sij Favre averaged strain rate tensor
t Time
t Pitch
T Temperature
Tu Turbulence intensity
u Primitive state vector
u, v, w; ux, uy, uz Cartesian velocity components
ui Velocity vector
uτ Friction velocity
U Favre averaged velocity norm
Ui Favre averaged velocity vector
V Control volume
Wij Favre averaged vorticity tensor
xB, yB Barycentric coordinates
xi, x Coordinate vector
x, y, z Cartesian coordinates
x, r, θ Cylindrical coordinates
yn Distance to nearest wall
α Coefficient of production term in ω-equation
β Coefficient of destruction term in ω-equation
γ Adiabatic index
δ Channel half height, boundary layer thickness
δij Kronecker delta
 Cold fraction (vortex tube)
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 Turbulent dissipation rate
ij Reynolds stress dissipation tensor
ijk Levi-Civita symbol
ηK Kolmogorov length scale
θ Boundary layer momentum thickness
λ Thermal conductivity
Λ Diagonal matrix of eigenvalues
λi Eigenvalues (Reynolds stress anisotropy tensor, flux Jaco-
bian, vortex visualisation)
µ Dynamic viscosity
µT Turbulent or eddy viscosity
ν Kinematic viscosity
ξi Computational coordinates
Πij Reynolds stress pressure-strain tensor
Πwij Reynolds stress pressure-strain tensor wall model
ρ Density
σd Coefficient of cross-diffusion term in ω-equation
σω Turbulent diffusion coefficient in ω-equation
σij Viscous stress tensor
τ Pseudo-time
τw Wall shear stress
φ Generic quantity
ωsw Streamwise vorticity
ω Specific turbulent dissipation rate
Ω Norm of system rotation rate vector
Ωi, Ω System rotation rate vector
Ωij System rotation rate tensor ijkΩk
` Characteristic variables
Subscripts / Superscripts
0 Reference value, initial value
1C, 2C, 3C One-component, two-component, three-component
a, ax Axial
C Referring to chord
f Cell face
h Homogeneous
q Based on conservative variables
ref Reference value
t Total or stagnation values
T Turbulent, transposed
u Based on primitive variables
w Wall
µ Viscous, based on dynamic viscosity
ν Viscous, based on kinematic viscosity
τ Based on wall shear stress
∞ Free stream
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Decorations
φ Reynolds average
φ′ Fluctuating part of Reynolds-averaged quantity
φ˜ Favre average
φ′′ Fluctuating part of Favre-averaged quantity
φ∗ij Trace free tensor φij − 13φkkδij
φ∗ Non-dimensional quantity
φˆ Roe-averaged value
φ+ Non-dimensional based on friction velocity uτ
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A Model specifications
A.1 Menter SST k-ω
The Menter SST k-ω model is implemented in its version of 2003 as documented by
Menter et al. (2003) and verified by code-to-code comparison using the Turbulence Mod-
eling Resource website (Rumsey et al., 2010).
Turbulent kinetic energy and dissipation rate equations
D(ρk)
Dt
= ρPk − β∗ρωk + ∂
∂xi
[
(µ+ σkµT )
∂k
∂xi
]
(A.1)
D(ρω)
Dt
= γ
ρ2
µT
Pk − βρω2 + ∂
∂xi
[
(µ+ σωµT )
∂ω
∂xi
]
(A.2)
+2(1− F1)σω2ρ
ω
∂k
∂xi
∂ω
∂xi
β∗ = 0.09 (A.3)
Production term
ρPk = min
(
2µTS
∗
ijS
∗
ij −
2
3
ρkSii, 10β
∗ρkω
)
(A.4)
Sij =
1
2
(
∂Ui
∂xj
+
∂Uj
∂xi
)
(A.5)
S∗ij = Sij −
1
3
Sqqδij (A.6)
Blending of coefficients
φ = F1φ1 + (1− F1)φ2 (A.7)
F1 = tanh
(
arg41
)
(A.8)
arg1 = min
[
max
( √
k
β∗ωd
,
500µ
ρd2ω
)
,
4ρσω2k
CDkωd2
]
(A.9)
CDkω = max
(
2ρσω2
ω
∂k
∂xi
∂ω
∂xi
, 10−10
)
(A.10)
with the distance to the nearest wall d. Coefficients see Table A.1.
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Table A.1: Coefficients of Menter SST k-ω model.
Constant β σk σω γ
inner (1) 0.075 0.85 0.5 0.556
outer (2) 0.0828 1.0 0.856 0.44
Eddy viscosity
µT =
ρa1k
max(a1k, SF2)
, a1 = 0.31 (A.11)
S =
√
2SijSij (A.12)
F2 = tanh
(
arg22
)
(A.13)
arg2 = max
(
2
√
k
β∗ωd
,
500µ
ρd2ω
)
(A.14)
A.2 Hellsten EARSM k-ω
The Hellsten EARSM k-ω model is implemented and validated as documented by
Franke (2010). The formulation of the eddy viscosity is mathematically equivalent.
Turbulent kinetic energy and dissipation rate equations
D(ρk)
Dt
= ρPk − β∗ρωk + ∂
∂xi
[
(µ+ σkµT )
∂k
∂xi
]
(A.15)
D(ρω)
Dt
= α
ω
k
Pk − βρω2 + ∂
∂xi
[
(µ+ σωµT )
∂ω
∂xi
]
(A.16)
+σd
ρ
ω
max
[
∂k
∂xi
∂ω
∂xi
, 0
]
β∗ = 0.09 (A.17)
Production term
ρPk = −ρu′′i u′′j
∂Ui
∂xj
(A.18)
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Blending of coefficients
φ = F1φ1 + (1− F1)φ2 (A.19)
F1 = tanh
(
1.5arg41
)
(A.20)
arg1 = min
max( √k
β∗ωd
,
500µ
ρωd2
)
,
20k
max
(
d2
ω
∂k
∂xi
∂ω
∂xi
, 200 · 10−12
)
 (A.21)
with the distance to the nearest wall d. Coefficients see Table A.2.
Constitutive relation
ρu′′i u
′′
j = −2µTS∗ij +
2
3
ρkδij + ρka
ex
ij (A.22)
S∗ij =
1
2
(
∂Ui
∂xj
+
∂Uj
∂xi
− 2
3
∂Uk
∂xk
δij
)
(A.23)
Ω∗ij =
1
2
(
∂Ui
∂xj
− ∂Uj
∂xi
)
(A.24)
Eddy viscosity
µT =
3
5
N
N2 − 2IIΩρkτ (A.25)
This formulation is mathematically equivalent to the one stated by Franke (2010).
τ = max
[
k

, Cτ
√
µ
ρ
]
,  = β∗kω, Cτ = 6.0 (A.26)
Sij = τS
∗
ij (A.27)
Ωij = τΩ
∗
ij (A.28)
IIS = SijSji, IIΩ = ΩijΩji, IV = SijΩjkΩki (A.29)
Extra anisotropy
aexij = β3
(
ΩikΩkj − 13IIΩδij
)
+
β4 (SikΩkj − ΩikSkj) +
β6
(
SikΩklΩlj + ΩikΩklSlj − IIΩSij − 23IV δij
)
+
β9 (ΩikSklΩlmΩmj − ΩikΩklSlmΩmj)
(A.30)
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Table A.2: Coefficients of Hellsten EARSM k-ω model.
Constant α β σk σω σd
inner (1) 0.518 0.0747 1.1 0.53 1.0
outer (2) 0.44 0.0828 1.1 1.0 0.4
β coefficients
β1 = −N (2N
2 − 7IIΩ)
Q
(A.31)
β3 = −12N
−1IV
Q
(A.32)
β4 = −2 (N
2 − 2IIΩ)
Q
(A.33)
β6 = −6N
Q
(A.34)
β9 =
6
Q
(A.35)
Q =
5
6
(
N2 − 2IIΩ
) (
2N2 − IIΩ
)
(A.36)
N =

C′1
3
+
(
P1 +
√
P2
) 1
3 +
(
P1 −
√
P2
) 1
3 , P2 ≥ 0
C′1
3
+ 2 (P 21 − P2)
1
6 cos
(
1
3
arccos
(
P1√
P 21−P2
))
, P2 < 0
(A.37)
P1 =
(
C ′21
27
+
9
20
IIS − 2
3
IIΩ
)
C ′1 (A.38)
P2 = P
2
1 −
(
C ′21
9
+
9
10
IIS +
2
3
IIΩ
)3
(A.39)
C ′1 =
9
5
+
9
4
Cdiff max
(
1 + β
(eq)
1 IIS, 0
)
, Cdiff = 2.2 (A.40)
β
(eq)
1 = −
6
5
N (eq)
(N (eq))2 − 2IIΩ , N
(eq) =
81
20
(A.41)
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A.3 DRSM: common terms
Reynolds stress transport equations
Dρu′′i u
′′
j
Dt
= ρPij +
1
2
ρRij − ρij + ρΠij + ∂
∂xk
[
Dµij,k +D
T
ij,k
]
(A.42)
Reynolds stress production
ρPij = −
(
ρu′′i u
′′
k
∂Uj
∂xk
+ ρu′′ju
′′
k
∂Ui
∂xk
)
(A.43)
System rotation
1
2
ρRij = −
(
ρu′′i u′′qΩqj + ρu
′′
ju
′′
qΩqi
)
, Ωij = Ωpijp (A.44)
Pressure strain term
Πij = Πij,1 + Πij,2 + Π
w
ij,1 + Π
w
ij,2 (A.45)
Πij,1 = −
[
C1aij + C
′
1
(
aikajk − 1
3
δijA2
)]
(A.46)
aij =
u˜′′i u
′′
j
k
− 2
3
δij (A.47)
A2 = aijaji (A.48)
A3 = aijajkaki (A.49)
A = 1− 9
8
(A2 − A3) (A.50)
Πij,2 =
[(
C3 − C ′3
√
A2
)
kS∗ij
+ C4k
(
aipSpj + ajpSpi − 2
3
apqSpqδij
)
+ C5k (aipWpj + ajpWpi)− 1
2
C ′2aijPqq
] (A.51)
Sij =
1
2
(
∂Ui
∂xj
+
∂Uj
∂xi
)
(A.52)
Wij =
1
2
(
∂Ui
∂xj
− ∂Uj
∂xi
)
(A.53)
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A.4 SSG/LRR-ω model
Dissipation term
ij =
2
3
δij (A.54)
Pressure strain wall correction
Πwij = 0 (A.55)
Diffusion term
Dµij,k +D
T
ij,k = µ
∂u˜′′i u
′′
j
∂xk
+ CS
ρk

u˜′′ku
′′
l
∂u˜′′i u
′′
j
∂xl
(A.56)
Eddy viscosity
µT =
ρk
ω
(A.57)
Dissipation equation
 = Cµkω, Cµ = 0.09 (A.58)
Dρω
Dt
= α
ρω
k
Pk − βρω2 + σd ρ
ω
∂k
∂xj
∂ω
∂xj
+
∂
∂xk
[
(µ+ σωµT )
∂ω
∂xk
]
(A.59)
Dissipation solid wall boundary condition
ω|wall = 10
6µ
βωρy21
(A.60)
Blending of coefficients
φ = F1φ
LRR,ω + (1− F1)φSSG, (A.61)
F1 = tanh
(
arg41
)
(A.62)
arg1 = min
[
max
( √
k
β∗ωyn
,
500µ
ρy2nω
)
,
4ρσω2k
CDkωy2n
]
(A.63)
CDkω = max
(
2ρσω2
ω
∂k
∂xi
∂ω
∂xi
, 10−10
)
(A.64)
with the distance to the nearest wall yn.
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Table A.3: Coefficients of Reynolds stress and dissipation rate equations for SSG/LRR-
ω model (Ce´cora et al., 2014).
Coefficient SSG, LRR,ω
C1 1.7 1.8
C ′1 −1.05 0
C3 0.8
C ′3 0.65 0
C4 0.625 0.9709
C5 −0.2 −0.5782
C ′2 0.9 0
CGGDS 0.22 0.75 Cµ
CSGDS 2C
GGD
S /3
α 0.44 0.5556
β 0.0828 0.075
σω 0.856 0.5
σd 1.712 0
A.5 Jakirlic´, Hanjalic´ and Maduta’s uiuj-ωh model
Dissipation term
ij = 
h
ij +
1
2
Dνij (A.65)
hij = 
h
[
2
3
δij + fsaij
]
(A.66)
fs = 1−
√
AE2 (A.67)
eij =
hij
h
− 2
3
δij (A.68)
E2 = eijeji (A.69)
E3 = eijejkeki (A.70)
E = 1− 9
8
(E2 − E3) (A.71)
Pressure strain wall correction
Πwij = C
w
1 fw
h
k
(
u˜′′ku′′mnknmδij −
3
2
u˜′′i u
′′
knknj −
3
2
u˜′′ku
′′
jnkni
)
(A.72)
+Cw2 fw
(
Πkm,2nknmδij − 3
2
Πik,2nknj − 3
2
Πkj,2nkni
)
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fw = min
[
k
3
2
2.5hyn
, 1.4
]
(A.73)
n =
∇yn
|∇yn| (A.74)
Diffusion term
Dµij,k +D
T
ij,k =
1
2
µ
∂u˜′′i u
′′
j
∂xk
+ σωµT
∂u˜′′i u
′′
j
∂xk
(A.75)
Eddy viscosity
µT = 0.144Aρk
1
2 max [10ηK , L] (A.76)
ηK =
(
ν3
Cµkωh
) 1
4
(A.77)
L =
k
1
2
Cµωh
(A.78)
Dissipation equation
h = Cµkω
h, Cµ = 0.09 (A.79)
D
(
ρωh
)
Dt
=
∂
∂xi
[(
1
2
µ+ σωµT
)
∂ωh
∂xi
]
+ α
ρωh
k
Pk − βρ
(
ωh
)2
+CDkω +
1
Cµk
P3 (A.80)
α = (C1 − 1) (A.81)
β = Cµ (C2 − 1) (A.82)
Dissipation solid wall boundary condition
ωh
∣∣
first cell =
µ
Cµρy21
,
∂ωh
∂n
∣∣∣∣
wall
= 0 (A.83)
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Table A.4: Coefficients of Reynolds stress and dissipation rate equations for the JH-ωh
model (Morsbach et al., 2015a).
Model Coefficient Model Coefficient
Πij,1 C1 = C +
√
AE2 Πwij C
w
1 = max [1.0− 0.7C, 0.3]
C = 2.5AF
1
4f Cw2 = min [A, 0.3]
F = min [0.6, A2] Diffusion CS = σωCµ
f = min
[(
ReT
150
) 3
2 , 1
]
ωh α = 0.44
ReT =
ρk2
µh
β = 0.072
C ′1 = 0 σω = 0.9091
Πij,2 C2 = 0.8
√
A σd = 0.25
C ′2 = 0 Ccr = 0.55
C3 =
4
3
C2 C
1
3 = 0.3
C ′3 = 0 C
2
3 = 0.64
C4 = C2 C
2
3 = 2.0
C5 = −C2
Table A.5: Formulation of gradient production P3 and cross-diffusion CDkω term for
different versions of JH-ωh model.
Model P3 CDkω
JH-ωh
0.3µku˜′′j u
′′
k
h
∂2Ui
∂xj∂xl
∂2Ui
∂xk∂xl
2σdρ
ωh
max
[
∂ωh
∂xi
∂k
∂xi
, 0
]
JH-ωh (Maduta) 2.0µµT
ρ
∂2Ui
∂xp∂xq
∂2Ui
∂xp∂xq
2
k
(
1
2
Ccrµ+ σdµT
)
∂ωh
∂xi
∂k
∂xi
JH-ωh (Maduta, P 33)
0.64Cµµk2
h
∂2Ui
∂xp∂xq
∂2Ui
∂xp∂xq
2
k
(
1
2
Ccrµ+ σdµT
)
∂ωh
∂xi
∂k
∂xi
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B Vortex detection methods
B.1 The λ2-criterion
The λ2 criterion detects vortices using the matrix
SikSkj +WikWkj (B.1)
defined by the strain rate and vorticity tensors Sij and Wij . The second largest eigen-
value of this matrix is called λ2. Negative values of λ2 indicate a vortex (Jeong &
Hussain, 1995).
B.2 Streamwise vorticity
The data available from the five hole probes does not provide the axial velocity gradi-
ent which is required to compute the streamwise vorticity
ωsw =
Uiijk
∂Uk
∂xj√
UqUq
. (B.2)
It is computed following the proposition by Reinmo¨ller (2007) resulting in the follow-
ing expressions:
ωx =
1
r
[
∂rcφ
∂r
− ∂cr
∂φ
]
(B.3)
ωr =
1
cx
[
1
ρr
∂p
∂φ
+
1
2r
∂c2
∂φ
+ crωx
]
(B.4)
ωφ = − 1
cx
[
1
ρ
∂p
∂r
+
1
2
∂c2
∂φ
− cφωx
]
(B.5)
ωsw =
cxωx + cφωφ + crωr√
c2x + c
2
φ + c
2
r
(B.6)
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